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Tulin=ledgey for
The Mark III FM Tuner
DIY Hi-Fi will never seem the
same again. Ambit's Mark III
tuner system is electrically &
visually superior to all others.
Some options available, but
the illustrated version with
reference series modules:
£149.00 + £18.62 VAT
With Hyperfi Series modules
E185.00 + £23.12

Digital Dorchester All Band Broadcast Tuner LIN MW/SW/SW/SW/FM stereo
A multiband superhet tuner, constructed using a single IC for RF/IF processing - but with
all features you would expect of designs of far greater complexity. The ENt section uses a
three section (air gang) tuned FET tunerhead, with ceramic IF filters and interstation mute;
AM employs a double balanced mixer input stage, with mechanical IF filters - plus a BFO
and MOSFET product detector for CW/SSB reception. Styled in a matching unit to the
Mark III FM only tuner, employing the same degree of care in mechanical design to enable
easy construction. MW/LW reception via a ferrite rod antenna.
Electronics only (PCB and all components thereon) £33.00 + £4.12 VAT
Complete with digital frequency readout/clock-timer hardware £99.00 + £12.37 VAT
Complete with MA1023 clock/timer module with dial scale E66.00 + £8.25 VAT
Hardware packages ere available separately if you wish to house your own designs in a
professional case structure. Please deduct the cost of electronics from complete prices.

ti

sale.
Features of the system:

ALL TUNER KITS E3 carriage

ins! Tuition &
11r.i 171 (ii all parts

inte Iroquens-y
Stale of the art performance
with faeiliiie, for 111111(dos.
using nuultilar plug in

l/evialion level calil)ralor
lot recording
All [1,1+,11 bind( lc:duties

LW/MW,FM LCD Digital Frequent' Display - July PW feature
Update your old radio, or build this into a new design.
Or use it as a servicing aid this low power unit with
LCD display reads direct frequency in kHz/MHz, or
with usual AM/FM IF offsets for received frequency.
Low power LCD means no RFI 15-20mA at 9v even
with the divide by 100 prescalar. FM resolution is
1Q0kHz, AM 1kHz. Sensitivities better than 10mV
Complete kit £19.50 +*£1.56 VAT. Built and tested version £24.00 +£1.92 VAT
Various other DFM systems described in our catalogue part 2 including a one chip
solution to providing digital display of FRG7 kHz dial, combined with clock/timers etc.

PW SANDBANKS PI METAL LOCATOR
Maintaining our professional approach to
home constructor kits, we offer the pulse
induction 'Sandbanks'. Now with inject-
ion molded casing for greatly improved
enviromental sealing. £37.00+ £2.96vat.
VHF MONITOR RX WITH PLESSEY IC
4/9 channel version of the PW design' -
but using standard 3rii OT crystals, and
TOYO 8 pole crystal filter with matching
transformers. Coil sets from our standard
range to cover bands from 40 to 200MHz.
Complete module kit £31.25 +£3.90cat .

ETI - REMCON RADIO CONTROL
A tried and tested RC system with a
full set of supporting hardware from a
well known manufacturer. Please send
for details - and watch our ads for further
news of developments in RC products.

Radio and Audio Modules : The biggest range/ best specs:
EF5801/3/4 6 stage varicap tunerheads with LO feed and various

levels of sophistication. Nei4'5804 include pin AGC loop 'on
board'. 5801:£17.45+£2.18vat 5803:E19.75+E2.47vat
5804:E24.95 +£3.18vat. Frequencies in 40-180MHz on appcn.

EF5402 4 stage varicap with TDA1062, compound FET/Bipolar
input stage, low noise, balanced mixer, pin agc, osc output. A
worthy successor to the 5400. E10.75+£1.34vat

The 5402 is available centred on a wide range of frequencies from
30MHz to 780MHz. Non standard units £14.75+£7.84 - 3 weeks.
8319 4 stage varicap tunerhead from Larsholt using MOSFET

RF and mixer stages. New temperature compensated oscillator
for wide ranges of ambient temperature f 13.45+E1.68vat

7252 Complete Larsholt FM tuner less stereo decoder. E26.50+E3.31vat
7253 Stereo FM tunerset from Larsholt with FET head. (as 7252)
944378 Hyperfi stereo decoder. The very best. E19.95+E2.19vat
911223 Pilot cancel stereo decoder, priced to make the MC1310 as

obsolete as it now deserves to be.E12.50+f 1.56vat
Inotec 1 -A fully DC tuned and switched LW/MW/FM stereo tuner

to interface with s nthesiser control etc.A first! Detail's

COMPONENTS for Radio and Audio ICs, HMOS etc.
The list is too long to attempt here, but AMBIT specializes in all types of
semiconductor for radio reception, including devices operating from DC to
5GHz. New low cost SBL1 diode ring mixers lequiv case MD108 etc) -first
with HMOS fets, now with a PCB for DC amplifier, and offset sense and
protection relay for speakers. See catalogue and updates for most info, pse
send an SAE for information on anything ., ou cannot find in catalogues.
Radio ICs cost + vat Stereo ICs cost +vat AF power ICs cost +vat
CA3089E 1.94 24 MC1310P 1.50 19 LM38051 1.00 12
CA3189E 2.45 30 uA758 2.20 27 TBA810AS 1.09 14
HA1137W 2.20 27 CA3090A 2.75 34
SN7666c0 0.75 9 HA1196 3.95 49
TDA1090 3.35 42 HA11223 4.35 54
TDA1083 1.95 24 KB4437 4.35 54
TDA1220 1.40 17 KB2224 2.75 34
S L6649 2.75 34 Preamp ICs/switches
MC3357 3.12 39 TDA1028 3.50 44
HA1197W 1.40 17 TDA1029 3.50 44
MC1496 1.25 16 TDA1074 4.14 52
LM373/4 3.75 49 KB4438 2.22 28

TDA2002 1.95 24
TBA820M 0.75 9
from the general list:
LEDs:all colours and
low prices
25J48/2SK 134 HMOS
9.90 +f0.80 vat (Pair)
Signal fets/transistors and
TOKO COILS & FILTERS!

OSTS: Remember all OSTS stocks are obtained from BS9000 approved sources - your
assurance that all devices are very best f rst quality commercial types. Some LPSN
TTL is presently in great demand, so please check by phone before ordering .
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74 21
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7800 series 95p
7900 series £1
78M vanes 90p
(1.0220 pack)
78L CP series 35p
78MGT2C 175p
79MGT2C 175p
723C 65p
NE 550A 73p
L200 195p

MAINS FILTERS
)Amp IEC 4.83
Amp 1E C 5.83
A unreal 3.87
!IBS approved

Requests for the
nest issue of the
catalogue now being
°booked'. for des
pates immediately
a is ready (about
November) Please
send Sop to reserve
9.0PY. Wart 31
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100p
589
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100p
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200p
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100p
1059
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83p
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85p
85p
80p

1509
130p
998
60o
650
559
65p
65p
65p

120P
135p
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4096
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4161
4162
4163
41 74
4175
4194
4501
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5531,
115,
109p
53p

400p
25p
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20p
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82p
829
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50p
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1109
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90p
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90p
90p

104p
95..)
95p
23p
91,,
69p
511,
55g/

248p
99p

1499
98p

206p
2609
300p
125p
3829
1039
579
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236p
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4577
4527
4528
44552309

4531
4532
4534
4536
4538
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4554
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0557-
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4559
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4561
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4584
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1419
90p

14Ip
125P
614p
380p
1504
110p
141p
174p
399p
440P
153p
77p

386p
117p
388P
218p

65P
530P
159p
28Ip
303p

25p
600p
3199
1049
84p
63u

100p

Micromarket
8216 1.95
8274 3.50 2/08
8778 4.78
8251 6.25
8755 5.40
MEMORIES

6800 series
080111' 6.50
1,821)1' f6
6850P 2.75
6810P C4

6852 3.65
8080 series
8080 6.30
8212 2.30

2102 C1 70
2112 1340
2513 C754
402/ ES 78

2114 I 1U

Development
MEK681/0 1270 '

TK80 (306
AMI StqlttItus
TI Iptctstl.
FlJt tts et, OA

MISC. LSI/Scalars/DVMs
NE555 30p NE556 /81t NE558 1800
LM3909 /217 95H9ODC '320NIH, / 800

1C9ODC 7650A4H7 L14 00
CM7216811:9 6 decade 1011,114, DFM/timer with

direct LED drive and all -counter features (19.82
Ch47217AIBI 4 dvcadr ptoquottrnahie cit. 19 50
CM72O7 dock pulse gent,utot IC 14 95
ChA7208 7 dviadtt coottivt,tIttpt., dower 114 95
CM7106CP LCD DVM IC (3, 0.01
CA47106CPK LCD DVM KIT
CM7107CP LED DVM IC
M7107CPK LED DVM KIT

SP8629 thyttle hy 100 200hAfi, icalor
IVISL2318 thsr.de I, 100 tu 1 /YAK, tnip

'1, 4,- I, 10 I, 45N1H, IA 20
PLEASE REMEMBER TO ADD 8% VAT
TO ITEMS LISTED UNDER OSTS

19 55
124 80
19 55
120 65
C4 20

LMEARSIOrl
BIMOS

84p
CA3130T 901,
CA.314(71
CA3140T 771,
CA3160E 90p
CA3160T 998
Op ,Pps
LM301AH
LM30 I AN 308
LM308H 1210
LM30EIN 9/p
LM318H 279p
LM318N 22411

LM324N /lp
LM339N 661.
LM348N 186p
LIM3900N 60p
709HC is 64p
709PC dd 36p
710HC to5 65p
710PC dd 599
723CN 65p
/4)01/ 1o5 614,
/41 CN 841,1 2/p
74 /CN /Op
748CN Sop
NE531T 12Cd
NE531N 1050

OPTO 7 seg displays

0.43" High Efficiency HP:
5082 /C50 ol1 CA
5082 7653 fed CC
5082 /660 vtilow CA

23395082 7663 velitt. CC
5082 /6/0 ,to.po CA
5032 /6/3 tilt,. CC
0.3" Standard HP
5082 /730 IVO

CA14 7175082 /740 tell CC
0.5" Fairchild
F ND500 11.0 CC 1501,
FND507 en -CA 1513p

Current news: Work continues apace on our HMOS PA kit, and by th time this is published we expect to be about to launch the product in a style that matches the Mark III system.
The unit uses separate transformers and power supplies, and includes a DC offset sensing circuit combined with low switch -on using a -relay. We introduce the HyperFi FM IF with this
advert - and a separate leaflet is available on request with an_SAE. All new pricelist revision also available with an SAE. The Mullard DC controlled tone/volume and switch ICs with a 'more
!Ilan HiFi' specification are in stock at last together with reams of data (over 50 pages yowl. Also, RC enthusiasts will be interested to learn that we are supplying parts for various kitsnow

Terms: CWO please. Account facilities fdr commercial customers OA. Postage 25p per order. Minimum credit invoice for account customers E10,00. Please follow instructionson
VAT, which is usually shown as a separate amount. Overseas customers welcome please allow for postage etc according to desired shipping method. Access facilities for credit purchases.

Catalogues: Ambit. Part 1 45p. Part -2.50p 90p pair. TOKO Euro shortform 20p. Micrometals toroid cores 40p. All inc PP etc. Full data service described in pricelist supplements.
Hours/phone: We are open from 9am -7pm for phone calls. Callers from 10am to 76m. Administrative enquiries 9am to 4.30pm please (not Saturdays). Saturday service 10am to 6pm.

am lox AMBIT catalogues are guaranteed to contain the most up todate and best informed comment on8 modern developments and advances n the field of radio and audio. There 1s no competence

II r ubl cat on that even approaches the broad range of parts/information on modern techniques.

international 2 Gresham Road, Brentwood, Essex.
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(A DIVISION OF GOTHIC ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD)

PO Box 290
MAIL

TELEPHONE:
8 Hampton Street ORDER

'ELECTRONICS Birmingham B19 3JR 021-233.2400 ONLY
ALL PRICES IN PENCE EACH UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

CAPACITORS
Electrolytic Axial

10% to .50% Tol

pF V d.e.

Leads

16 25

Order Code
Cap 015  pF

40

v e.c
6

1.0
1.5
22
3.3
47
6.8

10
15 7 8
22
33
47 7 tD

68 8
100 12
150 29
220 12 24 34
330 28 37
070 21 30 44
680 19 28 36 50

1000 23 28 55
500 32 36

2200 39

Electrolytic Can Type Order Code
Hien Ripple, IEC Grade 1, Lout E.S.R. Cop HR. uF  Volts
Supplied complete, with Vertical Fixing Clip

2200+1 16V Ripple to Peec 1.4.4 e 50°C 166
4700 is0 160 2.6A 3.6A 184

100000 16V 5.84 8.1A 222
220000 16V 9.8A 13.7A 346
2200 uF 25V 1.3A 1.80 175

47000 25V 4.6A 640 201
10000+F 25V 8.0A 11.20 264
72000 p F 25V 12.84 179.4 438

1000p1 400 0.9A 1.2A 168

2200+1 40V 214 3.30 188
4700+1 400 56A 788 231

10000i.1 40V 9.2A 12.88 367
1000 +0 70V ISA 264 190
2200 p F 70V 4 OA 5.6A 235
47004F 70V 76A 10.5A 376
1000pF 100V 4.0A 5.64 222
22002F 1000 7.88 10.94 346

Tantalum Bead Order Code
20% Tot Cap PR  pF  Voln

PF d.c. 3.15 ea 10 16 25 35
0.1 9
0.15 9
0.22 9
0.33
047 9
0.68 9

9
1.5 13
2.2 9 11

3.3 9 11 14

10 14 15
6.8 9 11 15 .6

10 10 11 14 16 20
15 11 14 15 20
22 11 14 16
33 15 16 20
47 16 20
68 16 20

100 20

Electrolytic Radial Leads
-1096 to .50% Tol
pF V 4.4 6.3 10 16

47
.68

1.0
le
2.2
3.3
4.7
8.8

10 5
15

6 73223

47 7

68 8
100 8 10
150 10
220 10

7

25

6

7

10

Order Code
Cap 034  pF  Volts

36 40 50 63

10

7

10
10

Miniature Low Value Order Code
Polystyrene. A281..1% Tol , 2 63V D.C.Wog Cap 424
Ceramic Plate, Radial. Low K, 1 80F -8.2pF  25pF To1.10-330pF 2% 101. 100V DC Wkg Cep 632
Ceramic Plate. Radial, Med K. r 1014 To]. 100V D.C. Wog Cap 630
Ceramic Plate. Radial, High K, -20% to +ERA Tol, 63V D.C. WI, COP 629

ai

pF 424 632 630 629 pF 424 632 1830 629 nF 424 I 632 I 630 629

10 25
2 12 26

15 26

5 6 6 18 27
22 28

5 27 38
5 33 41

39 43

1.8
2.2
2.7
3.3
39
4.7

5.6
6.8

8.2
10
12

IS
18

22
27
33
39
47
56
68
82

5
5
5
5
5

5

5
5

5
5

5
5
5
6
6
6

100
120
150
180
220
270
330
390
470
560
680
820

1000
1200
1500
1800
2200
2700
3300
3900
4700
5600
6800
8200

16

16 a
16

1 8
1

16 8
18 8
18 8
18
18
16 ,

16
18
16

16

18

18

18
18

18

18

23
23
23
23

5

5

6

6

6
67

5

6

6

Trimmers Order Code
250V D.C. Wog. Film Dielectric, Miniature

1.4 -4.1pF 19 Cap 808A
2 - 8pF 19 Cap 808 13
2 - 20pF 21 Cap 808 C

5.5 - 59.5pF 29 Cap 808 D

5000 D.0

8 - 3.EMF
.8 - 6.84F

1 13pF
1.7 - 19.7

Order Code
kg. COIM EA Tubular Type

413 Cap 802 3
48 Cap 1302 6
61 Cap 802 12
62 Cap 802 18

Po voter Radial Leads
Moped Type. 20%701, 2500 D.C.Wkg. C200/352 Style
Moulded Ty., '10% T 1. 21000 D.C. Wog 10.2mrn Pit. Centres
Moulded Type, 10% I. PlOOV D.C. Wkg. 7.6nwn Pitch Centres

352

001
.0015
.0022 5
.0033 5

0047 5

0068 5

61
.015 5
.022 5
033
047

6

360 6E260 +1 352

1 6
.15 7

22 8

.33 10

.47 12

.68 15
10 19

1.5 27
2.2 32

360

8

10

PHE280

9

Order Code
Cap 352
Cm 360
Cap P0E291

 value

CASES

Small Desk Console - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Slope Front Console, Recessed Top
085 Base. C/W Brass Bushes. In Orange
lmrn Aluminium Top Panel Finished Grey

W161, D96. 039 1571 186
W215, 0130. 047 1731 268

Order Code
Casa B1M1005 OR
Case BIM1006 OR

Plastic Boxes - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Moulded Box and Close Fitting Flanged Lid
ABS Box, CIW Brass Bushes. and Lid In Orange

Order Code
L112.62031 87 Case 8102003 OR
L150 W80 D50 115 Cam 8102005 OR
L190 W110 D60 195 Case B1M2008 OR

Instrument Case - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Covers Manufactured from 14SWG Aluminium
Chassis Manufactured from 18SWG Mild Steel
Covell Finished Orange
Chassis Finished Matt !Pack

Order Code
W250 5167.5 H 68.5 ICI..,, 153rnrn Deed) 1480 Case 81513000 OR

Plastic Boxes with Metal Lids - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Recessed TOP Box
ABS Base, C/W Brass Bushes, In Orange
1mm Aluminium TOP Panel Fin.. Grey

Order Code
LOS W56 D29 97 Case 131,24003 OR
L111 W71 042 130 Case 0104004 OR
L161 W96 053 182 Case B1M40135 OP

Diecast Boxes - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Diecast Boa end Flanged Ltd
Aluminium Box and Lid in Netural Finish

L11312(63 D31 104

L152 W82 D50 181

L192 W113 D6I 280

Order Code
Case 91415003 NA
Case BIM5005 NA
Cue 0545006 NA

VERO ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS
25" is 5" .1" pitch Verob.id
3.75" x 5" .1" pitch Veroboard
2.5- x 1- .1.' pitch Vero... 151
3.75' x 5" .1'. pitch Plain Board
582" x 2.9" .1" pitch V.0 DIP Board
Snot Face Cutter
Pin Insertion Tool for .040 type pin
DS Pins .040 11001
SS Pin, 040 11001
6mm 80ard Stan." (100)
15mm Board Stand°, 1 11001
19rnm Board Stand°. 11001
Vorowire Kit Open, 2..wire, 25-ccenbl
Verowire Combs 11001

Isrir.°T-tr.,°:':::,',:ell.....
Flip T. Box, Large, Slut

59
66
70/Peck

56
111

89
122
38/Pact
38/Peck

181/Pack
215/Pack
226/Pack
375/Kit
407/Pack
2213/Peck
192
250

VERO 210692
VERO 210720
VERO 21076C
VERO 21078E
VERO 210846
VERO 210130
VERO 21015F
VERO 710875
VERO 210170
VERO 21321K
VERO 213220
VERO 213730
VERO 213410
VERO 21339F
VERO 213406
VERO 213170
VERO 21319)

Small Desk Consoles - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Slope F ion, Console. Recessed T.
ABS Base, C/W Brass Bushes, In Oran.
1mm Aluminium Top panel Finished Grey
Ventilation Slots In Base

W105 0143 H32 1561
W170 0143 H32 1561
W170 0214 032 1821

206
271
375

Order Code
Case BIN16005 OR
Case BIN16006 OR
Case 81106007 OR

All Kier Desk Console. - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Slope Front Console, Rmessed Top
Two Piece All Aluminium Construction
Ventilation Slots In Rear and Base
Choice of 15° or 30° Sloping Front
011 White T. Panel, Blue Base

W102 0140 828 151/ 15° slope
W1650211 H33 (76115° slope
W254 02137 033 1761 15° slope
W356 0287 033 176) 15° Pope
W102 0140 528 1761 30° slope
W16513183 028 (102130° slope
W254 0259 14213 802130° slope
023543 0259 028 11021 30° slope

1018
1350
1572
1823
1018
1202
1572
1623

.,010 41111

Order Code
Case 61M71510
Case BIN171504,
Case B1M7156A
Case 811071588
Case BIN17301A
Case 0107303A
Can a/107308*
Case 81073080

Eurocard Size Desk Console - Boss Industrial Mouldings
Slope Front Console
ABS Can, C/W Brass Bushes, In Orange
1mm Aluminium Top Panel, F inished Grey

W169 0127 645 1201 375
Order Code

Case 91.8006 OR

HARDWARE
D.I.L. Sockets
8 Pin Low Profile Socket Tin

14 Pin Lost Profile Socket Tin
16 Pin Low Profile Socket Tin
24 Pin Low Profile Socket Gold
28 Pin low Profile Socket Gold
40 Pin Low Profile Socket Gold

Heetsinks

Individual Type for 1 x TO5 50°C/W
Individual Type for 1 x 1086 10.5°C/W
Individual Type for 1 + T03 7.2°C/6
1ndrvid.1 Type for 1 x10126 17°C/W
Individual Type for 1 x10220 17° CAN

P.C.B. Components
Delo Pen, Blue Ink, Slow Drying

Fuseholders

Suit 20mmx 5mrn Itses

1.0.8. Mounting, Open Type
Cheasis Mounting. Open Type
Panel Mounting, Screwdriver Slot
Fenel Mounting, Finger Release

Posits

20mm x 5mm Glass.

Cuick Blow, Range 100rnA-SA
Slow Blow. Range 250mA-54

Lampholders, Panel Mounting

Sum. In Style to Fuse/H2OP
Low Voltage Type SUM LES and M/F Bulbs

Order Code

11 OIL SKT 8
13 OILSKTI4
14 OIL SKT 16
66 DIL SKT 24
78 DIL SKT 28

127 OIL SKT 40

10 Sink 5F
26 Sink TV2
24 Sink TV)
23 Sink TV4
23 Sink TV5

92 Pen 33PC

8 Fuse/8208
17 Fuse/520C
77 Fuseili2OPT
56 Fum/H2OP

Fuse 20
282 A/S Fuse 20

Low Voltage. Red, Amber or Green 75
Internal Neon 200/240V Red or Amber 95

Bulbs, Low Voltage, L.E.S.

60, 0.36W. 650, 1W. 140.0.75W.

Lamp LV
Lamp N

Colour

22 Bulb LES

l'ot tag:

RESISTORS
Carbon Earn, Fixed

0.25W, E24 031.11130.10M, 5%101.
0.576, 112 Values IRO4M7, 10%101. 2 e4 1.25.100 (Mull 10/Value) 610.10/1000 !Mull 100/Value)

Metal Film. Fixed
0 51N, 024 Values. SR 1.1M, 2% Tol. 6 ea. 3.80/100 (Mult 10/Value/ 63200(1000 (Mull 100/Value)
2 5W 012 Values 100.270, 5% Tot. 13 ea 7.90/100 IMult 10/Valuel

Metal Glaze. Fixed

U SW, (24 Values. 1M-3310, 5% Tol. 10 ea 5401100 (Mull 10/Value)

Order Code

1.5 ea 90p/100 IM911 10/Value/ £7.90/1000 Wulf 100/Value) Res RD,
Res R133

 Value

Res 0030
Res PR52
Value

Res VE137
 Value

Skeleton Presets. Miniature
0.1W, 63 Values, 100R.1121, Lin. Vertical Mounting
01W, E3 Values, 100R.112, Lin. Horitontal Mounting

Skeleton Presets, Standard

0.3W, E3 Values, 1100 407, Lin. Vertical Mounting
0.3W, E3 Values, 100R4M7, Lin. Horieontal Mounting

Potentiometer, Rotary
0.5W, El V6.4114202 Lin
0.25W, E3 Velum, 407.2M2 Log

34
34

Order Code

Min P
Mm Preset ii

 Value

Std Preset V
Ste( Preset H

+ Value

Pot Lin
Pot Log

 Value
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 ACCESS IN FREEPOST ON ORDERS GMT ELECTRONICS B
 BARCLAYCARD II VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES Freepost
 CASH  ADD 30p P&P Birmingham B19 1BR
 CHEQUE  24 HR TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE TEL ORDERS WELCOME

DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
4000 Buffered C.MOS - High Speed
5 15V 'El Series. Lip In 20MHz 7400 T.T.L.
0E04000 14 0E04046 100 IA 514514 250 4 7400 14 9 47444 131 83 741224 39 4741934 60 47410285 32 47415138N 85 N7416253N 105
0E04001 14 0E04047 87 0E04515 299 4 74014 11 474454 65 741234 37 4741944 80 N74L530N 16 N74151394 85 47416257N 104
HE 04002 14 0E14049 28 1-1114516 90 474024 11 4744644 62 741254 32 9741956 79 4741632N 24 47419153N 76 47415258 107

HEF4006 95 0E04050 28 0E04517 382 4740314 11 4741744 51 4741264 32 5741985 120 4741533N 32 47416154N 122 47416260N 26
HE 04007 14 44E04051 69 0 504518 69 47404 4 12 4744844 44 7412134 74 4741994 139 N7415374 24 574151555 80 574182675 300
8E04008 80 41E04052 72 6104519 55 4174054 12 474504 13 741324 46 4742214 160 47416384 24 47415156N BO N7415266N 40
0E04011 14 HEF4053 72 0E04520 85 474064 25 574516 13 741454 60 4742794 118 47415404 22 47416157N 54 57419273% 130

01114012 14 0E04066 37 0 114521 188 4 74074 27 4 74534 15 741474 125 47429134 700 4741642N 53 47416158N 60 47416283N 116
41E04013 32 0E14067 380 0104528 99 4 74084 13 474544 13 4741485 63 4743654 150 67415575 22 574151604 120 47416290N 90
HE 04014 84 0E64068 14 41104532 120 4 74094 13 574605 13 N741504 65 4743664 150 147419545 16 574151615 78 474162935 100

HEF4015 80 0E04069 14 0E04534 510 474104 11 474704 28 5741514 46 4743674 120 4741555% 22 N74161624 130 574152985 100

0E04016 35 116F4070 14 0E04539 110 4 74114 18 N74725 22 4741534 55 4743684 150 7415734 29 474101634 78 13 74193244 170

#014017 55 0014071 14 0E04543 155 474124 17 4 74734 73 14741545 96 47410755 40 N74151644 90 N74153654 105

HEF4018 65 NEF4072 16 4E04555 76 47413 4 23 4 74 744 23 741554 53 47415765 33 474151704 200 47416366N 105

HEF4019 46 44E14073 16 9E04556 78 474144 46 4 74754 28 4741564 48 74LS N7416784 33 574191735 100 574193675 105

8E04070 88 HE F4075 16 0E14557 306 474164 22 674769 28 741574 49 N74LSOON 15 4741 683401 97 474151744 100 47416368 105
8114021 85 41E04076 85 FIE14585 97 974175 23 474405 43 4741585 54 N74LSOIN 16 47415854 70 47416175N 100 474153735 150
0E04022 82 01614077 14 HEF4724 171 574206 11 4 7483 4 63 4741604 74 N74L502N 16 57415865 33 474151815 320 474153744 150
14E14023 14 0E64078 16 HE F40097 90 474214 26 4 74854 65 4741614 74 4741603 16 N741_6904 45 574101905 91 N74163754 100
14E14024 45 0E04081 16 F1E040098 73 574255 27 4741364 23 741624 74 N7410044 16 4741692N 70 474161914 95 N74193784 160
I -1E14025 14 0004082 16 HE040106 62 4 74264 22 4 74904 30 N74163N 74 67415055 23 5741593% 45 47416192N 128 4741.639614 35
0E04027 32 HE040135 64 0E040160 119 574274 22 4 749144 60 4741644 65 N7415084 16 4741595134 65 74151934 130 N74153904 170
41E04028 52 1.1004088 64 0E040161 119 4 74284 30 574924 33 474165N 65 N7415094 22 4741696N 116 47416194N 150 574153935 170

#114029 80 0604093 50 0E040162 119 4 74304 11 4 7493 4 31 5741665 93 N7415104 16 47416107N 38 474161954N 120 474153954 180
0E04030 46 0E04094 175 0E040163 119 474324 21 5749414 74 4741704 134 N7419114 22 1474LS10901 38 47416196N 80 474154904 130
0014031 200 8104104 166 00F40174 119 4 74334 30 474954.4 48 4741734 111` N7416124 23 574151125 40 N74161974 110 74156704 170
0E04035 110 HEF4502 91 0E140175 119 474374 21 4 74964 46 4741744 63 N7415134 38 474LS11301 38 47416240N 160
0E14040 68 8E04505 571 0 5040192 140 474384 21 N741005 88 4741754 82 N7416144 74 N7416114N 38 N7416241N 160
0E04041 75 0E04508 51 81040193 140 474394 60 4741074 25 4741804 80 57415154 24 N74161254 40 474LS242N 160
0014042 54 41E04510 70 HU 40194 119 474404 12 4 74109 4 42 5741815 165 017415204 16 47416126N 40 47415243N 160
0E04043 79 0E14511 110 91140195 117 474424 40 4 741164 148 11741825 69 57415215 22 474151324 60 474152444 160
0E04044 84 8E04512 98 574435 79 4741214 23 41741924 65 4741522 IN 24 4741 51364 37 74152514 90

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
CA3011 92 4E592 K 162
CA3018 75 804136 130
CA3020 191 T8 4120S 79
CA3028 A 86 TC4580 346
CA3046 /6 TCA730 450
CA3048 245 1C47413 450
CA30805 10 1041008 326
CA3089E 253 TDA1022 648
CA3130E 90 1041028 338
CA3140E 38 TDA1029 338
0431890 266 TDA10348 217
L0130144 30 TDA2581 266
1813085 95 1042840 292
15431134 200 TLOBICP 75
L41319 4 216 11.0134C4 140
00324 4 70 U4709CT 46
1413394 71 U470904 40
1513815 110 114710C4 41
110313144 180 U4711C4 65
L0382 120 1.14741CT 42

114741(701 18

14747C4 50
1.14748C4 35

11C14585 35
91C14964 97 Voltage Regulators
NE531 119
NE5361 216 10330904 181 108
5E540 225 U4723C4 38

55554 25 UA 7805CU 65
NE5566 60 UA7812CU 65
74E5604 351 UA 7815CU 65
74E5614 427 1/4.7905CU 86
5NE5625 461 U47912CU 86

55654 120 647915CU 86
NE5665 155 UA 78105CS 37

65674 170 U478106CS 32
5E5704 405 U47131.12CS 32
NEWIN 459 .70I 1SCS 32

OPTO ELECTRONICS Order Code

Light Emitting Diodes, Individual
.125- 13mm1 Red 14 C0054

Green 17 COY95
Yellow 19 COY97

Panel Mounting Clip to suit. 3 16 03 Clip

.2" 15rnrn/ Red 15 COY244
Green 17 00094
Yellow 19 C0096

Panel Mounting Clip to wit. 5 1E135 Clw

Light Emitting Diodes -7 Segment Display
.3" 17.13mml C. Anode R.H. Decimal Pt.

Red 160 X443061
C. Anode R.H. Decimal Pt.

Green 199 X443051
C. Cathode R.H. Decimal
Pt. Red, Low current drain 160 X443074

6" 115.2mm/ C. Anode L.H. Decimal
Pt. Red 230 XA 46620
C. Anode L.H. Decimal
PI. Green 230 X446520
C. Cethode L.H.
Decimal Pt. 8.1 230 X446640

Photoresiston

001012 90 ORPI2
DR 061 90 060161

Phototransistors

OCP71 180 OCP71
BPX25 175 918(25
BPX29 175 BPX29

Photocoupler

F CD820 150 FC0820

SWITCHES
Miniature Toggle - Honeywell
SPDT 24/2500 A.C., 54/28V D.C.
SPDT C/138
SPOT Double Bias To Centre
SPOT Single Bias To Centre
SPDT Bias
DPDT
DPDT C/011
SPOT Double Bias To Centre
SPOT Single Elias To Centre
SPOT Bias

Miniature Push -C & K
SP Push To Make, Momentary 0.54/2500 A.C., 14/280 D.C.
SP Push To Break, Mcrnentary

Slide - Switchcraft
DPDT Standard Actuator
DPDT Slot Actuator, Voltage Change. Marked 110/240

Order Code

58 SW 841011
67 SW 841021
75 SW 841041
75 SW 641051
70 SW 8 41061
86 SW 842011
92 SW 842021

102 SW 8 42041
102 SW 842051
96 SW 842061

54 SW 8531
54 SW 8533

36 SW 46206
43 SW 462060

SEMICONDUCTORS
Diodes
4827 103
4914 4
4916 5

44001 4
44002 4

44003 6
44004 6
44005

144006
144007
144148
14 5402
IN 5404
BA X13
BA.038
81310614/

8

3
15
16

5

27
122

091106
80127
130206
8 0 010
0447
0.490
0491
04200

61 04202
15
34

19 Microwave
10

7 840/95D
7 1 0113960

9 CX011C

1091
2592
1280

Saner Diodes
4013/0141 C4V7.C33
BZ 088/8 2%79 + Voltage 8

13W C7V5.C75
0Z061+ Voltage 16

Transistors
74929 37 244427 206 8C478 24 BS X138 IS

SEMICONDUCTORS MAINS TRANSFORMERS Order Code 241893 30 2144856 158 BC547 12 NUE340 48

Rectifier Bridges Order Code Secondaries may he connected In series or
2422184
242222

28
21

244858
244860

134
122

BC548
BC5486

10
15

MPF 102
0C28

32
10/

A 4000 6.1 1 93 13 0179

44 60V S.I.L. 84 120164

parallel to give wide voltage range
Porn... 0-220, 2400 242369

24 23694
19
20

245294
74 5416

43
108

BC549
8C5498

12
20

0C35
0045

95
62

54 100V D I L 33 0018 6VA - Clamp Type Construction 242646 42 245457 35 BC557 14 01071 180

5A 400V D 1.1 35 0M48
54 100V 45 NMI

Approx. 18% Regulation. F.0 54,1136 W35 24 2894
242895

49
28

24 5458
245459

30
32

BC558
00559

14
17

1111.29A
T1P29C 53

54 4000 52 W04 0-4.50, 04.50 Secondaries 220 Trans OVA 45 24 2904 24 2413258 432 EIC034 97 TIP304 44

A 1000 89 VS148 0-5V, 0-6V 60 2429044 24 40673 80 BCY70 14 TIP30C 57

A 4000 109 V5448 0-125.0.120 120 242905 22 AC188 22 BC071 14 T1P314 43

6A 100V 143 VH 146 0-150,0.150 '150 2429054 24 40161 38 BC072 15 TIP31C SB

6A 4000 183 004413 0.20V, 0.200 200 24 2906 19 AD162 38 130131 35 TIP37 A 49

104 100V 172 VJ148 24 2907 22 BC107 10 1313132 35 111432C 63

10A 400V 201 01448 20VA - Clamp Type Construction 24 29074 25 BC1076 14 1313135 38 010414 59

15A 100V 215 VLI48
154 400V 226 01448

Approx. 16% Regulation F,C. 70, 948,1446 24 2918
24 29260

330
11

BC108
BC108B

10
14

BD136
80137

37
38

TI P4IC

T1P42A
89
59

304 100V 242 V8148 0-4.5V. 0-49,, Secondaries 335 Trans 20VA 45 24 3053 17 BC108C 16 1313138 39 11,1342C 69

304 400V 260 90448 0-6V, 060 60 243054 50 BC109 10 130139 35 1107955 68

S.C.R.'s
0.12V, 0.12V
0-15V, 0.150

120
150 243055 50

BC109 B
BCID9C

17
18,

El 0140
BF115

35
28

TIP3055
T1S43

54
32

4A 400V 54 C106D
0-17.5V.0-17.50
0-20V, 0-200

175
200

24 3055
Full ISO Test 80

EIC147
EIC148 9

80180
90181

37
37

710109C 14

12A 400V 1013 TICI26V
24 3340 30 BC149 8 131257 35

Triscs
10A 500V 124 81138.500

55VA - Clamp Type Construction

Approx. 10% Regulation F. C. 92,1164,1457

243442
243702
243703

141

8
11

BC157
EIC156
sc1s9

10

9
11

130258
80269
BFR90

32
36

303

154 500V 177 91139.500 060.060 Secondaries 540 Trans 55VA 60 24 3704 BC177 15 BFS21 428

234 5000 492 81W41.500 0-12V. 0.12V 120 243705 9 BCI7B 15 BF 013 23

0150,0.150 150 2143706 9 BC179 18 136)034 26

COMMUNICATIONS INTEGRATED
0-200, 0-200
0300,0-300

200
300

243707
243708

9
9

80182
eclea

10

11

BF X85
130 086

26
30

CIRCUITS - PLESSEY 243'09 11 BC143 10 BF X87 22

S1360C 242 91641C 384 100VA Frame Type Construction 243773 270 BC1631 11 BF 888 26

SL362C 302
51610 230
51611C 230

SI-650C 865
SL651C 786
SL652C 329

Approx 6% Regulation 687. W74,1364

0.25V, 0.250 Secondaries 825 Trans 1000 0.250

243819
293820
243886

20
39
97

BC164
BC1641
BC212

10

11

10

BF 050
13,51
BF V52

15
15

18

61612C 230 6115800 230 0400. 0.40V 243903 20 6C2121. 11 BF 090 97

61_613C 394
SL620C 347

SL.701C 220 243901
2 43905

8
12

BC213
82131

10
11

BLX65
81035

238
1889

51621C 347 51_1610C 166. 911623C 251 I 511680C 170 SP6629 446 SP8690 907 .
243906 12 BC214 10 EIL 0934 2706

SI:822C 854 611611C 168 SL1625C 225 1 5166000 890 S086306 1361 SP8760E1 680 243962 95 BC214L 11 9P025 175

61.623C 829 611612C 166 SL1626C 251 516640C 401 S086558 1058 SPE17908 454 244347 227 BC327 17 018029 175

51824C 321 91.1131304 193. SLI630C 166 516650C 378 SP86578 1058 SP87948 454 244401 20 BC328 15 1319139 45

61630C 218 5116200 225 611640C 193 S0E16598 907 244403 20 BC337 16 BSW69 33

516400 384 511621C 225 611641C 193 S08860E1 907 244410. 86 60338 14 EISX20 19
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Monitor
CON TENTS
40 A.lpta

EDIBLE MEMORIES

HANNAH'S
(THE SWEET PEOPLE)

..EXCITINGLT NEW"

A NEW TECHNOLOGICAL SWEET SENSATION

(Choco4ate Naroasred ower Celh)

Manufaccured in Scotland by
"HANNAH'S OE JOHNSTONE" "The Sweet People"

Telephone[: johnstone 2113I,'2113?..

There was talk some years ago of making
certain parts of space -craft from edible material
(seriously) so in the event of an accident the
luckless astronauts could survive by eating
non -essential equipment until help arrived.
Today we have definite proof of this advance in
the shape of edible ICs. They're called 'Silly -
Con -Chips' and according to the manufacturers
'Hannah's of Johnstone', they are coated with

6

'pearl of wisdom', the more you eat the wiser
you get. We get to hear of most new advances
but we must admit defeat over this one, an
educated guess from one of our experts assures
us that they're a development of bubble (gum?)
memories.

Being diligent researchers we decided to put
these new devices to the test, we ate the lot, the
things we do for HE.

IRISH THERMOMETER
Have you heard the one about the Irish digital
thermometer it had three digits, to be sure, to
be sure, to be sure. Sorry about that, especially
to all our Irish readers, it was an old joke after
all. Anyway back to business, the Digital ther-
mometer we're featuring really does come from
the Emerald Isle its made by EireLec Ltd. They
boast an impressive range of features, the
range for instance is from -150°C to
+1150- C to an accuracy of 0.2% of reading.

The instrument is based upon a purpose
designed CMOS IC, the IC is responsible for
linearisation of the thermocouple input (Wot,
no thermistor???), auto zeroing, indication of
probe failure (a bit pessimistic) and battery
check.

The power department is looked after by our
old friend the venerable PP3, it's interesting to
see they've made the resolution switchable for
either 0.1- or 1.0=C, the thermometer comes
complete with warranty and a choice of either
thermocouple (at last!) or platinum resistor
probe. Interested? Then EireLec will be only too
glad to help, you can find them at: Coe's Road,
Dundalk, Co Louth, Ireland.

CB AGAIN
We actually received a press release from the
CBA this month, inside was a copy of a letter
sent to the PM, and guess what a reprint of an
article from Cu om . C.r magazine. Huh. . . .

OPEN LETTER TO HE
We are dismayed that you have encouraged an
illegal network of CB operators with scant
reference to the hazardous effect on the
legitimate users of the 27 MHz waveband.

While we recognise the value of CB as a
genuine hobby interest and support your claim
for legislation of an authorised channel, we
condemn any policy which is calculated to seek
recognition by swamping the established licen-
sees. Many valuable models have already been
lost to interference, some at risk to life and limb.
Any encouragement on your part to sustain this
intrusion into the established rights of a law
abiding community will be seen through the
eyes of the modellers as an irresponsible act of
aggression. Only by concerted action on the
part of recognised Associations and the
Government Authority can we possibly hope to
recover from this clash of interests, and for our
part, the Model Associations and the Trade
Federation are already fully engaged in discus-
sions.

The Editors
Radio Control Models and Electronics

ACID TEST?
For those of you not familiar with chemistry, it's
possible to measure electronically the strength
of acids and alkalis. The concentration of these
substances are measured in pH units on a scale
of 0-14. Semat Ltd have just introduced a new
range of digital and analogue pH meters.

Pictured here is the CD 60 LCD meter with a
13mm display. The quoted accuracy is in the
order of 0.02 pH units when used with
standard electrodes. Other products in their
range include a large bench version which also
incorporates a millivoltmeter, both instruments
are available with either LED or LCD display
elements. For further information contact
Semat (UK), 89 Lakeside Road, London N13
4PS.

BUBBLE ETCHER
It's not our fault, really, the price for the Bubble
Etcher in last month's Monitor (from Mega
Electronics) should have read E.55 + Post and
Packing + VAT (at 15%).
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News from the Electronics World

WE'VE MOVED
By the time you read this we will have moved,
along with our sister magazines Electronics
Today International and Computing Today to
larger offices in Charing Cross Road. The new
offices are only about 100 yards from our old
Oxford Street offices. Our new address is: 145
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. Our
new phone number for I echnical queries etc is
01-437 1002 (4 lines).

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
TEA TRAYS

Following in the success of Du-Ponts coating for
frying pans to enable them to withstand the
tremendous heat of re-entry from earth orbit,
Siemens have developed a range of tea trays
that actually generate their own electricity.
They claim that in bright sunlight they will
develop over 15 watts, most impressive. As
with most new technology precise applications
are somewhat confused but we're sure it will
prove to be another boon to the housewife.

NEW CATS FOR OLD
Stevenson Ltd, component suppliers of this
parish have just sent us their latest catalogue.
Good to see it has got considerably fatter due to
their increased range. When we reviewed the
last catalogue from Stevenson in our April issue
it came out as one of the best for value, glad to
see that hasn't changed. It's still free on
request, send your name and address to:
Stevenson, 76 College Road, Bromley, Kent
BR1 1 DE.

POSTAL DELAYS
Anyone whose sent us any letters or orders may
have experienced delays. We have noticed that
even 1st class letters have taken up to four
weeks to get in. This is due to the well
publicized Post Office problems - and we're in
the worst -affected area.

MASSIVE CALCULA-
TOR SHORTAGE
It looks like the calculator industry has folded at
last. For the first time in living memory we
haven't received one single calculator. We
should have seen it coming, we got nothing
from Casio last month, and that's got to be a
worlds first (or last). So if any calculator
manufacturers are still in business why not
drop us a line and tell us about any redundant
stock you may have going cheap.

JAWS IN TIME
We forgot to credit last months cover photo of
the Shark to Ardea Ltd and Ron Taylor who took
the pic, sorry about that.

r

0

714
OXFORD Si1
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Home Security
System
Protect your private castle against fire, thieves, thugs and thingies with this
HE anti -disaster unit.

THE HE HOME SECURITY UNIT forms the heart of a
general-purpose house or office protection system.
When it is coupled to suitable input sensors (micros -
witches, pressure mats, window foil, thermostats, etc)
and an output sound generator (a siren or bell) it gives a
high degree of protection against burglars and frontdoor
thugs, as well as giving fire protection.

8

The unit is designed around a single low-cost CMOS
chip, and draws a very low quiescent current from its
HP1 12 volt battery power supply. Particular care has
been taken to ensure that the design has good operatio-
nal reliability, and consequently it has a high degree of
immunity against false alarms from lightning strikes,
radio interference, etc.

The HE valuables amassed together, we had to scour the offices for this little lot, burglars please note we've installed the system in
our new offices, so beware, it works very well.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the HE Home security system.
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How It Works
The circuit of the unit can be broken down into two
discrete sections, with the PANIC and FIRE alarm
circuitry to the right of SW I, and the burglar alarm
system to the left. The panic and fire section of the
unit is permanently enabled, and basically com-
prises relay RLB and the parallel -connected
normally -open fire and panic 'switches', which are
wired in series with the coil of RLB across the
power supply. If any of these switches become
closed the relay turns on and is self -latched via
contacts RLB/1, and activates the siren via con-
tacts RLB /2. Relay RLB can be unlatched and
turned off again, provided that all sensor switches
are open, by momentarily opening normally -closes
RESET switch PB4. The siren can be given a
non -latching test at any time by closing PB2, and
the battery condition can be roughly checked via
LP1 by closing PB3.

The anti -burglar section of the unit is designed
around IC1-Q1 and relay RLA, and is supplied with
power via the D4 -R11 -C2 decoupling and smoo-
thing network, which ensures that the circuit is not
adversely affected by large supply line transients
generated by the siren. ICI is a CD4081 quad
2 -input AND gate CMOS chip. Only three of the
available gates of the IC are used in this applica-
tion.

IC la is used as a high -impedance non -inverting
input buffer. It's input (and output) is normally
held at near -zero volts via RI -R2 and the
normally -closed security switches, but is pulled

7 RLB
2

I) cr-
P82
SIREN
TEST

Io P83
BATTERY

O TEST

OF

TERMINAL I-'
BLOCK 2

1

PEW
RESET
In.e)

RLB
12V

>1208

o
PANIC I
BUTTONS

O

O

0-v

1 RLB

THERMOSTATS
(FIRE)

:12V1

high via RI if any of the NC switches go open
circuit, or is pulled high directly if any NO input
switches are closed. The output of IC la is fed to
LED 1 via DI and IC1b, and is also fed to one of the
input terminals of AND connected IC lc via DI and
the R5 -R6 -R9 -C3 network. The other input of IC lc
is derived from a simple time constant network
formed byC4 and R7, which disables IC1c for the
initial 50 seconds after turn -on of the unit. The
output of IC1c is fed to the relay via Q1. The
complete sequence of operations is as follows.

At the moment of system turn -on IC1c and the
relay are disabled via the C4 -R7 network, but IC la
and IC1b are enabled. If any of the input sensors
are defective at this time, the input and output of
ICla go high and LED 1 is driven on via IC lb. If no
sensor faults are present, the owner has 50 seconds
in which to pass through 'protected' areas before
the alarm will sound. If, at the end of this period,
any sensor is activated, the input of IC la will go
high and drive relay RLA on via IC lc and Ql. Once
it is activated, RLA self -latches via contacts RLA/1
and activates the siren via contacts RLA /2. The
siren then continues to sound until the supply
battery runs flat: this mode of operation is consid-
ered to have considerable practical advantages
over the time -controlled auto -turn-off systems
adopted in some commercial alarm units.

Note in the circuit that R1 -C1 and R6 -C3 are
used as simple transient -suppressing networks,
and protect the circuit against false -triggering
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THE BASIC UNIT
The basic unit incorporates the system's power supply
and all the electronic circuitry, including two siren -
driving relays, and is intended to be used in conjunction
with a number of external sensors and a siren or bell. The
unit uses a 12 volt HP1 battery as its power supply, and
this battery is capable of powering the system for about
one year if the siren is not activated. The unit is designed
to give self -latching alarm operation, so once it is
activated it continues to sound until it is turned off by the
owner or until the supply battery runs flat (which takes
about six hours from a fresh battery).

The siren can be activated via either of two relay
circuits. One of these is associated with the 'burglar
alarm' side of the home security unit, and is only active
when the unit is turned to the full ON mode. The other
relay is permanently enabled, i.e., when the unit is in
either the STANDBY or the ON mode, and can be
activated via either thermostat FIRE sensors or via
push-button PANIC switches scattered around the
house. These panic buttons give a high degree of
protection against front door thugs, etc.

Among the many features of the unit are a
STANDBY/ON keyswitch on the front panel, a siren test
button, a battery test button and lamp, a reset button,
and a LED sensor -fault indicator.

Another important feature is a 50 second delay
facility, which ensures that the anti -burglar system does
not become fully enabled until 50 seconds after initial
switch on, thus giving the owner plenty of time to check
that there are no sensor faults via the panel -mounted
LED, and then walk over pressure mats or through armed
doors without sounding the alarm. The system becomes
fully enabled at the end of the 50 second period, and the
alarm then sounds and self -latches instantly if any
sensor is subsequently activated. The system can be
temporarily disabled for another 50 second period, to
facilitate building re-entry, etc., by momentarily
operating a remote RE-ENTRY switch, which can take
the form of either a key or a concealed push button

SW1 (COMMON)

PB2, P83

PB4. +12V

TERMINAL
BLOCK, 2
PB1

Fig. 2. PCB overlay for the
Home Security System, note the
position of all polarised components.

Fig. 3. PCB foil pattern for the Home Security system.

SENSORS AND SIRENS
The Home security Unit can be used with a variety of
types of input sensors, which can be coupled into the
system via terminal strips mounted on the rear of the
unit. The anti -burglary sensors can take the form of
normally -open parallel -connected devices such as
pressure mats, and normally -closed series -connected
devices such as microswitches, magnetically -activated
reed relays, and window foil strip, etc. Fire protection
can be ontained by wiring normally -open thermostats in
parallel, and thug protection can be obtained by wiring
normally -open push-button PANIC switches in parallel.

The system's output sound generator can be any 12
volt electro-mechanical or electronic siren or bell. Figure
2 shows the practical circuit of an electronic siren that
produces a warbling sound similar to that of an Ameri-
can ambulance or police car, and which generates about
4 watts into an 8 ohm speaker or 12 watts into a 3 ohm
speaker.
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Burglar Alarm

Parts List
RESISTORS (All

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5, R8, R9
R6
R7
R10
R11
R12

CAPACITORS
C1
C2

C3
C4

1/4W 5%)

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
Q1
D1, D2
D3, D4, D5

10M
10k
56k
1k0
2k7
1 MO
470k
47R
12OR
4k7

10n polycarbonate
100011 Electrolytic
(PCB mounting)
100n polycarbonate
22011 electrolytic
(PCB mounting)

CD4081
BC109C
I N4148
IN 4001

MISCELLANEOUS
Siren (see text)
2 off - RLA, RLB, 12V 712OR (continental series
relays)
SW1 - Key switch.
PB1, PB2, PB3, push button switches (momentary
action)
PB4 push button switch (normally closed contacts)
1 2V battery HP1.
8 way + 3 way terminal blocks.
Case to suit.

Buylines
Most of the electrical /electronic parts for this project,
including the relays, key switch and siren, are avail-
able from the larger mail-order advertisers in this
magazine: if you haven't got their catalogues, buy
them now.

The HPI battery should be available from most
large electrical retailers. Anti -burglar sensors and
devices such as window foil, microswitches,
magnet /reed -relay combinations, pressure mats,
alarm bells and enclosures, etc, are available from:-
STRATHAND SECURITY, 44 St. ANDREW'S SQ.,
GLASGOW G1 5PL. Their catalogue, which also
gives details of alarm techniques, costs £1, plus P and
P.

The systems siren or bell must be mounted external to
the main unit, and can be tested at any time by pressing
a non -latching SIREN TEST button mounted on the main
unit.

Close up of the electronics, in circuits of this type always use
the best quality components, false alarms are both irritating
and embarrassing.

CONSTRUCTION
The major part of the electronic circuitry, including the
two relays, is assembled on a single PCB, and construc-
tion should present few problems so long as care is taken
to observe polarities of the electrolytic capacitors and the
semiconductor devices. The two relays, which are
miniature plug-in 'continental' types, are mounted on
the board via 0.1 inch PCB mounting sockets. The relays
are 12 volt types with coil resistances greater than 1 20R
(185R on our prototype).

The completed PCB must be mounted in a suitable
case, together with the HP1 supply battery that meas-
ures 51/4 x 51/4 x 21/2 inches. We built our prototype unit
into a case with overall dimensions of 6 x 11 x 3 inches.
Components SW1, PB2, PB3, PB4, LP1, and LED 1 are
mounted on the case front panel, and two screw -type
terminal strips or blocks are mounted on the rear to
facilitate connections to the systems sensors, etc.

Pay special attention to the circuit interwiring, taking
care to relate the component overlay to the circuit
diagram. When construction is complete, wire a suitable
siren or bell in place, and give the unit a functional check
by turning key switch SW1 to the ON position, with no
anit-burglar sensors in place. LED 1 should illuminate,
but extinguish when a short is placed between R2 and
the junction of R1 and R3. The alarm should operate and
self -latch approximately 50 seconds after initial switch -
off if this short is removed. This timing period is
determined by the C4 value.

With the key switch SW1 in the STANDBY position,
the alarm should operate and self -latch when a momen-
tary short is placed across the PANIC BUTTON or
THERMOSTAT connections of the sensor terminal strip,
and turn off again when PB4 is momentarily opened.
When the above tests are satisfactory the unit is ready
for installation in the home.

If you want to build the electronic siren circuit of Fig
2, do so at this stage. Construction of this circuit should
present no problems.

INSTALLATION AND USE
The installation of a home security system is a fairly
major undertaking, with many fine points to consider
and individual decisions to be made regarding the
degree of protection that is required and the types of
sensors that are to be used, etc. An article outlining the
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principles of installation is presented after this project
and should be read in conjunction with the present story.
In short, however, it is up to the individual reader to work
out the details of his own sensor and alarm generator
networks, and then couple those networks up to the
main Home Security Unit.

The HE Home Security System connected up to motorised
siren, we can vouch for the units loudness, the ringing is still in
our ears.

The anti -burglar sensors must be coupled to the unit
via terminal block 1, and the fire and panic sensors must
be coupled via terminal block 2. Any number of
normally -open (NO) sensors can be wired in parallel, and
any number of normally -closed (NC) sensors can be
wired in series.

The main unit is best mounted in a central part of the
home, such as on a landing or at the foot of the stairs, so
that it can be operated with maximum convenience. The
alarm sound generator should be mounted fairly close to
the unit, to minimise power losses in the connecting
leads, and these leads should either be concealed or
mounted in armoured sleeving so that they can not be
readily cut. Excessive attention does not need to be
given to the matter of making the unit and the sound
generator super -secure, however, since the system will
already have failed in its prime purpose if an unauthor-
ised person is able to get close enough to disable its
heart.

If a re-entry switch is mounted on the front door of the
house, the wiring between the switch and the main unit
should be carefully concealed. If required, a number of
re-entry switches can be wired in parallel so that, for
example, the system can be temporarily disabled from
either the front door or the main bedroom.

The alarm system is very simple to use. The PANIC
and FIRE alarm side of the circuit is permanently
enabled, and can be operated at any time. The anti -

burglar section is enabled only when the main key
switch is moved to the ON position. If the panel -
mounted LED lights at the moment of turn -on it means
that part of the sensor system is either open or closed
when it should not be, possibly due to an open door or a
chair resting on a pressure mat, etc. The fault must be
rectified before the system is put to full use.

If you leave the house or pass through a protected
area after turning the system on, remember to use the
re-entry facility before returning to the unit, or you'll
sound the alrm and annoy the neighbours. HE

12

How it Works
ICI, an NE556, contains two so-called 'timer' circuits
of the 555 type. One of these timers is available via
pins 1 to 6 on the left side of the IC, and the other is
available via pins 8 to 13 on the right side of the IC.
Pins 7 and 14 are the supply ground and supply
positive terminals respectively of the IC.

In the electronic siren circuit, both timers are
configured as free -running astable multivibrators.
The left hand astable is used as a square wave
generator, using timing components R2 -R3 -C I. It
oscillates at a centre frequency of about 950 Hz, and
has its output fed to the speaker via R4 and power
transistor Ql.

The right hand astable is used as a triangle -wave
generator, using timing components R5 -R6 -C2, and
oscillates at about 2.5 Hz. The triangle -wave output is
taken from across C2 via emitter follower Q2 and is
fed to 'control voltage' pin 3 of the left hand astable
via R1, where it modulates the frequency of the left
hand astable and causes its frequency to sweep
through the range 800 Hz to 1100 Hz two and a half
times per second. The resulting output sound of the
speaker resembles that of a modern Aerican ambu-
lance or police siren.

The speaker used in the circuit can have any
impedance in the range 3R0 to 8R0. The circuit
output power depends on the speaker impedance, and
is about 4 watts on 8R0 or 12 watts on 3R0. Diode DI
is used to damp the back EMF of the speaker, and
protects Q1 against possible damage. D2 and C3
ensure that the main oscillator circuitry is not in-
fluenced by the speaker transients.

D1

b

+12V

LS1
3R0 TO
BRO

BC212L

NOTES:
D1 IS IN5401
D2 IS IN4001
01 IS TIP3055
Q2 IS BC212L
IC1 IS NE556
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagiam for the optional electronic siren.
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Parts List.
RESISTORS (All 1/4W 5%)
R1 2k7
R2 10k
R3 100k
R4 100R
R5 5k6
R6 22k
R7 4k7

CAPACITORS
C1 10n Polycarbonate
C2 10p, Tantalum
C3 47011 Electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI NE556
Q1 TIP3055
Q2 BC212L
D1 IN5401
D2 IN4001

MISCELLANEOUS
LSI 3R0 -8R0

The assembled siren board, it will either fit in the case or in
a remote location with the speaker.
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Fig. 5. Overlay diagram for the optional electronic siren.

Fig. 6. PCB foil pattern for the optional electronic siren.
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Burglar Alarm
Installation
If you decide to build this month's HE Home Security Unit project, you'll need
to learn the basic principles of security system installation. Ray Marston
explains in the next few pages.

STATISTICS SHOW THAT the average Englishman has
a one -in -four chance of being burgled, beaten up, or
burnt in his own home at least once in his lifetime. The
chances of such disasters occuring can be greatly reduced
by taking a few simple security precautions, such as
fitting good locks on all external doors and closing all
windows at night and when the house is empty. The
chances can be reduced even more by installing a well
thought out home security system. With the latter option
in mind, let's look at some of the basic principles of
home security system installation.

11111111  
x
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DINING ROOM

HALL
P

G

DON'T GET YOUR FINGERS
BURNT.
The disasters most likely to strike you at home are fire,
thuggery, and burglary. Most home fires are caused by
daft things like lighted cigarettes, pieces of smouldering
coal falling onto rugs, overheated electrical appliances,
and carelessly placed tea cosies or towels igniting from
the heat of gas pilot jets, etc.

The first line of defence against fire is common sense,
and the second line is a fire alarm system. The fire alarm
system can be a sophisticated affair, including smoke
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Fig 1. Ground -floor plans of a medium-sized mid -terrace house with two alternative security defence systems.
(a) House with minimal 'SPOT' and 'PANIC' defences.
(b) House with a high level of 'PERIMETER' and 'SPOT' defences, plus minimal 'PANIC' defences.
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and gas detectors, or a simple outfit consisting of a
number of normally -open thermostats, all mounted at
ceiling height and connected in parallel, and arranged so
that they complete an alarm circuit if any of them close.
Any type of fire alarm system is better than none at all,
provided that the system is reliable. The HE Home
Security Unit has a fire alarm facility, and is designed for
use with any number of parallel -connected thermostats.

LOOK OUT, LOOK OUT,
THERE'S A THUG ABOUT!
Thuggery is a very real menace to the householder. It
normally occurs when one or more males attack the
occupier as he (or she) either opens the front door in
response to a call, or occurs shortly afterwards when the
strangers have gained entry to the house on the pretext
of reading a gas meter or selling insurance, etc.
Occasionally, the attacks occur late at night following a
break-in.

The first line of defence against the thuggery menace
is common sense and possibly a 'spy hole' device and a
security chain fitted to the front door. An excellent
second line of defence is a permanently armed system of
PANIC buttons positioned close to likely attack points
(front and rear doors, the TV lounge, and the main
bedroom) and arranged to activate a self -latching alarm
when they are momentarily activated. The HE Home
Security Unit is designed for use with any number of
parallel -connected normally -open PANIC button
switches (ordinary push-button switches).

SYSTEM RELIABILITY
The most important parameter of any security system is
it's reliability, or immunity to false alarms. Ninety-nine
percent of all burglar alarm soundings are false alarms.
Systems that frequently give false alarms tend to be
ignored by both the police and their owners.

'Sophisticated' systems, such as radar, ultrasonic,
and light -beam types, tend to be significai-tly less
reliable than the 'cruder' types that depend on the
activation of microswitches and reed -relays, etc., for
their operation. Many alarm systems can be false -
triggered by electrical interference from lightning
flashes, near -by electric motors, or electric lighters
operated close to their sensors. The HE Home Security
Unit has been designed to have a high reliability factor.

Fig 2. A good quality key switch is an essential item in any
home security system.
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PROTECTING YOUR CASTLE.
So let's assume that you've decided to fit the super
wonderful reliable HE Security Unit in your home, and
have formed some idea of the degree of protection that
you need. How do you go about planning the layout of
your security switches and sensors?

Any building can, for our present purposes, be
regarded as a box that forms an enclosing perimeter
around a number of interconnected compartments. This
perimeter 'box' is the shell of the building, and contains
walls, floors, ceilings, doors and windows. To commit
any crime within the building the intruder must break
through the perimeter, which thus forms the owners first
line of defence.

Once an intruder has entered the building he can
move from one room or 'compartment' to the next only
along paths that are pre -determined by the layout of
internal doors and passages. In moving from one
compartment to the next he must inevitably pass over or
through certain 'spots' in the building, as is made clear
in Figure la, which shows the ground -floor plan of a
medium-sized mid -terrace house. Thus, to move bet-
ween the kitchen (a likely break-in area) and the lounge
he must pass through three 'spots' comprising the
kitchen door, adjacent point 'X', and the lounge door.
These typical 'spot' points form the owner's second line
of defence.

The house owner can thus obtain protection by using
full or partial 'perimeter' defence, or by using 'spot'
defence, or by using a combination of these two
methods.

'Perimeter' defence sensors include microswitches or
reed-relay/magnet combinations which can be fitted to
external doors and windows, and window foil which can
be fitted to the glazing on external doors, windows, and
skylights. "Spot' defence sensors include pressure mat
switches that can be fitted under rugs or carpets,
microswitch or reed-relay/magnet door switches, and
'baited traps' comprising an attractive item (such as a
clock) placed on top of a concealed microswitch that
activates when the item is removed.

When planning the installation, the house owner
must try to think like a burglar. Normally, the burglar
enters a house from an easy access point that is obs-
cured from the view of the neighbours, ie, a back door or
window. Often, he breaks in using tools 'borrowed' from
the owner's shed or garage, so these two places should

Fig 3. Self-adhesive window foil can be fixed to most types of
glazing. It hooks into the security system via special connector
blocks.
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Burglar Alarm Installation

Fig 4. Pressure mats can be hidden under rugs and carpets.

be included in the owner's defence system. Invariably,
the burglars first action on entering the property is to
secure a rapid escape route, ie, to open the back door.
He then starts hunting for stealable goodies.

TWO EXAMPLES.
Figure 1 shows two alternative ways of installing
security defence systems in the ground floor of a
medium-sized mid -terrace house. In both cases anti -
thuggery protection has been obtained by installing a
'spy hole' device in the front door, and by fixing PANIC
buttons at three likely attack points. The houses differ
considerably, however, in their methods of burglary
protection.

In the case of Fig la the owner has reasoned that a
burglar is most likely to enter the house via the French
windows of the lounge, or via the kitchen door or
window. If he enters via the French windows he will be
detected via a strategically placed pressure mat, but if he
enters via the kitchen he will find nothing worth stealing
so will open the kitchen door into the hall, where he will
subsequently be detected via another pressure mat. In
the unlikely event that the burglar enters the house from
the front, he will eventually be detected via a pressure
mat located in the hall, adjacent to the dining room door,
or via a small pressure mat placed on the stairs. Note that
this house owner has made no attempt to keep the
burglar out of the house, but has used 'spot' defences to
detect him once he has entered. This simple type of
installation is highly cost-effective, and gives a reason-
ably high degree of protection.

By contrast, the house in Fig lb uses an extensive
perimeter and spot defence system. It's owner has

Fig 5. Reed -relay I magnet combinations, or door/ window
switches, are available in a variety of sizes. The smallest can be
used on windows, the largest on garage doors.

decided to try to scare off potential burglars by fixing
clearly visible window foil to selected areas of glazing at
the front and rear of the house. Some of this foil is
genuinely connected into the alarm system, and some is
'dummy'. All external and internal doors are protected
by door switches, and two pressure mats are placed on
the stairway. Additionally, baited traps are placed in the
lounge and dining room. This house has excellent
protection.

HINTS AND TIPS.
Pressure mats are excellent 'spot' defence devices,
easily hidden under rugs and carpets. Both standard and
stair types are available. Note, however, that they are
fairly sensitive, and can easily be set off by large cats and
dogs, and by very small elephants. If you own any of
these creatures, make sure they are confined to sensible
areas when the mats are enabled.

Window foil is an adhesive -backed aluminium strip
that bonds to glazing. It couples into the alarm system
via special connector blocks. The strip breaks when a
window is shattered.

Door /window switches usually come in the form of a
reed-relay/magnet combination. The magnet is instal-
led in the door or the opening window, opposite the
reed -relay that is installed in the frame. Most commercial
units of,this type have two sets of output wires in the
reed -relay unit, one set giving normally -open operation,
and the other giving normally -closed operation.

When you plan your installation, don't forget to make
some provision for by-passing the front door protection
system, so that you can re-enter the house without
sounding the alarm: this facility is provided in the HE
unit by the PY-PASS switch.

Don't forget to protect your shed and /or garage.
When you install your system, try to keep all wiring

neat and concealed. Thoroughly test each section of the
wiring as it is installed.

If possible, fit your system with both internal and
external alarm bells or sirens. The external unit should be
mounted in a prominent position at the front of the
house, where it will act as an excellent burglar deterent.
Special weather-proof housings are available.

Before you proceed with the installation, send off for
at least one home -security catalogue. We recommend
the one from STRATHAND, 44 St. Andrews Square,
Glasgow G1 5PL, who supplied all the bits in the
photo's. Their catalogue costs £1 plus P&P, and gives
helpful installation notes.

Fig 6. A powerful alarm bell or siren is an essential part of any
home security system.
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New, Full Spec. Devices

MM5314 CLOCK CHIP SNIP. A bulk purchase allows us to offer these digital clock chips at the
unbelievable price of only E1.99 twitch. With data. Cat. Number 207

0 4 -DIGIT LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY. A super, high contrast 4 -digit non -multiplexed display.
Digit height is° 5" and the display is supplied with data and a special, easy to solder, edge connector
E6.95. Cat. Number 206

DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK MODULE. A digital alarm clock module, complete with 0.8" LED
0 display Just add mini transformer and time setting switches for fully functional clock. With data and

instructions, only E6.50. Catalogue number 205

 9 -DIGIT DISPLAY. A 9 -digit, 7 segment gas discharge display. Super. bright 0.25" high digits
With data, only 75p. Cat Number 310

POLARISING FILTER MATERIAL. A lightly tinted polarising filter material, manufactured by
"Polaroid' . in 0.006" plastic film Any size cut, from 1 sq inch to a maximum size of 19" by 250
feet. Our price - only 2p per square inch. Catalogue Number 701

 P.U.T.s. Four M EU 21 Programmable Unqunction Transistors (electrically similar to 2N60271 Lots
of uses, long delay timers, oscillators, phase controllers and many more. With data and usage sheet

0 4 for 50p. Cat. Number 402

6 -DIGIT LED DISPLAY. A common cathode 6 -digit 7 segment LED display from Texas Instruments.
Multiplexed with built-in bubble magnifiers. Digit height 0.1" E1.00. Cat. Number 306.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER CHIP. This MM 5330 d.v.na chip can be used to build a high accuracy
d.v.m or panel meter Has auto polarity and over -range indication. Supplied with data and circuit

Requires some additional circuitry. Only E3.95. Cat number 404.

LED CLOCK DISPLAY. A superb 24 -hour LED clock display with 0.0" high digits. Display panel is
common cathode and non -multiplexed. A snip at only E3.96. Cat. Number 204.

25 MINIATURE DIODES. 25 miniature 1 N3470 geranium diodes (600mA, 35v). All brand new.
What a bargain let lout 2p maser 11 25 diodes for 50p. Catalogue Number 401.

2102 MEMORIES. Now ate new low low price. These MM 2102. 1024 bit static RAMs are offered
for only 99p. Supplied with data sheet. Cat. Number 102
CALCULATOR CHIP. An MM 5725 calculator chip, offered for only £1.00 (not compatible with
calculator keyboards offered as Car. Number 101) Order Cat. Number 103.

HIGH-SPEED SWITCHING DIODES. 10 x 1 N41 51 high speed diodes. Sarno as 1 N41 48 but has

Codespeed Electronics
P.O. BOX 23, 34 SEAFIELD ROAD, COPNOR

PORTSMOUTH P03 58J

higher P I V 10 diodes for 36p. Cat. Number 403
10 HYBRID CIRCUITS. Now miniaturise your home produced PCBs with these 10 hybrid circuits,

40
each containing 8 resistors and 8 capacitors. Useful values, 10 hybrids for 60p. Cat. Number 801

Untested or Used Items
DEFECTIVE CALCULATORS. A production line reject calculator with lots of accessible goodies
in Detachable keyboard, case and PCB with approx.25 transistors and calculator chip. Not much

0 wrong with some we tested. A bargain at only E2.50. Cat Number 104

A full refund guarantee on all items
Poet and Packing please add 25p (Oversees orders add 60p)

lots more goodies in our catalogue. Send a medium sued SAE for your Tree copy.
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Variable
Resistors

A Potted
History

As promised Rick Maybury peers into the weird and wonderful world of the
variable resistor, what they're made of and what they're good for.

ALL VARIABLE RESISTORS are transducers of one kind
or another. The Potentiometer (pot) or Rheostat res-
ponds to a mechanical (rotational or linear) movement.
The LDR (Light Dependant Resistor) to changes of light,
the Thermistor and to a lesser degree the VDR (Voltage
Dependent Resistor) to changes in temperature.

Most of us are familiar with the potentiometer, we've
all twiddled those knobs that turn up the sound, volume
etc but how often do we consider all the things that

variable resistors do without any bidding from us. In
many cases variable resistors are quietly going about
their business looking after a multitude of electronic
devices, controlling, adjusting and measuring, doing
things that either we're too slow to do manually or would
find impossible to do with our limited and insensitive
senses. (Can you accurately measure temperature with
your fingers?)

Of all the electronic components available to us, the

A small selection from our workshop, the slider in the foreground has become increasingly popular in recent years with
manufacturers of H-Fi equipment.
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Variable Resistors
amateurs, variable resistors constitute what must be the
most diverse family. We will look at the four main types
of variable resistor, namely the potentiometer, LDR,
VDR and thermistor and consider what lurks beneath the
skin of these rather versatile devices.

POTENTIOMETERS
If you take any kind of fixed resistor, expose the resistive
element and move a third contact up and down its length
you have a potentiometer or variable potential divider.

Up till only a few years ago many devices we now call
'pots' were called Rheostats, in fact the term rheostat is
now only applied to two terminal devices, usually
capable of dissipating quite considerable levels of
power. These devices are unlikely to cross our paths very
much these days so we'll stick to the good old pot found
in countless radios, TVs etc. The pots we see on the
fronts of most pieces of equipment often represent only a
small fraction of pots that may be present in the circuit.
The smaller brother of the Continuously Variable (CV)
pot is the pre-set, usually considerably smaller and
specifically designed to be used only once or twice
during its life. Pre-sets are usually adjusted during the
initial setting -up of a piece of equipment after manufac-
ture. Design engineers often incorporate several pre-sets
in a 'breadboard' design, finally settling upon fixed
resistors, decided by the optimum setting of the pre-set
in question. Pre-sets are often found in applications
where some circuit parameter needs to be calibrated, or
to trim the range of a CV pot. If you get the chance take a
look into the back of a colour TV set and count how many
pre-sets are lurking there, we would be surprised if
there's less than forty.

Inside the potentiometer, note the metal wiper pressed on to
the shaft, the resistive element (centre) is moulded on to a
phenolic former.

MATERIALS
Most pots we're likely to come across will have their
resistive element made from one of five types of
material, they are: Carbon Composition, Carbon Film,
Hot Moulded Carbon, germet and Wirewound.

Carbon Composition pots' elements are moulded
from a mixture of carbon, ceramic dust and resin. A
wiper, usually made from spring steel, constitutes the
third contact. Composition pots tend to suffer quite
badly from noise, usually after only limited use. As a

consequence they are rarely found in Hi-Fi equipment,
although in pre-sets form, where noise and excessive
usage are not so much of a problem they-are fairly
widespread.

Carbon Film pots are manufactured by spraying or
screening (you guessed it) a thin film of carbon onto a
shaped phenolic former, again a metallic wiper is used.
Noise proves to be less of a problem than with composi-
tion pots.

Hot Moulded Carbon next, the resistive element is
moulded in one integral part containing the insulation
and termination as well as the element itself. The wiper
is usually made from carbon to minimise wear. Low
noise levels and a high degree of conformity (they can
make lots of them with identical characteristics) make
them popular in so-called 'professional' or 'precision'
pieces of equipment.

Cermet pots are a relative newcomer to the variable
resistor field, the name cermet derives from ceramic -
metal. The resistive element will stand considerable
mechanical and electrical abuse and so have become
quite popular with our friends the radio control en-
thusiasts in their servos as feedback pots. Again a
metallic wiper is used, low noise levels and power
disipation is directly comparable to Hot Moulded Carbon
pots of similar size.

Inside a wire -round potentiometer, the windings are clearly
visible inside the outer casing, a small tab of carbon is usually
bonded to the underside of the wiper.

The Wirewound pot has got to be the daddy of them
all, going back to the days when electronics as a science
had not been thought of. The element is wound from
resistance wire on an insulating former, a metallic or
sometimes graphite wiper is employed in the contact
department. Wirewound pots are usually only made in
fairly low values, although they do have the advantage
of being able to dissipate quite large levels of power. (Up
to 20U watts is not an unrealistic figure. Unfortunately
wirewounds are somewhat noisy in operation, the
resistance also changes in 'steps' giving poor resolution,
usually they are bulkier than other pots of equivalent
value.

INS AND OUTS
As with fixed resistors, pots are specified by nominal
resistance and power dissipation, unlike fixed resistors
we have to state 'Law' and in some cases Resolution.

Law refers to how the resistance changes with respect
to the position of the wiper. If the resistance varies in an
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equal amount over the whole length of the element we
call it Linear or 'Lin' for short. This is not always
convenient, we have another law called Logarithmic or
'Log' to accommodate such eventualities. (Just to be
awkward we also have B -Law, Anti -log, Semi -log and for
the really difficult ones among us, sine and co -sine. As
we and you are very unlikely to come across such
animals we'll save them for another day.)

If you're still with us, the Log pots change their
resistance in a non-linear fashion or to put it another
way, tend to be 'all up one end', the resistance changes
gradually at first, perhaps over three-quarters of the
track's length then suddenly increases (or decreases) in a
small part of the track. Normally in any of our projects we
will specify a 'Lin or Log' pot. Remeber that if you ever
replace a pot whether it be CV or pre-set to make sure
that the replacement has the same law.

Resolution of pots refers to the amount of resistance
change that occurs for any given change of wiper
position. Obviously the wirewound pot with its 'stepped'
changes has a very poor resolution, the cermet pot
however will show a change of resistance no matter how
small the change in position might be.

STYLES
The two main styles of pot, the continuously variable and
the pre-set are themselves available in a multitude of
different shapes and sizes, appropriate to their function.
Most rotary pots have a 270-280 degree limit, both CV
and pre-set conform to this standard, with notable
exceptions as we will see later. The second largest group
of CV pots are the slider pots. Over the past few years
they have become very popular with manufacturers of
middle-of-the-road Hi-Fi equipment. In most cases they
are purely cosmetic, however in certain applications,
mixers, graphic equalisers etc, their readability and ease
of multi or 'banked' operation are a definite advantage.

A collection of pre-sets, the upper one is in fact a thumb -wheel
pot, with switch, often found in cheap transistor radios, not
dissimilar to the genuine pre-set immediately below.

In certain applications it's necessary to operate two or
more pots simultaneously, stereo volume or balance for
instance. In these cases the pots are joined together or
'ganged' on a common shaft or slider. The mechanical
rotation of pots is carried out in a number of ways, most
of the time a simple metallic or plastic shaft is sufficient,
but in the case of pre-sets a slotted screwdriver notch is
used instead of a shaft. Most oriental transistor radio

Ganged pots, the two separate pots are joined together by a
single shaft, most often seen in stereo systems.

Pots with switches, the switch mechanism is connected to the
shaft assembly.

An unusual application for pots, this is a joystick (found in radio
control systems, synthesisers etc) the mechanical linkage will
allow both pots to move in an X Y axis.

manufacturers seem to favour the 'thumbwheel' pot,
usually incorporating an on -off switch on the rear of the
pot. Certain types of pre-sets use a hybrid method of
construction. The multi -turn pre-sets found in many
modern TV and Hi-Fi tuners have a linear track (as
opposed to a rotary track) and a threaded screw suppor-
ting the wiper. Multi -turn pots have very good resolu-
tion factors, ideal for tuner application.
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Variable Resistors
LDRs, VDRs and THERMISTORS
The last group of variable resistors we shall look at
comprise the LDRs, VDRs and Thermistors, in the true
sense of the word they are not resistors but semi-
conductors but the fact that their resistance does change
under external influence makes them worth looking at.

A small selection of thermistors, VDRs and the LDR.

LDRs
The LDR utilises the photo -conductive properties of
many semi -conductor materials such as selenium, cad-
mium phosphide, silicon and semi -conductor materials
generally. As the light energy falling upon these
materials increases the number of free electrons also
increases, thus the resistance of the material will de-
crease. (Remember last month?) One of the most com-
mon materials used is Cadmium Sulphide (CdS). The
resistance of CdS will fall to as little as 5 ohms in bright
light and rise to several million ohms in total darkness.
These figures are pretty generalised but a fair example is
the ORP 12. It has a typical dark resistance of 10 M
ohms to around 130 ohms in bright light (1000 Lux). To
make the best use of the light available the resistive track
of the LDR is 'spiralled' across the body of the cell.

Close up of an LDR, note the track (silver) is cut across the face
of the device to expose the maximum amount of resistive
element to light.

LDRs are not to be confused with Solar Cells, they rely
on the photo -voltaic effect, that is, they generate an EMF
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in the presence of light. They are most familiar as the
'wings' that protrude from many of the spacecraft that
we see arid hear about, the wings are made up from
thousands of such cells.

THERMISTORS AND VDRS
Again we have a bewildering choice of types, styles and
applications to look at. Nearly all thermistors (and VDRs,
more of that later) have either a Negative Temperature
Coefficient (NTC) or a Positive Temperature Coefficient
(PTC). In NTC types the resistance of the device will
decrease with a rise of temperature, and vice -versa for
PTC types.

As the thermistor will decrease (or increase) its
resistance with temperature, we can use the self -heating
effect of the thermistor to stabilise voltage. If a suf-
ficiently large current is passed through the device it will
heat up, if it is strategically placed within the circuit it will
respond to any abnormal voltage. or current conditions
by varying its resistance accordingly. In these circum-
stances its called a Voltage Dependant Resistor (VDR).

A thermistor, this style will be mostly found in circuits where a
degree of thermal protection is required, note the size next to a
medical thermometer.

The degree of resistance change can be tailored to
suit the application, some will operate up to several
hundred degrees centigrade or many degrees below
zero. Many thermistors are specifically designed to be
used for temperature measurement, as such they will
ideally have as small a mass as possible to allow for
measurement of rapid changes of temperature.

The encapsulation of thermistors is extremely
important, glass is often favoured in cases where the
thermistor is to be immersed in corrosive substances.
Sizes of thermistors vary considerably, from almost
microscopic bead thermistors to large carbon rod de-
vices several inches long. Obviously for measurement
purposes they need to be as small as possible. We've
deliberately left the choice of materials to last, that's
because it would be impossible to list the materials used,
they will vary according to use. Generally though, most
are based on one or more types of semi -conductor
material or carbon. It's interesting to note that all
conductive substances will change their resistances
when heated or cooled.

Well that's about it for resistors, coming up soon we
will be looking at some of the more exotic and special-
ised components some of which we have only briefly
mentioned in the past. HE
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Kit Review
Heathkit Car Clock Timer
Have you got around £40 and a couple of hours to spare? If so why not have
a go at building this excellent car clock / timer from Heathkit, its worth
every penny.
WELL, WHAT CAN WE SAY? We've seen quite a few kits
in the past few months, some fair, one or two out-
standing, but this one was superb. At £40 it may seem a
bit expensive but just ask yourself, how much does a
Rolls-Royce cost? This month's offering comes from the
kitmakers, Heathkit. If you've been looking for a kit to
build you can be sure that Heathkit can supply it. They
may not be cheap, but consider how much you can end
up spending on a kit that doesn't work.

The kit we received was a car clock /timer, the idea is,
that it will give a constant readout of time, as well as
providing an elapsed time function ideal for rallies and
treasurehunts. We were surprised to see how small the
device was, barely six inches across, the electronics
however, fit very comfortably inside without any undue
cramping. The clock is built on two glass -fibre PCBs, the
main one is double sided, both are beautifully made and
look strong enough to stand up to even the most
cack-handed soldering.

All of the components come in neatly packaged
envelopes, we always check the contents against the
parts list, this also gets us familiar with some of the
more obscure devices. The instruction manuals in many
kits often prove to be a bit of a let down, not so with
Heathkit, their manual would be better described as a
book. Its good to see they've taken the trouble to include
a very comprehensive section on faultfinding, not that
you'll need it if you follow the instructions.

CHIPS WITH EVERYTHING
As you would expect the ubiquitous IC rears its many
legged body into view. We have three such creatures in
this kit. The two 40 pinners carry out the timing
functions. It would be interesting to find out why
Heathkit didn't use just one purpose-built device. As it.
turned out our only gripe with the kit arose from the fact
that the spacing on the IC sockets was a little tight. Great

Below, the complelte kit spread out for inspection, absolutely nothing is missing or left to chance.

PK-W IR
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Kit Review
care should be taken when inserting the ICs. The rest of
the parts consisted of a handful of resistors, a couple of
capacitors, one transistor, six diodes, a crystal and four
push button switches. On the display board two spring
metal switches need to be soldered to the board, the
contact plates were so small they nearly disappeared
down one of the holes without trace.

Actual building time should take no more than a
couple of hours or so, providing you follow the very
comprehensive, step-by-step instructions. Each stage
consisted of about half a dozen parts, after each com-
ponent has been fitted it can be ticked off in the space
provided. (See what we mean, its these little touches
that can turn a quite ordinary kit into a real joy to build.)

A TESTING TIME
Providing all is well, nothing is left out, (there's always
some strange object that doesn't seem to have a home),
Heathkit suggest that before its fitted into its case some
preliminary tests be carried out.

The clock was connected up to a power supply and
with bated breath switched on. As usual nothing hap-
pened. Nothing wrong with the kit, just our myopic
reviewer forgetting to connect up the green wire. The
green wire is connected to the ignition side of the cars
electrical system. It actually switches on the display so
the clock will only appear to be operative when the
engine is running. We say appear because it will be
working all the time, the display is only blanked out to
prevent excess current consumption. Both normal clock
and timer functions will continue to operate when the
ignition is switched off.

The completed clock before insertion into the case the two
metal strips at the top right and left of the PCB are for time
setting.

Besides ensuring the clocks are working we had to
check out the LDR circuit that controls the brightness of
the display, and very impressive it is too. The actual
display is a four digit flourescent device (green), it has
been readable even in bright sunlight, but this will
depend to a large extent on where it is mounted.

All being well the electronics can be put into the rather
neat looking two tone grey ABS case. Several options
are available, we chose to mount the clock with its
bracket on the top of the dash board of the editorial Viva.
Apart from looking better it should be easier to read.
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The main timing ICs are mounted top and bottom of the main
PCB. The upper one is used for continuous timing functions.

ON THE ROAD
With every thing connected up and the clock firmly
screwed down on top of the dash (and very good it looks
too) we decided to check out its accuracy. The two main
clock ICs run independently but from a single timing
source. So far under quite variable weather conditions
(temperature) and roads, (vibration etc) the main clock
has lost five seconds in a week and the timer was
accurate to within one second in a twenty four hour
period. Both these results are very acceptable con-
sidering the adverse conditions and voltage variations of
the average car.

The Heathkit car clock / timer installed on the top of the
dashboard.

IN CONCLUSION
You may have noticed that this review has said very little
about the kit itself. This is simply because the kit went
together so easily, and worked first time. It's usually the
faults or problems that we write about. As it is, it sounds
like one long commercial for Heathkit (it's not actually).

In the past we've commented on a kit's worth as a
learning aid, again full marks to Heathkit for their
excellent technical explanations, full circuit diagram,
soldering instructions, wiring diagrams, component
identification etc. etc. We could go on. Let us just say, let
all kits be judged by the standard of Heathkit (How about
sending us something else Mr Heathkit, those Short
Wave radios look rather interesting.) HE
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LED
Tachometer
The HE Tacho uses 21 LEDs to give a solid-state analogue RPM display. It's
an ideal project for the motoring or motor -cycling enthusiast.

THE HE LED TACHO or 'Rev Counter' is an all solid-state
project. It displays engine speed in analogue form (like a
conventional tacho) as an illuminated section of a
semicircle of 21 LEDs (light -emitting diodes). The length
of the illuminated section is proportional to the engine
speed, so that half of the semicircle is illuminated at half
of full-scale speed, and the full semicircle is illuminated
at full speed. In other words, the display is in 'bar' rather
than 'dot' form.

The HE Tacho can be used with virtually any type of
multi -cylinder petrol engine. It has two speed ranges,
each of which can be calibrated via a pre-set pot to give
any full-scale speed range required by the individual
owner. Our prototype is calibrated to give full scale
readings of 10000 RPM and 1000 RPM on a 4 -
cylinder 4 -stroke engine. The lower range is of great
value when adjusting the engine's ignition and carbura-
tion for recommended tick -over speeds.

The unit is designed for use only on vehicles fitted
with 12 volt electrical systems. It can be used with
conventional or CD (capacitor -discharge) ignition sys-
tems, and is wired into the vehicle via three connecting
leads. It can be used on vehicles fitted with either
negative or positive earth electrical systems.

CONSTRUCTION
The complete unit, including the 21 -LED display, is
wired up on a single PCB. Take extra care over the
construction, paying special attention to the following
points.
(1). Confirm the polarity of each of the 21 LEDs, by
connecting in series with a lkO resistor and testing
across a 12 volt supply, before wiring into place on the
PCB. Note that LED colours can be mixed, if required.
(2). Take care to connect all semiconductor devices and
electrolytic capacitors into circuit as shown on the
overlay. Note the orientation of the three ICs.
(3). Note that four LINK connections (using insulated
wire) are used on the underside of the PCB: if in doubt
about these connections, cross-check with the circuit
diagram. Also note that the external connections to the
unit (0 V, + ve, and CB) are made via solder terminals
(Veropins).
(4). Note that the values of C2 and C3 must be chosen to
suit the engine type and the full-scale RPM ranges
required (see the conversion graph). Our prototype is
calibrated to read 10 000 RPM and 1000 RPM on a
4 -cylinder 4 -stroke engine, and uses C2 and C3 values
of 22n and 220n respectively.
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The HE tachometer, make sure all polarised components are
inserted the correct way round.

When the construction is complete, connect the unit
to a 12 volt supply and check that only LED 1 il-
luminates: if all LEDs illuminate, suspect a fault in the
ICI wiring.

CALIBRATION
The unit can be calibrated against either a precision
tachometer or against an accurate (2% or better) audio
generator that gives a square wave output of at least 3
volts peak -to -peak. The method of calibration against an
audio generator is as follows:

Connect the tacho to a 12 volt supply, and connect
the square wave outout of the audio generator between
the OV and CB terminals of the unit. Check against the
conversion graph to find the frequency needed to give
the required HIGH range full-scale RPM reading on the
type of engine in question, and feed this frequency into
the tacho input. Switch SW1 to it's HIGH range (10000
RPM on our prototype) and adjust RV1 for full-scale
reading.

Repeat the procedure on the LOW range of the tacho
(1000 RPM on our prototype), adjusting RV2 for full-
scale reading.
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LED Tachometer
0

+12V
VIA IGNITION
SWITCH

01 R2
10k 10k
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NEGATIVE
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Circuit diagram of the LED Tacho, refer to the conversion graph for values of C2, C3.
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ZDI
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R5
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R3
22k ICI
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SW1 SW1b

WINO

C2 C3
22n 220n

RV1
100k
X1000
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RPM

4 C5C 5
4'7

1k2

R7
330R
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1.08
27OR

R10
3300

18 10

IC2

RV2
100k
SET
RPM
X100

RB
22k

R11
3300

LED12

//Y

R12
2700

014
330R

LED21

18

IC3

10

R9
1k2

NOTES:
IC1 - LM2917N
IC2,1C3 - LM3914N
D1 - 104148
201 - 12V BSY88 -400mW
LEDs 1-21 ARE TI L209 10.2- dial

How It Works
The ignition signal appearing on a vehicle's

contact -breaker (CB) points terminal has a basic
frequency that is directly proportional to the RPM
of the engine. The HE LED Tacho works by picking
up the CB signal, extracting its basic frequency,
converting the frequency to a linerarly-related
D.C. voltage, and displaying
representation of this voltage (and thus the RPM)
on a semicircular scale of 21 LED's (light -emitting
diodes). The tacho can thus be broken down, for
descriptive purposes, into an input signal condi-
tioner section, a frequency -to -voltage converter
section, and LED voltmeter display section.

The input signal conditioner section comprises
R1-R2-R3-ZD1-C I. The CB signal of a conventional
ignition system consists of a basic RPM -related
rectangular waveform that switches alternately
between zero and 12 volts, onto which various
ringing waveforms with typical peak amplitudes of
250 volts and frequencies up to 10 kHz are super-
imposed. The purpose of the input signal condi-
tioner is to cleanly filter out the basic rectangular
waveform and pass it on to the frequency -to -
voltage converter. It does this by first limiting the
peak amplitude of the signal to 12 volts via RI and
zener diode ZD1, and then filtering out any
remaining high frequency components via R2-R3-
Cl. The resulting 'clean' signal is passed on to input

470v

073
2k2

pin 1 of ICI.
ICI is a frequency -to -voltage converter chip

with a built-in supply -voltage regulator. The
operating range of the IC is determined by the
value of a capacitor connected to pin 2, and by a
timing resistor and smoothing capacitor connected
to pins two switch -selected
presettable ranges are provided. The D.C. output of
the IC is made available across R6, and is passed on
to the input terminals of the IC2-1C3- LED volt-
meter.

1C2 and IC3 are LED display drivers. Each IC can
drive a chain of ten LED's the number of LED's
illuminated being proportional to the magnitude of
the IC's input signal. Put simply, the IC's act as
LED voltmeters. In our application, the two IC's
are cascaded in such a way that they perform as a
single 20 -LED voltmeter with a full scale range of
about 2.4 volts: the configuration is such that the
voltmeter gives a 'bar' display, in which the first 10
LED's are illiminated at full scale voltage. Resistors
R7 -R8 -R10 -R11 -R12 -R14 are wired in series with
the display LED's to reduce the power dissipation
of the two IC's. LED1 is permanently illuminated
so that the RPM display does not blank out com-
pletely when the vehicle's engine is stationary with
the ignition turned on.

INSTALLATION
The completed unit can either be mounted in a special
cut out in the vehicles instrument panel, or (preferably)
can be assembled in a home-made housing and clipped
on top of the instrument panel. In either case, try to fit
some kind of light shield to the face of the unit, so that
the LEDs are shielded from direct sunlight.

To wire the unit into place, connect the supply leads
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to the tacho via the vehicles ignition switch, and connect
the unit's CB terminal to the CB terminal in the vehicle's
distributor. Note that the unit can be fitted to vehicles
using either positive or negative earth systems.

The lower range of the tach (1000 RPM on our
prototype) is of great value when adjusting the vehicles
engine for correct tick -over: it is thus advantageous to
arrange the tacho housing so that it can be easily
dismounted from the vehicles instrument panel.
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LED Tachometer
TO

+Ve CB POINTS

ov

Component overlay for the HE Tacho.

Right, PCB foil
pattern for the
HE tachometer.

NOTE
DOTTED LINES SHOW
FLOATING LINKS MADE
UNDERSIDE OF PCB

Parts List
RESISTORS
R1, R2, R4
R3, R6
R5
R7, R10, R11, R14
R8, R12
R9, R15
R13

10k
22k
470R
330R
270R
1k2
2k2

POTENTIOMETERS
RVI , RV2 100k Sub. min. preset

O

CAPACITORS
Cl, C2* 22n polyester
C3* 220n polycarbonate
C4 1 N 0 elect. 63V
C5 4p 7 elect. 63V
=values used on prototype: see text

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI
IC2, IC3
ZD 1
D1

LM2917N
LM3914N
1 2V @ 400mw
IN4148

LEDS 1-21 are TIL209 0.2" dia.

MISCELLANEOUS
Miniature slide switch (two position double pole). PCB
foil pattern.

Approximate cost El 0 00.

Buylines
The three ICs used in this project are fairly 'rare'
types, particularly IC1. We obtained ours from
Maplin, but they may also be available from other
large stockists such as Marshalls, etc.
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THREE FOR FREE
FROM CSC

ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS

LED BAR GRAPH UNIVERSAL
INDICATOR
Now using EXPERIMENTOR BREAD-
BOARDS and following the instructions in
"Electronics by numbers" ANYBODY can
build electronic projects.
Look at the diagram and select R1, this is a
resistor with a value between 120 to 270
ohm. Plug it into holes X20 and D20, now
take LED 1 and plug it into holes E20 and
F20. Do the same with the Diodes e.g. plug
D7 into holes G7 and G10.

Disp141-)
1/11

+ 51

Display
1/11

BOO 000 000 000 000 000 8

COO 000 000 000 000 000.0 000 000 000 000 000
0 Oa0 0 0 Oa 0 E

f00 000 000 k000 000 k0006 5 4 3 2 1

led

H00000000

oo°6:;.°

YOU WILL NEED
EXP- ANY EXPERIMENTOR BREAD-
BOARD
O 1 to D15 - Silicon Diodes (such as 1N914)
R1 to R6 - From 120-270 ohm resistors '4
watt.
LED1 to LED6 - Light emitting diodes.

CA2

LED BAR GRAPHS are replacing analogue
meters as voltage -level indicators in enany
instances.
This circuit uses the forward voltage drop of
diodes to determine how many LEDs light
up. Any type of diode can be used but you
must use all the same type. For full working
details of this circuit fill in the coupon.
If you have already built the Two -transistor
Radio and the Fish'n'cliks projects you will
find that you can reuse the components
from these projects to build other projects
in the series.

FILL IN THE COUPON AND WE WILL
SEND YOU FREE OF CHARGE FULL
COPIES OF "ELECTRONICS BY
NUMBERS" PROJECTS No 1, No 2
and No 3.

PROTO-CLIP TEST CLIPS.
Brings IC leads up from crowded PC boards.
Available plain or with cable with clips at
one or both ends.

PC - 16 pin. £2.75.
PC - 16 pin with cable.

£6.00.
PC - 16 with cable and 16 pin clips at

both ends. £10.25.

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

Europe, Africa, Mid -East: CSC UK LTD.
Dept 1412, Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate,
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ.
Telephone: SAFFRON WALDEN 21682.
Telex: 817477.

EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS.
No soldering modular breadboards, simply plug
components in and out of letter number identified
nickel -silver contact holes. Start small and simply
snap -lock boards together to build breadboard of any
size.
All EXP Breadboards have two bus -bars as an integral
part of the board, if you need more than 2 buses
simply snap on 4 more bus -bars with the aid of an
EXP.4B.

EXP.325. The ideal breadboard for 1
chip circuits.
Accepts 8,14,16 and up to 22 pin IC's.
ONLY £1.60.

two 20 poin

EXP.350. £3.15. 1111111111101111111111

Pbus-bars,

*

,11111111111M11110
270 contact with

EXP. 300. .

550 contacts '1

"I

with two
40 -point
bus -bars. P !: ..... ....... ii. 0

£5.75.

EXP. 650 for Micro-
processors. £3.60.

EXP 4B.
More bus -
bars.

£2.30.

o IlllIIIIlIIIIIIillllIII"I

!!!1!1!!!!!!!!!!Iiiiiil

met 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 11111 mu
11111 net, 11111 11111 'me 11111 1011 11111

ALL EXP.300 Breadboards mix and match with 600
series.

EL
By
EC T

NRn,i-j'ZICs
FREE

PRA EcrSNo

8( No 3.

PROTO-BOARDS.
THE ULTIMATE IN BREADBOARDS
FOR THE MINIMUM COST.
TWO EASILY ASSEMBLED KITS.

1:11M= OOST1iKMa1 spocomis 001111KMI5TICNI

PB.6 Kit, 630 contacts, four 5 -way binding
posts accepts up to six 14 -pin Dips.

PROTO-BOARD 6 KIT. £9.20.

PB.100 Kit complete with 760 contacts
accepts up to ten 14 -pin Dips, with two
binding posts and sturdy base. Large capa-
city with Kit economy.
PROTO-BOARD 100 KIT £11.80.

HOW TO ORDER AND RECEIVE FREE COPY OF TWO -TRANSISTOR RADIO PROJECT,
FISH'N'CLIKS AND LED BAR GRAPH.

CSC UK LTD., DEPT. 14T2, Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial E , Saffron Walden, Essex CB1 1 3AQ

it's easy. Give us your name Ind full postal address, in block capitals. Enclose cheque, postal order or
credit card number and expiry date. OR telephone 0799 21682 and give us your Access, American
Express or Barclaycard number and your order will be in the post that night.
EXPERIMENTOR. CONTACT HOLES.
BREADBOARDS.

EXP. 325
EXP. 350
EXP. 300
EXP. 650

EXP. 4B.

TEST CLIPS
PC. 16.

PC.16-18.
PC. 16-18 Dual Clip.

PROTO-BOARDS.
PB. 6.

PB. 100.

NAME

ADDRESS

130
270
550
270

Four 40 Point
Bus -Bars

630
760

IC CAPACITY
14 PIN.DIP.

UNIT PRICE
INCLUDING POSTAGE

AND V.A.T.
1 £ 2.53
3 £ 4.21
6

use with 0.6
pitch Dip's

£ 7.29

£ 4.69
Bus -Bar Strip £ 3.29

£ 3.78
£ 7.56
£12.15

6 £11.01
10 £13.82

FILL IN COUPON & RECEIVE FREE COPY OF
ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS PROJECTS Nos 1, 2 AND 3



CITIZEN'S BAND
SPECIAL

Picture from the film Convoy' courtesy EMI Films Ltd.

GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER
This simple guitar amplifier pro-
vides an output that is suitable to
drive any normal type of
headphones (or earphone), and it
permits one to practice without
disturbing others, or to practice in a
noisy environment where the noise
excluding properties of the phones
is of considerable benefit.

The circuit is based on an
LM389N audio amplifier IC which

IN

C1
100u
10V

IC2

R1
1M2

470o
7

Q1

contains a small class B power
amplifier. The output of the
amplifier is coupled to the speaker
via DC blocking capacitor C6 and
the break contact of headphone
socket JK1. Automatic loud-
speaker muting is provided by the
latter when the headphones are
connected to the amplifier. The
output voltage swing is consider-
ably in excess of that required by

02

e/VVV\-e-
R5
680R

11

No-one could ever accuse HE of being slow
to respond to public opinion. Since we car-
ried our major feature 'Citizens Banned' in
our June issue the national press, radio and
television have all given CB tremendous
coverage; obviously we wouldn't claim that
HE was responsible but we would like to
think we have made some people think about
the possibilities of CB.

So for everyone even remotely interested
in CB we have produced a 64 page special in
record time; it will cover all aspects of CB
both at home and abroad, a guide to the law
relating to CB, technical information on
aerials, the film Convoy etc, and views and
opinions from the people who know what
they're talking about, the R /C modellers the
radio amateurs and the major organisations
involved in the legislation of CB. PLUS the
first English dictionary of CB slang and
codes.

The special should be on your newsagents
bookshelves by the second week in July,
price 75 pence. If you have any difficulty in
obtaining a copy write to us at our Charing
Cross Road offices, enclosing a PO or cheque
for £1.00 (inc P and P) and mark your enve-
lope CB Special.

most phones, and so a degree of
attenuation is provided by series
resistor R7. R6 and C5 are a Zobel
network which aid the stability of
the circuit.

As the voltage gain of the
amplifier is preset at about 26dB
by an internal feedback network,
an input level of over 100 mV RMS
is required to produce full output.
This is far more than the output

100u
10V

C3
4u7
10V

R4
R3 4k7
220R

9V

IC1
LM389N C6

470u
+q l 10V

R6
3R3

L.S.1.

level of the majority of guitars.
Some form of preamplifier is
therefore required. The LM389N
has the unusual feature of con-
taining three NPN transistors in
addition to the power amplifier
circuit. The terminals of these tran-
sistors are connected to individual
pinouts of the device, and it is two
of these devices that are used to
form a suitable preamplifier. Q1 is
used in the common emitter mode,
and unbypassed emitter resistor
R3 is used to introduce negative
feedback which both boosts the
input impedance of this stage to
the required level (about 50k) and
reduces its voltage gain to the
appropriate figure (about 19dB).
An input voltage of a little under
10 mV RMS is needed to give
maximum output, and this should
be sufficiently sensitive to suit any
guitar pick-up.
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O 1V
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1 18
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Breaker
One Four

Send any news, comments, or
information you may have to:
Breaker One Four,
Hobby Electronics,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2 H OE E.

Several hundred letters and quite a few phone calls later we've come to the
conclusion that the subject of CB is not going to be swept under the carpet
any longer. In view of this we've decided to start a regular column covering
as many aspects of CB as we are legally able. We believe we are the first UK
magazine to do so, so who knows, we may even change the law.
THE LETTERS ARE STILL COMING IN concerning our
feature 'Citizens Banned', many of them have expressed
the wish to be better informed, so for the people who've
asked for some kind of column here goes.

We must make a couple of important points first.
Firstly we cannot supply any information regarding the
availability of CB rigs, circuits etc. Secondly we cannot
encourage the use of the 27 MHz system currently in
operation, both would be incitement to commit a crime;
we've no great desire to run foul of the gentlemen in blue
(or any other colour uniform for that matter).

We'll start this month by taking a look back over the
past couple of months since the article came out. At least
five national dailies have run stories on the recent 'busts'
that have been happening in the midlands; isn't it
strange that so many articles have started appearing
since we ran ours! Of course this is a good thing, the
more it is brought to the public's attention, the more
people will understand it and hopefully want to ex-
perience the delights of 'free speech' for themselves.

CLUBS, WHERE ARE YOU?
We're still waiting to hear from any clubs or organisa-
tions that are interested in legalising CB. So far the only
club we've heard from is the 10-4 club, their member-
ship is rapidly approaching 200, so keep your letters for
them coming. Maybe we will adopt them (if they'll have
us) and keep you informed as to their progress. Already
they've had a visit from a member of the legal profession
to explain the law relating to CB, they are also well in
hand with plans to invite a local MP to a meeting to put
their points to the people that matter. Meetings are now
being held on a regular basis, so if you want to get in
touch we'll forward any letters as they are still looking for
a permanent address.

PETITION
The petition is doing better than we dared hope. No exact
figures yet, but it's into the thousands, so keep them
coming. We're having some problems with the post and
with moving etc. Send them off as soon as possible and
don't worry about not filling them all up. We'll let you
know next month when we're handing them over.

CBA BANDSTAND
The CBA have contacted us, it seems someone is using
their name to put adverts in the Exchange and Mart, they
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would like to point out it has absolutely nothing to do
with them, so beware.

News of a newsletter on CB has just reached us, its
called 'Bandstand' copies are free, enclose a large
skinny SAE and write to: Bandstand, Flagstones, West -
heath Lane, Sevenoaks, Kent.

LETTERS
The rest of the column we've set aside for interesting
letters, if you think you've got something to say then
drop us a line. After all we need to know what you're up
to, to make this column as up to date as possible.
Meanwhile we're toying with the idea of producing
some stickers or badges, more about that next month.

Dear Sir,
I bought my first edition of HE and I have found it

extremely interesting. However, concerning the article
on CB radio, I must accuse you of writing a very biased
article. You almost seemed to be trying to 'sell' the idea
to your readers. You actually said, 'Hopefully it will be
legalised'.

I have an active interest in amateur radio and can tell
you that the amateur service has done a lot for science,
in pioneering new ideas in radio telecommunications
and electronics. The introduction of Citizens Band radio
would bring the amateur service into disrepute.

Jonathon Hallewell
Manchester

No one is trying to take anything away from any-
body, quite the opposite in fact. Before we get too
many 'dog in the manger' type letters consider for a
moment a physically disabled driver stuck on a
lonely road, late at night and with no means of
summoning assistant; the RAE for all its worth is
not much use to that person. Have you heard how
many lives are saved annually in the US? We could
go on.

Many people either cannot, or do not want to
take the RAE. Why should people be prevented
from talking to one another without the aid of the
Post Office?

All the high numbers, stay lucky and BREAKER
BREAK. .
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Each
month we re-

ceive literally dozens of
requests for projects, high on the

list is an oscilloscope, as we've pointed out in
the past its not really practical to build a scope, you

simply can't build them as well and as cheaply as a commercial
unit. So for all the frustrated scope builders we are giving two away this

month as prizes in our first competition.
The first prize is the Ca!scope Super 10, it's a fine 10 MHz, dual trace instrument, costing

£219.00 retail, it features'many of the specifications found on instruments costing twice as much.
Our second prize is 'the Calscope Super 6 MHz bandwidth, easy to use controls and perfect for TV
servicing applications. It will cost you £162.00 at the moment so as you can see, we're not being mean with
the prizes.
There will be 20 runners up prizes each receiving a HE Tee Shirt, send in your entry as soon as
possible, closing date for entries will be the 20th August 1979.

The Editors decision will be final. No correspondance will be entered into regarding this competition.

Socket to me?

Watch out for this one!

IHot stuff!
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Big talker?

Caterpiller stand?

Turned on? F Off the record?

B

D

G
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. . . any messages?

HE . . . exposed?

H

As you can see the competition couldn't
be easier. All you have to do is decide
what each picture shows, they're all
electronic components or hardware and
we promise nothing obscure. Send you
answers to

Hobby Electronics Competiton
145 Charing Cross Road,

London WC2H OEE

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I. .

J. .

K.

Name

Address

Tee -Shirt size (S, M,

The winning entry will be drawn from the
HE hat, all winners and runners up will be
notified by post.

Ice cream? J Jaws?
1
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Hobby
Electronics

ELECTRONIC TIMEKEEPING

Nowadays we take it for granted that a wrist-
watch costing little more than £5 will be
accurate to within a few seconds a year. Elec-
tronic timekeeping as such has been with us for
several years now we have the atomic standard
clocks accurate to within one second in a million
years (even less in some recently developed
machines), or even our own TIM. Look out next
month for a detailed investigation into how
these clocks (if we can call them that) operate
and where future developments may be
leading.

LED CHASER

You may be thinking we've got a thing about
flashing light displays, you'd be right too. This
month we have a go at a LED Chaser, watch the
light appear to move, build several and have
your name in lights, annoy the neighbours, it's
all here. Easy to build too.

FET SPECIAL

What do you know about FETs? Next month,
rather than bore you with a lot of graphs and
theoretical circuits we're doing a large feature
on FET projects, there's quite a few RF circuits
(no not CB rigs) for you to build and experiment
with, we always think it's a lot easier to learn
about something by using it rather than reading
about it.

ULTRASONIC REMOTE CON-
TROL

You can't see it but it's there. Amaze your
friends, turn the light on and off, how about
switching the telly on or even locking the cat
flap? It can all be done with next month's high
frequency ultrasonic remote control; popular
with the dogs too.

RADIO CONTROL

We're sorry to say that we upset some of our
friends the radio control enthusiasts with our
feature 'Citizens Banned' (Hope we're
redeemed ourselves now?) So to redress the
balance we've persuaded one of the country's
leading experts to write a feature on the current
R /C scene and what's going to be happening in
the future of this fascinating hobby.

THYRISTORS

Have you ever wondered about Thyristors?
These rather interesting semiconductor devices
have made considerable inroads into the
'power handling' areas of electronics as well as
carving out a whole new field for themselves in
control applications. Look out next month for a
detailed investigation into the application,
characteristics and history of Thyristors.

HOME COMPUTING

It's been quite a while since we looked at
computers, so next month we will be doing an
up to the minute investigation into the latest
computer happenings, and with a bit of luck a
quick peer into the guts of some of the latest
machines.

STEREO AMPLIFIER

At last, a true Hi-Fi, high power stereo amplifier
Not one of your common or garden 5 watt jobs,
not even 10 watts per channel, its
Well, you'll have to wait until next month to find
out. What we will say is, that it will hold its head
up amongst the many amplifiers that are
flooding our high streets, and its British folks,
through and through (we think). It uses modu-
lar construction so no problems getting all the
bits together, we think it's a winner.

LAMP DIMMER

Lamp Dimmers are always popular, it's good to
have a really practical project, one that you'll
use every day. And it should save you money
too, a good non -nonsense easy to build project,
fit to grace any living -room wall.

BREAKER ONE FOUR

Don't forget to 'eyeball' our new regular feature
on CB next month, all the latest news, views
and information.

The September issue will be on sale August 10th
The items mentioned here are those planned but circumstances may affect the actual contents
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Tools
What can you never have enough of? The answer is tools, for those of you
just starting out in our hobby Rick Maybury takes a look into the wonderful
world of tools and points out some of the more obvious things to look out for
when parting with your hard earned money.

IF YOU'RE ANYTHING LIKE US, you're entry into the
wonderful world of electronics followed a pretty rough
transition period. Like us you were probably fascinated
by the apparent ease at which examples of high techno-
logy could be assembled by even the most dimwitted for
just a few shillings. (Still can't get used to this new
fangled money). All you needed was a soldering iron (or
something that could be persuaded to heat up would do
just as well) and a few of those little coloured tubes with
a wire at each end and Bobs your uncle.

Your first project was probably far too ambitious and
almost certainly didn't work. This is the critical point,
most of us did not give up, (you wouldn't be reading this
would you?). With luck and hindsight (and plenty of
determination too) you're second or third project did
work, (much to your surprise and delight) and you

proceeded to be 'hooked', probably for life.

STARTING OUT
The point of all this, is that most first -timers can avoid
many of these traumas when first embarking on elec-
tronics, simply by going into your new hobby well
prepared. And this means having the right tools for the
right job.

There is a common fallacy that the more you spend
the better the quality of tool you will get. To an extent
this is true, but there is a breakpoint after which you're
money will be wasted. A better rule of thumb would be
to ask. Ask people who know. Anyone who has worked
in the electronics industry will have had all of their
unfortunate experiences fairly early on in their careers so

Basic soldering equipment, don't forget a stand, preferably with a wiper sponge, a solder sucker too will save much heartache and

many burnt fingers.
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their toolkit will have evolved into a pretty sophisticated
piece of equipment. After all no-one wants to make work
for themselves, and every job will have a tool best suited
to its speedy completion.

Some of the handiest tools are also the cheapest.
Have you ever dropped a screw or nut into an inacces-
sible part of a radio cabinet? Next time try a small
magnet on the end of a piece of string, or magnetise an
old screwdriver rather than try to remove it by brute
force.

Its obviously difficult to recommend specific makes of
tools for your tool box but we can give you the benefit of
some of our more disastrous (and rewarding ex-
periences) to start you off. So lets assume you have
nothing (not money, however, you'll need plenty of that)
and want to start a tool kit.

A temperature controlled soldering iron, nice to have if you plan
to leave it on for prolonged periods.

HOT STUFF
Number one tool has got to be the soldering iron. A quick
poll around our office and workshop revealed only one
thing, every one to their own! Everyone believes
their own iron to be the best there is. When you come to
think about it this is not altogether a bad thing, soldering
irons are perhaps the most used of all tools, and certainly
there is no lack of choice. There really are so many good
soldering irons around these days there's no excuse
whatsoever for not having two or even three, they'te not
that expensive either.

Your first iron must be a good general purpose 25
watt model, choose one with an iron coated bit, make
sure the bit is easily changed, its surprising how much
gunge builds up around the bit after only a few hours
use. This type of iron will be your main workhorse and
will tackle 90% of all your soldering work. The dry joints
and solder blobs come when you try to do those jobs a
25 watt iron is not designed for.

Very fine joints, especially those on closely grouped
boards containing ICs or sub -miniature stuff need the
fine tip and limited heating capacity of a precision 15
watt iron. Again look out for coated bits, easily in-
terchangeable of course.

The big jobs, soldering chassis earths, tinplate
screens etc can only be handled by a 50 or 100 wetter.
These days we have been blessed with the high capacity
soldering guns. They heat up quickly and because of
their weight can get a good thermal contact on the
workpiece, no messing about.

Tools that grip, strip and cut, some of the many styles and sizes
available.

As with all tools there are countless variations on the
soldering iron theme, everything from rechargeable to
variable heat, these types are usually very good for one
specific job, so no matter what the literature may say one
soldering iron can never be all things to all joints. The
right tool for the right job still holds true. Get the feel of
one or two, ask around, and whatever you buy, make
sure you get a stand with a wiper sponge or you will live
to regret, it, and that's a promise.

A CUTTING REMARK
After you've soldered all your joints on your latest project
you'll need to trim off all those surplus bits of wire. No,
you don't use the kitchen scissors, you use sidecutters.
This is the tool that will wear out most rapidly (apart from
the soldering iron bit). You have two options here, buy a
cheap pair and discard them when blunt or buy a good
pair and hope they last longer, maybe even sharpen
them. Whatever you do you will need a couple of sizes, a
small one for the miniature work and a hefty pair for the
bolt cropping (naughty) etc. It may even be a good idea,
to have a cheap pair for the rough stuff, see the table at
the back for one or two suggestions.

A couple of things to look out for when buying
sidecutters, hold them up to the light and make sure the
cutting faces mate correctly, check the hinge, is it likely
to wear out quickly? Finally look at the handle grips, is
the insulation thick enough to prevent you getting a

More tools that cut, grip and strip, a good pair of wire strippers
could save you a small fortune in dental bills.
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Tools

Screwdrivers, you can never have enough, the jewellers sets
are particularly useful when working on sub -miniature equip-
ment.

shock if they should stray on to voltage carrying wires,
you shouldn't be working on live equipment anyway,
should you?

GETTING PINCHED
Pliers now, most of the time a good pair of long -nosed
electrical pliers will be quite adequate, look at the tips
are they likely to bend or crack?. They probably will if
you try to use them for anything they were not designed
to do.

A pair of conventional flat faced pliers will also be
needed for those large jobs, look out for those handy
snippers that are incorporated into some types, both in
the jaws and sometimes on the hinge, very useful for
cropping thin bolts.

Finally check that they're not going to pinch you if
your fingers stray, nasty one that, it hurts for days.

SCREWDRIVERS
Screwdrivers, you can never have enough

screwdrivers, start a collection and get as many different
sizes as you can lay your hands on. Avoid at all cost those
nasty combination sets of oriental origin that seem to
appear from time to time. They are usually all packed
neatly in a plastic box with an interchangeable handle or
grip. This type is worse than useless. If the blades don't
bend, the handles usually crack, one case where you do
get what you pay for, about 50p usually.

Screwdrivers are probably the most used (and

Box spanners and spanners, again well worth thinking about.
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abused) of all tools so don't be mean, they rarely cost
more than £1 .00 each, for the larger ones. Don't forget
the Phillips and Pozidrive styles, get a couple of sizes of
each. Look around for some really miniature ones, they
will prove invaluable for some of the imported pieces of
equipment. Try to get hold of some plastic screwdrivers
(or non -inductive) or trimming tools for variable capaci-
tors coils etc. Finally, going back to the first couple of
paragraphs, find a fairly old, long shafted screwdriver
and magnetise it. (Strike a permanent magnet along its
shaft in one direction only for a couple of minutes -
make sure its steel first) this will save many hours of
frustration trying to retrieve small screws lost down
cracks, or starting off those small cross headed screws
that seem to abound in oriental transistor radios.

If you're feeling rich why not invest in a set of box
spanners? Stick to about half a dozen BA and metric
sizes (2, 4, 6, 8 BA etc) should be enough. They're not
tools you'll use a lot but may well get you out of plenty
of trouble when you do need them. Its so much easier to
do a nut up with one of these than a large pair of pliers,
mercilessly thrashing about inside your latest project,
decapitating luckless transistors.

TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
Assuming your projects will be housed in cases made
from materials other than cardboard, (and they do use
cardboard too, we know all about your nasty little
habits!), you'll need some twist drills. To make life easy
on yourself get hold of a drill to put them in. Two options
here, power and hand drills, of course if funds will
stretch get both. Whatever you do, you will need a hand
drill, they don't much, make sure the one you end
up with will tightly grip a 1 mm drill, take a pin or needle
to the shop with you. Watch out for exposed gears, they
bite, nearly as painfully as a large pair of pliers.

The power drill is very much a matter for personal
choice, conscience and wallet. A large power drill will
come in handy for all those DIY jobs around the house,
(that's what you can tell the wife). Variable speed types
are worth considering, as much of the time it will be used
for drilling pot holes in fairly soft metal, failing that, why
not build our HE drill speed controller?

Before we leave drills, if you're going to do a lot of
PCB work, it might be worth considering an electric PCB
drill, they're small and light, and will slip through SRBP

Tools for cutting holes, countersinking etc. The purpose -
designed PCB drill is well worth thinking about.
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and glass fibre like the proverbial hot knife. As a final
thought, when buying drills watch out for the twisted
coat -hangers that were masquerading as twist drills a
couple of years ago. Don't forget a rack, you'll go cross
eyed trying to decipher the miniscule writing on the drill
itself.

A HOLE IN ONE
These days making holes is quite a business, some holes
you'll need to cut time and time again. A chassis cutter
will be well worth having for all those 'pot holes and the
larger type of switches. There really is only one type of
chassis cutter to have, they're called Q -Max. You'll still
need your drill to cut a pilot hole though. The two halves
of the cutter are bolted onto either side of the workpiece

Files, just a small selection, however, sooner or later you'll
need most of them.

Saws, the large hacksaw is a very worthwhile investment,
you'll need the junior version in tight corners. The coping saw
will enable you to cut any tricky shapes when housing your
projects.

and with the aid of an Allen key the two halves are
screwed together. A shearing action between the two
parts leave a neat burr -free hole.

GETTING IT ON FILE
Just in case all those holes you've drilled aren't quite
large enough or not quite the right shape buy a set of
files. Only a small selection is needed. Don't forget a
reasonably large, coarse one (Bastard) - yes they're
really called that. A large and small round, small
triangular, and a 'Rats Tail! they're usually about six
inches long and taper to a sharp point, ideal for opening
up small apertures.

Essential metal working tools, the automatic centre -punch (far left) will ensure that drills don't go wandering all over your neat front
panels. The mirror on a stick is handy for seeing into the inaccessible corners. You'll need a sharp scalpel or knife for trimming,
slicing etc, it'll also come in handy for cutting the Band -aid when you miss. Remember, it doesn't hurt so much with a sharp knife.
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Tools
CUT IT FINE
So much for holes, how about cutting? The Hack -Saw
will be the mainstay for all cutting work. Two types will
be most useful. The Junior, about six inches long and a
Standard hacksaw. Again don't be mean, lash out a few
quid, they'll last a lifetime.

While you're at it get a few spare blades, from our
experience blades always break on Sunday afternoons,
about an hour after the only shop has closed, and its
bank holiday Monday tomorrow. A couple of different
grades wouldn't come amiss, you never know when the
wife's going to insist you cut back a few branches off the
tree.

ODDS AND ENDS
Of course we've only scratched at the surface of what is a
vast subject. Let's look at a couple of things worth

Chassis cutters, very useful for large, often cut holes, eg pots
and switches.

considering if you've got any money left.
Sooner or later you'll need some kind of de -soldering

aid, if money is tight, you may get away with some
De -Solder braid, it works by drawing the molten solder
into itself by capillary action. A good quality solder pump
is the ideal, however, be prepared to pay up to El 0 for a
decent one.

You may consider buying a PCB jig, they have a
lockable action so the board can be moved into virtually
any position, again not cheap, around £30-£.40 for a
pretty average example.

Nuts; don't forget the bolts, you'll need hundreds of
them, try looking through the pages of Exchange and
Mart for some bulk buys, avoid at all costs those little
plastic bags with half a dozen nuts and bolts costing
anything up to 50 pence.

Materials; if you're going to make your own PCBs you
will need some copper -clad PCB material. We prefer
glass fibre to SRBP, it's much stronger and it doesn't
cost much more. For the etching get some Ferric
Chloride, it's usually cheaper to get it from a chemist
than buy those little bottles of acid that are sold for
around 60 pence in some component shops.

TOOLING ALONG
Well, that's about it. As a rule sooner or later most of
your tools will end up doing something they were not
designed for, so bear that in mind, we're all guilty. Now
for those of you that are just starting out, we'll take a look
at what might be called an ideal tool box, don't be put
off by the cost, you can buy them gradually. In the table
we'll mention a few names of manufacturers that we
have been pleased with in the past, but don't forget
these are personal opinions, your own experience and
those around you will be your best guide. HE

TOOLS SIZE/MAKE PRICE (APPROX)

Soldering irons
15 W Antex, Adcola etc £2-£5

25 W Antex, Adcola, Weller etc £3-£10

50 + W Weller etc £8-£1 5

Screwdrivers Broad Blade: large, medium, small
Flat blade: med, small, min. Stanley, Spear etc
Cross heads: Phillips, large small,
Pozidrive

from 30p to £2.50

Pliers Broad blade, long nosed Linstrom, CK etc

Sidecutters Small, med from £4-£8

Drills (power) Black and Decker, Stanley, Wolf etc £8-£25

Drills (hand) Spear and Jackson, Stanley £5-£1 5

Drills (twist) Dormer, Nos 60, 62, 125,
187, 250, 375

Chassis cutters Q -Max, 3/8", 1/2",

Files Spear and Jackson, Large coarse,
round, large and small, needle
file etc

50p-£3

De -soldering aids Erem, Preh etc £5-£12

Miscellaneous Wire strippers, centre punch,
Various, according Varies according
Steel rule, set square,
nuts, bolts (2, 4, 6, BA)

to supplier

A very brief outline of some of the basic tools you will need to get you started. Of course these are only suggestions, yourexperience
will be your ultimate guide.
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RLD-WIDE DEMAND for energy is growing at
around 5% per year. Although conventional power

ations using fossil fuels (coal and oil) are now backed -
up by nuclear power stations, both fossil fuels and our
supplies of fissionable isotopes are being depleted.
Some action must be taken to provide for our energy
requirements during the next century. Fast breeder
reactors have been suggested since they generate
fissionable fuel, but some people think the associated
environmental hazards are unacceptable.

Controlled nuclear fusion produces little radioactive
waste and could use readily available hydrogen from the
sea. This method is attractive in principle but despite
twenty years' scientific study has not yet produced

useful power.

SOLAR SATELLITES
Other sources of power such as the waves of the sea,
geothermal sources, photoelectric converters, etc, have
been suggested but the most ambitious proposal yet
made is for a number of huge satellites (often called
'Powersats' or 'Sunsats') to be assembled in space. They
would convert the energy of sunlight into electrical
energy which would be sent to the earth as a microwave
beam. At the receiving station the energy would be
converted into power suitable for feeding to our elec-
tricity grid.

This solar power satellite idea is perhaps the most
complex and expensive proposal yet made by our
civilisation.
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Council was formed on solar power satellites. Naturally
US electronics manufacturers are well represented on
this Council (including General Electric, RCA and Wes-
tinghouse), since such a project could bring a vast
amount of work to the electronics industry.

CURRENT IDEAS
The proposals currently being considered are for a
number of huge solar power satellites each providing a
power level of some 10,000 megawatts and weighing
some 108 kg (100,000 tonnes) with an area of about
100km2.

In order to place such an amount of material in orbit,
it has been estimated that one would require a few
launchings per day of huge Space Shuttle type vehicles
over a period of a year or so. Boeing Aerospace are
studying the possible effects of such launchings on the
environment which will far outweigh the flights of our
own Concorde. Launch and recovery problems may be
considerable and the choice of rocket fuel may be limited
by considerations of the resultant atmospheric pollution.

A solar power satellite would operate in geosynchro-
nous orbit: this means orbiting at a rate calculated to
keep the satellite apparently stationary above a point on
the earth's surface. The receiving station would always
be in a direct line -of -sight from such a satellite which
could supply microwave energy for over 99% of its
operational life. The other part of the time is spent with
the satellite in the shadow of the earth, so it cannot
supply power at this time. However, such eclipses of a
power satellite would occur only for short periods when
it is late at night in the region of the earth being served
when electricity demand would normally be quite low.

A satellite in geosynchronous orbit receives at least
six times as much solar energy as a similar collector on
earth (although a figure of nearly twenty times is more
typical). A 10,000 MW (megawatt) solar power satellite
could supply all the electricity requirements of New York
City or London. About forty-five such satellites would be
required to match the present electrical generating
capacity of the USA. Smaller satellites providing outputs
down to 2500 MW could be economical propositions for
some areas.

If it is decided to proceed with the construction of one
or more solar power satellites, hundreds or even thou-
sands of people will be working in space on the project.

ENERGY CONVERSION
SYSTEMS
A number of forms of energy conversion have been
studied for possible use in a power satellite, but two
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Solar power
Satellite power
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basic forms seem to be currently in favour. In the
photovoltaic type of satellite, an array of perhaps 14 x
109 solar cells would be employed with a total area of
about 24.8 km in length by 5.2 km in width (129 km2).
These cells would convert the energy radiated from the
sun into a direct current.

Another possible system is known as the Brayton heat
engine satellite; it would employ a series of four huge
parabolic -dish reflectors, each about 5.6 km in diameter
and similar to the reflectors used with conventional
microwave aerials. The whole satellite would stretch
some 23.7 km across space. The parabolic reflectors
would collect the energy from the sun and would direct it
into a 'solar furnace'. Each reflector would consist of
thousands of steerable, extremely thin plastic reflectors
which would direct the energy into a dome -like cavity
absorber or solar furnace located near each dish.

Helium gas operating in a closed loop could be heated
in the solar furnace cavity so that it passes through gas
turbines and would then flow through a space radiator
where the heat from the gas would be passed to the

Fig. 1. The graph at left shows
how the cost of electricity
generated from the burning of
fossil fuels (coal, oil) will in-
crease over the next two de-
cades. The cost of solar
power derived from the pro-
posed satellites is likely to
become an economic altern-
ative within 15 years.
The graph at right indicates
how the cost of a solar power
satellite system varies de-
pending on the diameter of
the receiving antenna (Rec-
tenna) on earth. Optimum
cost per kW is obtained from
an antenna of about 700 m
diameter.
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Power From Satellites

radiator for dispersion into space. The space radiator
could employ a liquid metal loop with a helium /liquid
metal heat exchanger. A liquid alkali metal such as
potassium, would suffer little contamination in space.
The gas turbines would drive a dynamo. As there would
be no gravitational force in the region, the turbo-
generators could be entirely supported by gas bearings.

Power satellites using other types of conversion are
possible. The possibility of using thermionic electricity
does not seem to be in the running at the moment owing
to low efficiency, waste heat rejection and the cost of the
materials.

Both the photovoltaic and heat engine systems seem
to be possible, although each has its own advantages
and disadvantages. In both systems the electricity
produced would be beamed to the earth as microwaves.
The Boeing study concluded that the weight of either
type of satellite would be of the same arcrer, namely
80,000 to 110,000 metric tonnes for a 10,000 MW
satellite.

Although the photovoltaic system is less complex, the
currently available solar cells are expensive to produce
and are believed to be less efficient than thermal cycle
engines. In addition, Brayton heat engines have already
been operated very successfully on the earth using 7
metre diameter reflectors to generate large amounts of
electrical energy.

At the present time it seems that a phbtovoltaic
system using silicon cells is most in favour. Unfortun-
ately they are subject to radiation degradation, but this
can be corrected by suitable annealing. It seems likely
that silicon solar cells which have spent much time in the
region of the Van Allen radiation belt would require
re -annealing before use in their geosynchronous orbit.

Space Shuttle type vehicles may be used to ferry materials to a
'factory' in a near earth orbit constructing a power satellite, the
completed structure being moved later to a geosynchronous
orbit.
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1  TO SURFACE OF EARTH

MICROWAVE POWER
GENERATION
The conversion of some 10,000 MW of power fed in as a
direct current into the required 2.45 GHz microwave
beam is no easy task. Varian Associates are basing their
plans on the use of 70 kW klystrons cooled by heat pipes
for microwave power generation in the satellite. It has
been estimated that each satellite transmitter would
employ some 250,000 70 kW-klystons in its 1 km
diameter transmitting array. However, Raytheon favour
the use of 5 kW "amplitron" devices which are crossed
field amplifiers of the magnetron type.

The power transmitter design is largely dictated by
the fact that it has been decided to limit the maximum
power intensity in the ionosphere to 230 W / m2 (23
mW /cm2), since this is the best estimate of the limit
below which localised heating of the ionosphere by the
power beam can not exceed the heating occasionally
produced by natural effects. Incidentally, the fraction of
the complete atmosphere heated by the combined
power beams of even a large number of solar power
satellites will be extremely small.

THE MICROWAVE BEAM
It is intended that the microwave power beam from the
satellite used to convey energy to earth would use a
frequency of 2.45 GHz and would be focused on an
array of receiving aerials on the earth over an elliptical
area of some 12 km by 8 km in size. The receiving area
would resemble a chain link fence mounted in stripes
high enough above the ground to allow agriculture and
animal grazing beneath the aerials.

It has been suggested by Ralph Chernoff of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory that a phased array of aerials on a
satellite of a diameter of about 1 km could produce a
suitable beam to the earth. Large phased transmitter
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arrays are required in order to produce a narrow beam
which can be accurately directed. There may be two
transmitters per satellite.

At the receiving station the microwave beam would
be converted into direct current. A grid interface con-
verter would then change this current into a high voltage
alternating current of the mains frequency used in that
region. It is probable that part of the power would be
used to electrolyse water at the receiver site so as to
generate the oxygen and hydrogen required for lique-
faction for use as rocket fuel.

Earthbound experiments at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory have used a conventional communications
receiver operating at 2.45 GHz as a beam source to
direct power on to a tower at a distance of over 1.6km. A
receiving antenna was mounted on the tower; it con-
sisted of a phased array of dipoles with each dipole
connected to a diode rectifier and smoothing capacitor,
the output being connected to a direct current load. An
efficiency of 82.5% was obtained at a level of over 30
kW, the efficiency being defined as the direct current
power delivered divided by the RF power transmitted.
These experiments, which were performed a few years
ago, almost abolished any doubts about the feasibility of
obtaining high efficiency power transfer through the use
of a microwave beam.

A solar power satellite receiving station could also use
a suitable array of dipoles and diode rectifiers; such a
system is often referred to as a ''rectenna" or "rectifying
antenna".

Accurate direction of the power beam from the
satellite is essential for optimum efficiency. An error of
only 1 second of arc in the direction of the beam will
produce an error of about 174 m at the ground from a
satellite in a geosynchronous orbit at 36,000 km above
the earth.

A "retrodirective" technique is employed oin which a
signal transmitted from the ground station is used to
measure and correct for any mechanical inaccuracies in
the transmitting antenna. It is desirable that the wave -
front emitted from the 1 km diameter transmitting
antenna should be planar to within ± 3 mm (_t 10
phase error) for optimum efficiency. It is probably
impossible to obtain such mechanical perfection, but the
phase front can be electronically controlled by dis-
tributing a reference phase synchronisation signal to all
of the sub -arrays from a common- source on the antenna
and comparing this signal -with the signal transmitted
from the ground,

Rectenna costs have been found to be a major factor
in the overall cost of transmitting the power from gthe
satellite to the grid. Owing to the shape of the beam
intensity pattern on the ground, one can reduce the size
of the antenna array somewhat in order to reduce the

Rocket Pounds
type Time

late
E.$)/kgm Typical load

Vanguard 1950's 0.6x106 9 to 14 kg
Thor 1960's

early
11 x103 450 kg

Saturn 1 970's 0 7x 103 110,000 kg
Space Shuttle 1 980's 165
Heavy Lift Vehicle 10-15 500,000 kg

Approximate cost of lifting material into earth orbit at
various times.
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The 'Rectenna as seen from the air, it would measure 5 miles by
71/2 miles. Microwave levels beneath the structure would allow
grazing and farming.

cost per kW collected. In other words, the outer parts of
the beam contain so relatively little energy that one
cannot collect it economically. The graph on the right
(Fig. 1) shows a definite minimum in the cost per kW of
the collected power for various rectenna dimensions.

ASSEMBLY LOCATION
Boeing Aerospace have studied the possibility of
assembling the parts of the solar power satellite in low
earth orbit and then using the power available from the
satellite itself to provide electric propulsion into a
geosynchronous orbit. The main advantage of an
assembly in low earth orbit is the reduction in rocket fuel
requirements from 2.1 tons per ton delivered to a
geosynchronous orbit to a mere 0.25 tons per ton. This
greatly reduces the cost of launching the solar power
satellites.

However, there are quite a number of disadvantages
of assembly in low earth orbit, some of which are not
easy to quantify. Boeing Aerospace feel the main
disadvantage of low earth orbit assembly is the relatively
long time (about 6 months) required for moving the
satellite assembly from low earth orbit into geosynchro-
nous orbit. This delay represents interest chargeable on
the cost of the satellite assembly, etc and interest
charges on such enormous amounts of money cannot be
ignored. Nevertheless Boeing feel that the reduction in
the rocket fuel costs make assembly in low earth orbit
the best technique.

Other problems associated with assembly in low earth
orbit include the radiation damage of the solar power
satellite components and solar cells during the relatively
long time they remain in the Van Allen radiation belts.
The problem of converting the assembled satellite into
an electrically propelled unit, the risk of collisions with
man-made objects in the low earth orbit and during the
relatively slow spiralling passage from low earth to
geosynchronous orbit the upper atmosphere drag affec-
ting the construction work.

HAZARDS
The proposed 10,000 MW beam directed on to the
receiving antenna should produce an intensity of some
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Power From Satellites

Switchyard which serve as the control point for 5 million
kilowatts of electricity produced by the 'powers at' in earth
orbit.

230 W / m2 (23 mW/cm2) at the centre of the rectenna
and about 10 W/m2at the edge of the ellipse. It is rather
surprising that the 230 W / m2 level corresponds to
about the level of natural radiation incident upon the
ionosphere. Investigations have been made into techni-
ques for reducing the amount of radiation in the side
lobes by some 45 dB so that the intensity outside most of
the main rectenna area is seldom more than 0.1 W/ m2.
Offshore rectennas have been proposed for use in areas
of high population density.

It is claimed that birds and aeroplane passengers
would be able to pass directly though the main beam
without any harm owing to the low beam intensity.
Presumably aeroplane passengers would be fairly well
screened from microwave radiation anyway by the metal
body of the craft. Peter Glaser has commented: "I have
made a standing offer to provide the wine and salad to
anyone who promises to eat that duck that flies through
the beam - cooked or not!'

Biological tests are to be conducted to ascertain if a
microwave beam of 230 W / m2 produces any effect on
birds and flying insects at the 2.45 G Hz frequency.
Similar tests wil be performed at 10 W/ m2 on plants and
animals. One wonders whether biological tests at much
higher intensities have yet been performed.

Perhaps it is rather remarkable that the rectenna
arrays wil be suitably elevated to permit frost -free
farming or other re -use of the land area. The field
strength below the rectenna shold be less than the
currently recommended maximum US exposure level of
0.1 W /m2.

Experiments are planned to test the effect of very high
power microwave beams from the huge Arecibo antenna
on the ionosphere. These experiments will be carried out
with the express purpose of checking that the solar
power satellite beam will not produce any detrimental
environmental effects.

HEAVY LIFT VEHICLES
The cost of the launch vehicles for placing heavy parts in
low earth orbit ready for assembly forms one of the major
items of a solar power satellite budget. The Boeing study
assumed that a new launcher known as the 'Heavy Lift
Vehicle' will be developed which should be able to put
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Construction workers would need unique tools to work in the
vacuum of space, the drawing shows a one-man capsule
manipulating a section of the satellite, below the astronaut in his
shirt -sleeve environment.

material into earth orbit for a cost of about 20 dollars per
kg. Without such a heavy lift vehicle the whole solar
power satellite project would become economically
impossible. The enormous fall in the cost of putting
material into earth orbit is well illustrated by the table
above.

The heavy lift vehicle could either have wings like the
shuttle (in which case it could land on the ground like an
aeroplane even without using any of its motors) or
alternatively it could be a vehicle without wings rather
like the Saturn rocket which would to return to earth by
splashing down in the sea. It seems likely that the type of
vehicle without wings will be favoured for heavy loads
according to current ideas. The Boeing report shows a
Saturn type vehicle 72.98 m in height and 32.68 m in
diameter at its base.

THE EUROPEAN OUTLOOK
The energy requirements of Europe have been studied
by the OECD and it is felt that about fifteen 10 000 MW
solar power satellites could supply all of Europe's
requirements for 1980. (The total number required for
the world has been estimated as about sixty-nine.) I he
total developmental cost (not including operation) of a
solar power satellite has been estimated as being of the
same order as the total investment already made in
North Sea oil by European nations.

The problems in Europe associated with a solar power
satellite programme are not identical with those in the
USA, largely owing to the different population densities.
In the highly industrialised regions of Europe (where
power consumption and population densities are great-
est), there is normally little land to spare for the huge
rectenna arrays together with any surrounding safety
areas which may be desirable. The low electrical power
demand in rural areas and the high cost of conveying
power over large distances may render it uneconomic to
place rectenna arrays in these rural areas, so some
compromise must be sought in choosing the optimum
regions for the siting of rectennas.

It is, perhaps, quite amazing that the USA has set a
limit of 10 mW/cm2 as the maximum safe exposure of
people to microwave radiation, whereas the upper limit
in the USSR is one thousand times smaller, namely 0.01
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Power From Satellites

mW /cm2. It is certainly true that exposure to intense,
non -ionising radiation at radio frequencies can produce
internal heating of biological tissue and this can produce
damage if the heat cannot escape rapidly enough for a
reasonable equilibrium temperature to be obtained.
However, scientists are not yet certain whether other
adverse effects than those due to mere heating are also
present when personnel are exposed to intense micro-
wave beams. In Western Europe the US standards are
applied in radar stations, etc., but it would seem to be
highly desirable that the biological effects of microwaves
be more intensively investigated so that various coun-
tries no longer have a factor of one thousand differences
in their safety standards.

INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE
Work on solar power satellites is one of those major
technological enterprises which should stimulate in-
ternational participation and co-operation. The micro-
wave beams can be received in all countries with
latitudes between about 65-N and 65'S without any
great loss of efficiency. The beam is virtually unaffected
by even the heavy rain clouds so often found over many
parts of the earth.

One may feel that the use of solar power satellites
would not be an economical proposition in countries
where the population density is not very high. However,
one should remember that once a number of solar power
satellites have been placed in geosynchronous orbit, the
cost of placing any other such satellites in orbit will be
Much reduced.

One must not forget the disadvantages of esta-
blishing a world-wide solar power satellite system. Such
a system would inevitably cause interruption of com-
munications on the 2.45 GHz frequency. However, the
enormous power radiated from a power satellite would
result in considerable interference not only in the 2.45
GHz band, but also in a relatively wide frequency band
around this region and in frequencies which are har-
monics of 2.45 GHz. Apart from this problem, increased
radio frequency noise is likely to be produced by the
microwave energy absorbed by the ionosphere which
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results in a raised electron temperature in this region.
There would also be interruptions in the radio frequency
communications links with aeroplanes or satellites whilst
they cross the microwave beams from the power satel-
lites, but doubtless other frequencies or laser beams
could be used to overcome this problem.

It seems likely that the equivalent of 1000 or more
Saturn V launches would be needed to place one solar
power satellite into geosynchronous orbit. The total
mass sent into space in a project of this type would easily
exceed an astounding 106 tonnes / year!

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
A maintenance vehicle would be needed to maintain and
re -supply solar power satellites in geosynchronous orbits
- possibly a couple of journeys to each satellite per year.
If many solar satellites were in use, a maintenance base
in geosynchronous orbit would be justified - especially
as it could be used to maintain communications satellites
and other non -power craft.

During the construction phase of a solar power
satellite (either in low earth orbit or in a geosynchronous
orbit) living accommodation must be provided in space
for the workers. As the cost of human labour in space will
be exceedingly high, intensive studies are in progress to
promote the automatic assembly of large structures in
space.

CONCLUSIONS
The need for a non-depletable energy source for the next
century is undisputed. Many scientists believe that if the
necessary funds are made available quickly, energy
could be provided by solar power satellites by about the
mid -1990's. The estimated cost of solar satellite pro-
duced power is 1700 dollars /kW as against 1400
dollars/kW for power from conventional nuclear power
generators. However, the effective cost of satellite
generated power will decrease with time, since solar
satellites require no fuel and relatively little mainte-
nance. In addition, the cost of fossil fuels will doubtless
continue to rise as sources are depleted. The trend of
rising fuels costs and falling solar satellite power costs is
illustrated in the graph, but obviously all cost estimates
are subject to wide variations.

The construction, in space, of equipment the size of a
city is quite beyond our present experience. It is not,
however, so very far beyond the present state of our art
as to be a practical impossibility. No new technological
developments are required - only an expansion of
current technologies. First of all we must break through
the psychological barrier which has convinced us that it
is virtually impossible to put a satellite the size of a city
and the weight of a battleship into orbit.

If you had perhaps 500,000 million pounds to
spend, would you choose to use it on a multi -solar
satellite power project, relief for the underdeveloped
countries, cancer work or perhaps some other project?
Sooner or later decisions of this type must be made
about the solar power satellite work. It seems likely that
many vital decisions will be made in the USA when the
results of the 1980 status report requested by NASA
and the US Department of Energy are known.

The author is indebted to Mr William A. Rice of Boeing
Aerospace, Seattle, for the information and photographs
which he has kindly provided for this publication.
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electronics today
What to look for In the September Issue: On sale August 3rd

Made your contribution to Confuse -a -Car Week yet?
Jog your jalopy's geriatric innards into thinking it's
Christmas by giving it one of our car projects.

Now that the Great British Summer's here again,
you'll need our heated rear window controller. Hit the
button and the wonderful window warmer heats your
hindsight for a respectable screen -clearing interval
and then switches off again.

Or there's a warning lamp audible repeater. If
you're in the habit of driving with your eyes closed
(clunk click every trip) you won't see your oil or
ignition warning lamps come on. With our repeater
you'll hear them.

We're also planning an LED temperature gauge.
Watch your radiator blow its top in full technicol-
our. . . . Next month in motoring ETI.

SATELLITE SPECIAL
The satellite age dawned in 1957 with Sputnik 1. Since
then thousands of tons of hardware have been blasted
into orbit around us.

The satellites we have now, a little more sophisticated
than Sputnik, monitor our weather, let us look in on a
foreign war or the American Open as it happens, take
navigation out of the realms of sun and sextant and
many more applications, including a few that are dis-
tinctly hush-hush.

Next month Ian Graham looks skywards and brings
the eye -in -the -sky down to earth.

LM10? What In The
Name Of ETI Is An LM10?

Until last month very few people had even heard of
the LM10. In a few more months not having done so
will be a bigger disgrace than supporting Chelsea.
Ray Marston produces one of his special features to
help you out of the second division next month, so
don't miss it.

KEEP IT QUIET, DON'T
HISS AND GET IT TAPED
PROPERLY
No it's not Dolby. It is based on a brand new chip set from National. It
has an amazing low component count. It turns in a very respectable
'sound' and is ideal for home usage. It is inexpensive and a very good
reason to buy ETI next month.
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Car Audio
Manual
MW/LW
Full medium and long wave tuning. Com-
plete with speaker and mountings. Suitable
for positive or negative chassis. Latest
model. £1.00£9.95 + Post

Push -Button

MW/LW
One LW, four MW buttons plus manual
tuning. Complete with speaker and moun-
tings. Latest model, negative chassis only.

£15 .60 £1.00
Post

Stereo FM/
Cassette
+ MW
Standard cassettes and FM in stereo plus
medium wave. Tone and balance controls.
Fast forward facility on tape. Adjustable
shafts. Suitable for 4 or 8 ohm speakers (not
supplied). This model is discounted else-
where at £50 up.

0£39.95+ Post
Stereo

Speaker Set
Suitable for above
stereo unit. Good quality
in surface mounted
casing, 5W nominal,
8W peak. + 70p Post

£3.95
(pair)

Telescopic Car Antenna
Multi -section standard type, suitable for
angled mounting with locking key

£1.60 + 30p Post

Metal Detectors
001

C

0

Treasure Tracer Mk Ill
The original Treasure Tracer. Sales'
exceed 7,000. 5 -transistor circuit!
with Varicap tuning. Sensitive,
stable BFO design. Built-in speaker,
and earphone. Fitted with Faraday
shield. Kit supplied with pre -built,
search head.

Kit: £17.50 + £1.00 Post
Built: £22.50 + £1.00 Post

* Induction Balance Model
Built with sensitivity up to 10in on
single coin; fitted with speaker and
meter; PP3 battery; 7in dia. search
head. Telescopic stem. Excellent
pin -pointing, positive reaction to
non-ferrous, negative reaction to
iron. This model's normal price is
£39.95!

£22.95 + £1.00 Post

All goods guaranteed one year.
10 -day money -back offer. Goods
ex -stock at time of going to press.
Callers by appointment only please.
Send s.a.e. for illustrated leaflet.

Minikits Electronics Ltd.
8H Cleveland Road

S. Woodford
London E18 2AN
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CLOCK
RADIO

You probably won't believe us as we're selling
the goods but we're going to tell you anyway!
We have rejected eight clock radios for Mar-
ketplace, they were all cheap enough but the
quality was so poor that we couldn't have
lent our name to them. However, we are now
able to offer a portable LCD Clock Radio to
you which meets our standards.

The clock is a 12 -hour one with AM / PM
indicated and a back light. The radio is
Medium Wave and FM with very nice quality
for a small speaker - for FM there's. a
telescopic aerial. The alarm can be either a
'beep -beep' type or the radio, there's also a
snooze facility.

The case is sensibly rugged and is printed
on the back with a World Time Zones map, a
bit of a cheek really, especially as the time is
relative to Japan!

We won't even mention the RRP - but
just check on comparable prices - you'll find
ours a bargain.

An example of this Clock Radio can be
seen and examined at our Charing Cross
Road offices.

E17.95
(Inclusive of 15% VAT and Pos-

tage).

4f
DIGITAL
ALARM

monersaumiwoliki

"1 1

1,141.0.11,

THIS IS THE THIRD digital alarm clock that
we are offering (we regret the earlier versions
are no longer available). We have sold thou-
sands and thousands of these and our buying
power enables us to offer a first rate branded
product at a really excellent price.

The Hanimex HC -1100 is designed for
mains operation only (240V/ 50Hz) with a 12
hour display, AM/ PM and Alarm Set indica-
tors incorporated in the large display. A
switch on the top controls a Dim/Bright
display function.

Setting up both the time and alarm is
simplicity itself as buttons are provided for
both fast and slow setting and there's no
problem about knocking these accidentally as
a 'locking' switch is provided under the clock.
A 9 -minute 'snooze' switch is located at the
top.

A example of this clock can be seen and
examined at our Charing Cross Road
offices.

£10.60
(Inclusive of 15% VAT and Pos-

tage).

To:
CLOCK RADIO Offer,
ETI Magazine,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE.
Please find enclosed my cheque/ PO for
£.17.95 (payable to ETI Magazine) for my
Clock Radio.

Name

Address

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

To:
Hanimex Alarm Offer
ETI Magazine
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for
£.10.60 (payable to ETI Magazine) for a
Hanimex Digital Alarm Clock.

Name

Address

Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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KET PLAC

MARTEN

We feel we've got to tell you carefully about
this offer which were intrrducing for the first
time. Why? Because our price is so enor-
mously lower than anywhere else you may
suspect the quality.

The display is LCD and shows the seconds
as well as the hours - and minutes - press a
button and you'll get the datel and the day of
the week.

Press another button for a coujple of
seconds and you have a h'ghly accurate
stopwatch with hundredths of a second dis-
played and giving the time up to an hour.
There is a lap time facility as well - and of
course a back light.

Our Chrono comes complete with a high
grade adjustable metal strap and is fully
guaranteed.

(Inclusive of 15% VAT and Postage).

To:
LCD Watch Offer
ETI Magazine
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for
£11.95 (payable to ETI Magazine) for my LCD
Chronograph.

Address

Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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ALARM -
CHRONO LCD

ZE IRON
ammeimi amiumme...

monimm.
QUARTZ 1111111111111111111111 411M011111118,

ALARMCHRONOGRAPH START/STOP

LIGHT DUAL TIME A I.
DATEA

SET

t MODE SELECT AL ARM READ/STOP
L AP

1 IMF SET/RESET SET RESET

\*".........weirr.w...-,
,

This new addition to our unbeatable
selection of bargains is no ordinary LCD
watch. It's a slim, multi -function, dual
time chronograph alarm watch, no less.

This model will show hours, minutes,
seconds, date, day of the week, stop
watch, split time, alarm and alternate dual
time zone - not all at once, of course.
There is also a night light.

Hours, minutes, seconds and day of the
week are displayed continuously, while
the date will appear at the touch of a
button. The day of the week is indicated
by a flag. When used as a stopwatch, the
maximum count is 0.1secs. short of
thirteen hours.

£19.95
(Inclusive of 15% VAT and Postage).

To:
ALARM / CHRONO LCD WATCH Offer,
ETI Magazine,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEE

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for
E19.95 (payable to ETI Magazine) for my
Alarm /Chrono LCD watch.

Name

Address

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery
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Injector/Tracer
An ultra -useful piece of low-cost test gear for the DIY electronics enthusiast.

ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL and inexpensive pieces of
test gear that an electronics serviceman or constructor
can own is a combined signal injector and signal tracer,
or injecto-trace. This amazingly simple yet versatile little
device is designed to rapidly and easily locate faults in
many types of electronic equipment, including radios,
TV's and audio systems.

The HE I njecto-trace generates a 1 kHz 'square' wave
which produces harmonics up to 100 MHz or more
when used in the INJECT mode, and these signals can
be injected into a piece of equipment under test via a
simple needle probe and a flying lead. In the TRACE
mode the unit will detect AF and RF signals with
amplitudes as low as a couple of hundred microvolts and
produce the amplified AF or demodulated RF signals in a
crystal earpiece. The unit is automatically switched from
the INJECT to the TRACE mode when the crystal
earpiece is plugged into its jack socket. The HE Injecto-
trace measures a mere 31/2 x 13/4 x 3/4 inches, and is truly
pocket sized,

USING THE INJECTO-TRACE
The unit is used in fault-finding applications by syste-
matically working through the defective equipment and
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NE
INJECT()
TRACE

The HE Injecto Trace in its torch case, note the flying lead and
crocodile clip:

appropriately injecting into, or tracing from, the circuit
until the inoperative section of the equipment is located.

Take for example the case of a defective transistor
radio in which the battery and the earphone switch (the
two most common faults) are known to be good. You can

The Injecto-Trace being used on a 'dead' radio, by using logical fault finding procedures the faulty component is quickly
traced.

WI
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start fault-finding by injecting a signal at the slider of the
volume control. If the resulting 1 kHz signal is heard in
the set's speaker you'll know that the audio amplifier is
OK, and the fault therefore lays further back, in the IF or
RF sections of the receiver. If the signal is not heard,
you'll know that the audio amplifier is defective. By
systematically working either forwards or backwards
through the circuit, injecting or tracing as appropriate,
the fault area can be easily located.

CONSTRUCTION
The unit, complete with two HP7 batteries, is built inside
a small Ever -Ready pocket torch case and, as can be
seen from the photo's, presents a bit of a challenge from
the constructional point of view, since the electronics
have to be sub -miniaturised.

The PCB is designed specifically to slot into the
bulb/reflector compartment of the Ever Ready torch
shown in the photo's (it is available from most electrical
shops). Note that all components must be mounted
vertically on the PCB, with their leads as short as
possible. Also note that C2 is mounted with one leg on
the PCB and the other on jack socket SK 1 (see the circuit
diagram), and that the flexible or 'flying' probe lead (a
length of lead with a crock clip on one end) passes from
the PCB to the outside world via the original on /off
switch slot in the side of the torch case. A piece of
insulating tape should be fixed to the underside of the
assembled PCB, to prevent it shorting against the
battery terminals.

A small aluminium panel with the same dimensions
as the PCB must be made up to slot into the front of the
torch case and hold sub -miniature components SW1
and SK 1 our prototype unit also holds a miniature 2 mm
socket, into which the metal probe (made from a short
length of knitting needle) clips. The interwiring between
the PCB and the panel controls must be undertaken with
some care, as considerable dexterity is called for in
wielding the soldering iron in the limited space of the

. component assembly area. HE

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the HE Inject° I trace, use only
sub -miniature components if the same case as our ptototype is
to be used.

NOTES:
Q1, Q2 ARE BC108C

PROBE

0

1k0

Inside the Injecto-Trace, using the Ever -Ready case results in a
really small and compact piece of test gear.

How it Works
The operating theory of the circuit is very simple.
Normally, when the earpiece is not plugged into
SKI, C2 is connected directly between the collec-
tor of QI and the base of Q2, and in this mode QI
and Q2 act as a modified astable multivibrator that
generates an approximately square waveform at
about 1 kHz. A distorted and harmonically rich
part of this waveform is tapped off at the base of QI
and can be injected into an external circuit via
RI -CI and the probes.

When the crystal earpiece is plugged into SK 1
the earpiece is connected between QI collector and
emitter, and the connection between QI collector
and Q2 base is broken. In this case QI acts as a
high -gain low-level wide -band amplifier, which is
driven by signals picked up on the probe, and Q2 is
inoperative. The QI circuit amplifies AF signals
directly, and demodulates RF signals via its base -
emitter junction and amplifies the resulting AF
components.

R3

SK1

R4
680k R5

4k7

C2
1n0

SW1
0

Q2

1n0

T

3V
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SK1

R2

+3V

R1

OV

PROBE SK1

C2
PROBE

Fig. 3. PCB pattern, this
may present some
problems to the less
experienced, why not try
our Hobbyprint service for
really first class results.

NOTE:
C2 IS MOUNTED
BETWEEN THE PCB
AND SK1

Fig. 2. Component overlay for the lnjecto-Trace, keep the leads
as short as possible to ensure everything fits in.

Close up of the circuit board, you can see how important it is to
keep the component leads short.

Injector/Tracer

Parts List
RESISTORS (A1 1 '/4W, 5%)
R1 1k0
R2, R4 680k
R3, R5 4k7

CAPACITORS (All sub -min types)
Cl 10n Polycarbonate
C2, C3 1n0 Ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1, Q2 BC108C

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1 Sub -min slide switch (PCB type)
SK1 2.5mm Jack Socket
CRYSTAL EARPIECE
PCB
Ever Ready torch case

Approximate cost £3.50

Buylines
There should be no problems in finding the com-

ponents for this project. Note, however, that SW1
and SK1 are sub -miniature components. The Ever
Ready torch is available from most electrical shops.

INN

MIN
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SCRATCH AND RUMBLE FILTER
Scratch and rumble filtering is a
valuable feature in a hi fi amplifier,
but is one which is absent from
many designs, or if this filtering is
present it may well be in the form of
a relatively ineffective 6 dB. per
octave type filter. This circuit is a
12 dB per octave add-on scratch
and rumble filter which can be
connected into the 'tape monitor'
or some similar facility of the
amplifier.

This is a conventional second
order filter circuit having passive
high pass filter formed by the series
capacitance C3 and C4, plus the
parallel resistance of R2 and R3
(the latter also being used to bias
emitter follower transistor Q1). A
passive filter of this type gives only
a very slow initial roll off, and an
ultimate attenuation rate of only 6
dB per octave. A bootstrapping
resistor is therefore used to
improve performance. Above the
cut-off frequency where the gain of
the circuit would otherwise fall off
somewhat, R1 has the effect of
reinforcing the input signal from
the output of the buffer amplifier
based on 01. Well below the cut
off frequency, losses through C4
result in the signal level at Q1
emitter being well below that at the

junction of C3 and C4. This results
in some of the signal at the junction
of C3 and C4 being tapped off
through R1, with C3 and R1 effec-
tively forming a second high pass
filter network. This eliminates the
slow initial roll off rate (in fact there
is a small and insignificant peak of
about 0.5 dB above the cut off
frequency) and speeds up the atte-
nuation rate to a nominal 12 dB per
octave.

The low pa5s filter works in

C1
1 0 0 u

RUMBLE

IN

C2 C3
2u2 220n

BC109C

SW1

much the same way as the high
pass one, except of course, the R
and C filter elements have been
transposed so as to give the correct
filter action.

If only low pass filtering is req-
uired, SW1 can be used effectively
to bypass the high pass filter com-
ponents. C2 then maintains DC
blocking at the input. SW2 can be
used to bypass the low pass filter
components when only high pass
filtering is required.

C4
220n

R1
6k8

R3
82k

SCRATCH

Vith the specified component
values the rumble filter response
falls below unity at approximately
45 Hz, reaches the - 6 dB point
just above 30 Hz, and then falls
away at a nominal 12dB per
octave. The scratch filter response
crosses the unity gain point at
about 6.5 kHz, reaches the -6 dB
point at approximately 10 kHz, and
then falls away at a nominal 12 dB
per octave.

SW3

Q1
BC109C B1

9V
OUT

C7
10u

R6
4k7
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Hobbyprints

We're just etching to tell you about HOBBYPRINTS, we
know you won't be able to resist them. There so good
we've even patented the idea (1445171 and 1445172).
If you're board with all those untidy strip boards or
semi -permanent bread boards then read on.

After many months of extensive research we think
we've come up with the ideal solution (Ferric Chlo-
ride?) to all of those problems people have with
making really professional PCBs. (Puns come at no
extra charge).

Seriously though, the HOBBYPRINT rub -down
transfer, (very similar to the rub -down lettering) is the
answer to the project builders prayer. PCBs take up a
disproportionate amount of time, using HOBBYPRINTS
a typical PCB can be finished in under half an hour.
Because HOBBYPRINTS are produced from our original
artwork there's no likelihood of making a mistake.
They can even be used as photographic masks for
ultra -violet PCB production.

Each sheet of HOBBYPRINTS contains all the PCBs
for any particular month (an average of four PCBs), so
for only 75 pence including VAT and Post and Packing
that's not bad value. For a list of projects refer to back
numbers ad.

ORDER TODAY

Send cheque or postal order (payable to Hobby
Electronics) to

HOBBYPRINTS,
HOBBY ELECTRONICS,
145 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OEE.

75p INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND POSTAGE.

Please mark the letter(s) of the HOBBYPRINTS on
the outside of the envelope.
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The latest kit
innovation!

the quickest fitting
CLIP ON
capacitive discharge
electronic ignition
in KIT FORM
 Smoother running //
 Instant all-weather starting
 Continual peak performance

Longer coil/battery/plug life
 Improved acceleration/top speeds
 Optimum fuel consumption
Sparkrite X4 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge, electronic
ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable and complete. It can be
assembled in two or three hours and fitted in 1 / 3 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely eliminates
problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to contact breaker
bounce which is eliminated electronically by a pulse suppression circuit which
prevents the unit firing if the points bounce open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker
burn is eliminated by reducing the current to about 1, 50th of the norm. It will
perform equally well with new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not
dependent upon the dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging the system.
Sparkrite incorporates a short circuit protected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock on and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of blowing the
transistors or the SCR. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions are not completely
foolproof in this respect). The circuit incorporates a voltage regulated output for
greatly improved cold starting. The circuit includes built in static timing light,
systems function light, and security changeover switch. All kits fit vehicles with
coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Die pressed epoxy coated case. Ready drilled, aluminium extruded base and heat
sink, coil mounting clips, and accessories. Top quality 5 year guaranteed
transformer and components, cables, connectors, P.C.B., nuts, bolts and silicon
grease. Full instructions to assemble kit neg. or pos. earth and fully illustrated
installation instructions.

NOTE- Vehicles with current impulse tachometers (Smiths code on dial RV11
will require a tachometer pulse slave unit. Price E3.85 inc. VAT, post & packing.,

Electronics Design Associates, Dept. HE 8
82 Bath Street, Walsall WS1 3DE. Phone
614791
Name

Address

Phone your order with Access or Barclaycard

iaciumg Nam out pain) UK if QUANTITY REPS.

P4 KR E16.65 Inc VAT

TACHO PULSE SLAVE UNIT

E3.85 inc. VAT

AccessAccess or Barclaycard No.
- - -

OM IIIIII

Send SAE brochure only required.

I enclose cheque PO's for

Cheque No.

(0922)

11111
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20 x 20 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
Viscount IV unit in teak simulate cabinet Silver finish rotary controls and
pusisbunons with matching fascia. red mans Indicator and stereo tack
socket Functions switch for min magnetic and crystal pickups, rape tuner
and auxiliary Rear panel I eatures Iwo mains outlets DIN speaker
and input sockets plus fuse 20520 watts RMS 40e40 watts peak
For use with El to 15 ohm speakers f29.90

ra pEto

3000 WATT AMPLIFIER
IN KIT FORM
For the experienced constructor corn
plete in every detail, same facilities
as Viscount IV. but with 30x30 output vi re
60x60 watts peak. For use with 4.15
ohms speakers

f29.00 C2651133

SPECIAL OFFER
30 x 30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT
with BSR P200 belt drive
deck and Shure
M 75 cartridge.

f55.00
+ p&p £5.00

EMI SPEAKER BARGAIN
Stereo pair 350 kit System consists of
1 3'' x 8" approx woofer with rolled
surround 21g" agues Audar tweeter
crossover components and circuit
dragram Frequency response 20 Hz
to 20 KHz Pos.er handling 15 watts RMS
20 watts max
B ohm impedance

f14.95
Per stereo pair

(3.40 p&p

BSR P200
Bell drive chassis turntable unit semi f 24.95
automatic. cueing device p&p f2 55

A 0 C OLM 30 Mk III Magnetic Cartridge
to suit f7.75

GARRARD DECK
MODEL CC 10A
-Record changer with cueing devote
fitted with stereo ceramic cartridge
ready to it into your own plinth

£7.95 p&p f2 00 Size 12- x 89r'

BSR Manual single play
record deck with auto

arum and cueing lever trued with stereo
ceramic cartridge 2 speeds with 45 r p
spindle adaptor 'death., suited from home

d' OUR f 10.95 u.°&P

SANYO Nic/cad battery, with
mains charger equivalent in
sue and replaces 4 SP11
type baits Site 314"x I
x 2" away

f 7.50 papf1 50p

BARGAIN FOR
PERSONAL
SHOPPERS ONLY
Altone UA4
Stereo System

Features 8 watt total output. Full size BSR manual turntable
with cueing and auto return. Socket for tape in and out and
stereo headphones

complete with speakers.

Micro Cassette Recorder
Pocket size -home or office use or
when travelling

Battery operated fluorescent
camping lamp.
Runs off 8 U2 batteries

f34.95

f13.95

f4.50

AUDIO MODULES IN
BARGAIN PACKS
CURRENT CATALOGUE
PRICE £

AT OVER
PER PACK

SEE OUR PRICES
PACK 1 2 x LP1173 tOw RMS output power audio
amp modules.. 1 LP1182/2 Stereo pre amp for
ceramic and auxiliary input

A. -1Ir
OUR PRICE q5
pup f 1 00

2 PACK 2 2 x LP1173 10w RMS output power audio
amp modules e 1 LP1184/7 Stereo pre amp for
mapnettc. ceramic and auxiliary inputs

OUR (PRIPRICE £7 .45
AVAILABLE ALSO TO PURCHASERS OF. THE 10 10 AMPLIFIER KIT

10 + 10 AMPLIFIER KIT
An opportunity to buy a 10 watts per channel stereo
amplifiel kit which is suitable for use with a ceramic
cartridge The amplifier utilises proven Mullard modules and
is available at a very competitive price The amplifier kit
comes complete with instructiorts and includes a Mullard
LI71 183 stereo preamplifier module, two LP1 1 73 power
amplifiers with integral heatsinks, a power supply.
Zobel networks, front and back mounting panels. a finished
fascia panel, all control potentiometers (bass, treble.
volume and balance). switches, input. output and headphone
sockets, wire. and an easily assembled wrap around cabinet
to house the finished unit

Sire approximately
'91/4" v 87e" x 4"

LEO 5 tampon men s digital watch
stainless steel finish
LCD 5 function men s diodel watch
stemless steel finish

p&p /2 05 £11.95

LCD 8 F unction CHRONOGRAPH men s digital
watch, stainless steel finish
POCKET CALCULATOR. With LED display memory
and percentage key

AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK
RADIO Accurate 4 Digit
Electronic Clock with 1/:" LEO
display Buzzer and
snooze timer

f11.95
125 Watt P0.1 Amp Module

Mains power supply for above unit

MULLARD Built power supply

DECCA 20w Stereo speaker kit comprising
2 8" apartox bass units 2 3A' appro.
tweeter inc crossovers

VIDEOMASTER Super Score TV Game
with pistol mains operation

f5.95
f6.95

f12.95

f 2.95

f13.95
f3.50
£1.50

f20.00
f14.95

PORTABLE RA010/CASSETTE RECORDER. AM 'FM with clock
LW MW. SW. VHF roams 'battery operation f41.95
VIDEOMASTER COLOUR
SHOT TV GAME
Choice of three games -Football. Tennis
ai.c1Squash Ready to play -one or two
players. MAINS OPERATED OPPORTUNITY AT f 9.95 ONLY

ACCESSORIES ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE TO THOSE
CUSTOMERS WHEN BUYING
OUR BARGAIN PACKS

ACCESSORIES
Suitable mains power supply pans.
consisting of mains transformer, bridge
rectifier. smoothing capacitor and set
of rotary stereo controls for treble,
bass. volume and ha lance

plus E1 50 p&p

50 WATT MONO
DISCO AMP

£29.95
Sae uppity, 131,5- x 63/4"

Two Way Speaker Kit
Comprising of two 8" x 5" approx
4 ohm bass and two 315" 15 ohm mid-

Tweeter withi twos

rosover capact or L
per stereo pair

plus C1.50 p&p

50 watts rms. 100 watts peak output. Big features include two disc
inputs. both for ceramic cartridges, tape input and microphone input
Level mixing controls filled with integral pushpull switches. Independent
bass and treble controls and master volume

703 100 WATT
MONO DISCO AMP
Size approx
14" x 4" s10''."
Brushed aluminium
fascia and rotary controls
Five vertical slide controls. master volume.
tape level, mic level. deck level. PLUS INTER DECK FADER
for perfect graduated change from record deck No 1 to
No 2 or vice versa Pre fade level cons: of 70 watt
Pf t) lets YOU gear nest disc before fading 140 watt peak f 57

it in VU meter monitors output level p&p IA 00
Output 100 watts RMS 200 watts peak 100 watt £65

LI--;iii ,.,
i t 

 is

R C
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
21 H HIGH STREET, ACTON W3 6NG

ACTON: Mail Order only. No caller:
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12'4%

All items subject to availability. Price correct at 3/6/79
and subject to change without notice

For personal shoppers only

DUO II SPEAKERS
Attractive teak finish modern design.

incorporating 2 speaker units -8"
approx. waster and 21," approx

tweeter. 45 to 1800 lit Impedance 8

ohms. Power 15 watts RMS.

20 WATTS MAX. Per stereo pair

£17.00

FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY

Price £10.95
Size approximately 47" x 151/2" x 15"

STEREO RADIOGRAM CABINET
Finished in a natural teak Veneer with opening top.
Easily modified to accommoda.te stereo equipment of
your choice.
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Personal Shoppers EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 Tel: 01-723 8432. 9.30am-5.30pm. Closed all day Thursday ACTON: Mail Order only. No callers GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE UK
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Hobby
Chit -Chat

THE DEMISE OF THE
DISCRETE TRANSISTOR

HE project editor and chief designer Ray Marston takes the second of his
monthly series of looks at the hobby scene.

ONE OF THE FRINGE BENEFITS that I have through
working for Hobby Electronics is ready access to all of
the back issues of HE and its sister magazine Electronics
Today International. The British version of ETI was first
published in April 1972, a mere seven and a bit years
ago. Looking through the back issues of ETI recently I

was greatly impressed by the enormous technological
changes that have taken place in the hobby electronics
scene in that relatively short space of time.

Specifically, I was struck by the fact that most of the
projects published in the early, 1970s were based on
discrete transistors, whereas most of today's projects are
designed around integrated circuits. The discrete tran-
sistor has, it seems, become a near -obsolescent device in
all except the most mundane or the most demanding
applications within the past five years.

The transistor itself is, of course, alive and well, since
all integrated circuits are based on transistor technology
(either bipolar or FET). The reasons for the rise of the IC
and the demise of the discrete transistor are primarily
economic. An IC containing dozens of transistors usually
costs only a fraction of the price, and occupies a fraction
of the space, of its discrete transistor equivalent. An IC
and its related external components can thus be built on
a far smaller and less expensive PCB than an equivalent
all -discrete circuit, so the IC user benefits in all ways.

The technological changes that have taken place in
our hobby over the past five years have been slow and
insidious, rather than sudden and dramatic ones. This
process of gradual change will continue throughout the
next five years, and beyond. As the years tick by you'll
be almost unaware of the changes that are taking place
as you effortlessly absorb an apparent trickle of new
knowledge. But if, in the year 1984, you look back
through your tattered 1979 copies of HE, you will
probably be staggered at the total sum of all these
gradual technological changes.

TOWARDS 1984
So what changes can you expect to see in the Hobby
Electronics scene in the five years between now and
1984? Let's look first at passive components. In the past
five years we've seen the demise of the multi -ganged
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tuning capacitor as it has gradually been replaced by the
Varactor diode, or voltage -tuned solid-state capacitor.
We've also seen the demise of the inductor in tuned
circuits, as it has been replaced by gyrator circuits in
low -frequency applications and by ceramic or crystal
networks in high -frequency applications.

In the next five years we can similarly expect to see
the demise of the multi -ganged pot or variable resistor as
it is replaced by new integrated circuits that are presently
under development. We will also see the multi -gang
multi -way electro-mechanical switch virtually disappear
in all except high -voltage and high -current applications
by 1984: these switches are already on the way out, and
are expected to be given a final 'heave' within the next
two years.

On the digital electronics scene, CMOS ICs will
remain strong and healthy over the next five years, but
'conventional' TTL will become obsolete and be replaced
by low -power Schottky (LS) TTL: conventional TTL is in
fact expected to be 'dead' by 1981.

The much -vaunted microprocessor will continue to
become more sophisticated, and the capacities of digital
memories will continue to grow. The real explosion in
the microprocessor field will, however, come at the low
end of the sophistication spectrum as a new generation
'of 'dedicated' and simplified control oriented processors
(COPS) enter our lives. By 1984 the hobbyist will use a
COP even more casually than he uses a digital clock chip
or a TV games chip today. COPS are already here, but
are not set to really take off until 1980-81.

Digital ICs are set to have a big impact on hobby
activities such as radio control modelling and model
railroading in the next five years. A complete low-cost
4 -channel radio control coder /transmitter IC, and
a matching receiver/decoder IC, is due to be announced
at the end of this year. Hornby are also due to release
their microprocessor -based model railway control sys-
tem this year. Lots of other goodies are in the pipeline.

REVAMP OP -AMP

In the linear IC field, a brand new type of op -amp is due
to be announced within the next couple of months, and
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could be quite revolutionary. Power ICs will be used
increasingly in the output stages of high -power Hi-Fi
amplifiers, following new advances in IC technology.
Electronic delay lines, based on charge -coupled device
(CCD) technology, will achieve vastly increased capac-
ities, and will fall substantially in relative costs, in the
next few years.

That, then, is an educated estimate of what is going to
happen on our hobby scene over the next five years. If
I'm right, we're all in for an interesting time. If I'm
wrong, I'll apologise in 1984.

THE LM380 2 -WATT AUDIO
AMPLIFIER
If you saw last month's Baby Alarm project you'll have
noticed that it was designed around the LM380 inte-
grated circuit. The LM380 is one of those highly popular
and useful ICs that every self-respecting electronics'
enthusiast should get to know about. It is an easy -to -use
general-purpose audio power amplifier that can deliver
2 watts into an 8 ohm load with a typical distortion of
only 0.2%, and can be used with any single -ended
supply voltages in the range 8 V to 22 V. The device has
an internally fixed voltage gain of 50 (34 dB), a power
bandwidth of 100 kHz, and an output that is well
protected with short circuit limiting and thermal shut-
down circuitry.

For the benefit of voyeurs, figure I shows what the
LM380 looks like with its clothes off. Q1 to Q4 form a
PNP differential amplifier that has its input signals DC
referenced to the ground line via R4 and R5, thus
enabling input transducers to be directly connected
between the and input lines if required. The
output of the differential amplifier is coupled directly to
the base of common emitter amplifier Q1 2, which uses
Q11 as a constant current (high impedance) collector

BYPASS 0
LI)

INVERTING
INPUT
(61

01

R4

150k

load, and the collector signal of Q1 2 is fed to the output
terminals of the IC via the Q7 -Q8 -Q9 quasi -
complementary emitter follower set of output transis-
tors. The output currents of Q7 and Q8 are rated at 1.3 A
peak.

The output stages of the IC are provided with biasing,
plus a good degree of thermal and overload protection,
via D1 -D2 -R6 and R7. Resistors R1 and R2 automati-
cally set the output of the amplifier at a quiescent value
of approximately half supply -line voltage, to enable the
IC to provide the maximum possible output power with
minimal distortion, and R2 and R3 provide the IC with
its internally fixed voltage gain of 34 dB

HOW TO USE THE LM380
Figure 2 shows the outline and pin connections of the
LM380, which is housed in a standard 14 -pin dual -in -
line plastic package. The package contains a copper lead
frame that acts as a heat sink and is internally connected
to the three centre pins on either side of the IC (pins 3, 4,
5, 10, 11, and 1 2). This frame enables the device to
support 1.5W at 25°C ambient. The device dissipation
can be increased to 3.7W at 25°C ambient by soldering
the six heat sink pins into a PCB with 6 square inches
(37.5 square cm) of standard copper foil.

BYPASS
NONINVERTING
INPUT

GND

INVERTING INPUT

GND

2

3

4

5

6

7

14 V +VE

13 NC

12

11 GND

10

9 NC

8 OUTPUT

Fig. 2. Outline and pin connections of the standard 14 pin
Dual -in -line (DIL) version of the LM380.

02

\A
F12

25k

NONINVERTING
INPUT

0(2)

R5
150k

®011

TD2

Q12

GROUND (7)

Fig. 1. The internal circuitry of the LM380 IC.

Q9

OV + VE
(141

0 OUTPUT
18)

(3,4,5,10.11,12)
GROUND
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Chit -Chat
The LM380 is a very easy device to use. Input signals

can be direct coupled to either the inverting (pin 6) or
non -inverting (pin 2) input terminals, which have input
impedances of about 150k. An unused input
terminal can either be left floating, or can be shorted
directly to ground, or can be tied to ground via a
resistance. The output speaker load should be con-
nected between the pin 8 output terminal and ground
(pin 7) via a large -value electrolytic capacitor in most
applications.

The LM380 can be used with any single -ended
supply voltages in the range 8 to 22 volts. In all cases,
the supply must be decoupled via a 47uF or larger
capacitor located close to the IC, and a 100n ceramic
capacitor must be wired as near as possible between pin
14 and the ground terminal of the IC as a precaution
against parasitic oscillations. When the IC is used to
drive speakers or other inductive loads, a Zobel network
(comprising a 2R7 resistor and a 100n capacitor in
series) must be wired between the output (pin 8) and
ground terminals to protect the IC against high
frequency oscillations. If the power supply lines to the IC
have high ripple, a 10u or greater capacitor must be
wired between the BYPASS (pin 1) and ground terminals
to prevent the ripple reaching the speaker. The IC gives
greater than 37 dB of ripple rejection at 50 Hz when
fitted with this 10u bypass capacitor.

LM380 APPLICATIONS
The best way to get to know any IC is to put it on
your workbench and experiment with it. Figures
3 to 10 show a variety of ways of using the LM380 in
audio amplifier applications. Most readers should have
little difficulty in wiring these circuits up (on Veroboard
or microdeck, etc) straight from the diagrams.

INPUT

2

3

7

LM380

14

11

+18V

C1 II. 1C2
100n

C3
+ 1470u

fV

R1

2R7

C4
100n T

SPKR
8R0

Fig. 3. A simple Non -Inverting 2 watt audio amplifier.

Fig 3 shows how to use the LM380 as a very simple
non -inverting 2 W amplifier. The input signal is direct
coupled between ground and the pin 2 non -inverting
input terminal of the IC, which has an input impedance
of about 150k. C1 and C2 are the supply decoupling
and anti -parasitic capacitors respectively, and R1 and
C4 form the Zobel network across the output of the IC.

Fig 4 shows how the IC can be used in the inverting
mode by simply connecting the input signal directly to
the pin 6 inverting input terminal and leaving the
unused pin 2, non -inverting terminal floating. This
diagram also shows how a potential divider volume
control (RV1) can be added to the circuit, and how to
improve supply -line ripple rejection by wiring C5 bet-
ween by pass pin 1 and ground.

INPUT

C5
10u

RV1
47k

OLUME

14

LM380 ii

+18V

C1

47u

ill/c/

Fig. 4. A the LM380 connected as an inverting 2 -watt audio
amplifier with volume control and ripple rejection.

Figure 5 shows one way of using the LM380 as a
simple non -inverting 2 -watt phono amplifier that can be
used with any ceramic or crystal pick-up cartridge. Here,
RV1 and R2 act as a simple volume control, and C6 and
RV2 act as a tone control that gives variable high -

frequency roll -off. R2 is wired in series between the
pick-up and the slider of RV1 to give the circuit a
reasonably high input impedance. A minor disadvantage
of the Fig 5 circuit is that, because of the presence of
R2, signal attenuation occurs between the pick-up and
the input pin of the LM380 at all settings of RV1.

R1

2R7

C3

470u

1 C2
100n

SPKR
8R0

R2
68k

-/V.V\C-0.
CERAMIC
OR

U CRYSTAL
PICK
UP

C5
+1-

10u

C4T loon

RV1
27k
VOLUME

C6
47n

RV2
10k
TONE

1 14

11

LM380

+18V

,
ClCI

1+C2
47u T 100n

R1

2R7

C3
470u

C4
100n

OV
/1711

SPKR
8R0

Fig. 5. A simple 2 -watt phono amplifier.

Figure 6 shows an alternative, and possibly better,
system of volume control that can be used with the
LM380. Here, the input signal is fed directly to the pin -2
terminal of the IC's differential input amplifier, and is fed
to the pin -6 input terminal via high value variable
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resistor RV1. When RV1 is set to zero resistance identi-
cal signals are fed to both of the input terminals of the IC,
so the amplifier has zero gain and the IC gives zero
output: the circuit exhibits an input impedance of about
75k under this condition. When RV1 is set to maximum
value, a large signal is applied to pin 2 and a negligible
signal is fed to pin 6, so the amplifier has a high gain and
the IC gives a large output; the circuit exhibits an input'
impendance of about 1 50k under this condition.

The volume control system described above is known
as a 'common mode' system, since it relies on the

C5 4-

10u

CERAMIC
OR

OCRYSTAL
PICK
UP

RV1
2M2 (LOG)
VOLUME

3

4

LM380 11

OV

+18V

Cl
1+ 1G2

47u T 100n

+,i

121
R7

ca
100n

n
470u

SP KR
8R0

Fig. 6. A 2 -watt audio amplifier with 'common mode' volume
control.

differential action of the amplifier. It's major advantage
is that it provides the circuit with a reasonably high input
impedance. Figure 7 shows how a common mode
variable tone control can be combined with the common

C5
10u

C5
10u

CERAMIC

pORCRYSTAL
PICK
UP

RV1
2M2

(LOG)

VOLUME

C6
2n2

1 14

2

3

LM380 11

+18V

I
C1 1+ 1C247u

RI
2R7

C4

C3

R2
1M5

C7
220p

Fig. 8. A phono amplifier with RIAA equalisation.

SPKR
8RO

mode volume control. Alternatively, figure 8 shows how
a variable tone control can be dispensed with and
replaced with a fixed RIAA equalisation network. Both of
the above circuits make excellent low-cost phono
amplifiers. They can be used in stereo systems by simply
using an identical amplifier, but with ganged controls, in
each channel.

The LM380 can be used in a wide variety of audio
amplifier applications. Figure 9 shows how it can be
used in conjunction with a field-effect transistor (FET) to
make a high -input -impedance (10 megohms); 2 -watt
general-purpose or 'bench' amplifier. Q1 is the FET, and

18V

01
2N3819

4
RV1
10k
VOLUME

C7

1u0
R3
10k

C5 +
10u t-1-' 14

3

LM380 11

6

Cl IC2
47u 100n

C4
100n

CERAMIC
OR

L.) CRYSTAL
PICK
UP

RV1
2M2

(LOG)

I
VOLUME

-----vV\A"---1
RV2 C6
2M2 (LIN) 3n3

TONE

2

LM380

14

I -18V

C1

47u

R1

2R7

1C2
100n

C3

470u

C4

100n

OV

/1111

Fig. 7. A practical 2 -watt phono amplifier with 'common mode'
volume and tone controls.

SPKR
8RO

OV

U171.-

R1
2R7

470u

SPK R
8R0

Fig 9. Above: A general purpose
2 -watt audio amplifier with an input
impedance of 10 Meg ohms.
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Chit -Chat

Fig. 10. A 4 -watt amplifier using
two LM380 ICs in a bridge INPUT
configuration. The circuit uses
common mode volume controL

is wired as a source follower, with its input impedance
determined by R2, and has its output fed to the IC via
volume control RV1 and limiting resistor R3.

Finally, to complete this month's 'Chit Chat', figure
10 shows how a pair of LM380s can be interconnected
in a bridge configuration to give an output power
roughly double that of a single IC. Here, the input signal
is applied to the non -inverting terminal of one IC and to
the inverting terminal of the other, thus producing
anti -phase output signals from the two ICs and dividing
the output power dissipation equally between the two
devices. The Fig 10 circuit is shown with a common
mode volume control, but the basic bridge configuara-
tion can in fact be used with any type of volume control.

Note in the Fig 10 circuit that the speaker is wired
directly between the output pins of the two ICs and that
BALANCE control RV2 must be pre-set so that negligible

1RV1
2M2
(LOG)

VOLUME

C5
56p

2

3

6

7

ICI
LM380

14

+18V

J.C2
100n

C1

47u

RV2
1MO (LIN)
BALANCE

1 14

2

3

IC2
LM380

6

7

+18V

C3
100n

C4
100n

R1

2R7

current flows through the speaker under quiescent
conditions. To make this adjustment, temporarily con-
nect a DC current meter in series with the -positive supply
rail of the circuit (both ICs use the same supply rail) and
then adjust RV2 for a minimum current reading with
zero input signal applied. Once RV2 has been pre-set, it
should require no further adjustment throughout the life
of the amplifier. HE

.
umilimmilimmim111111111111Short circuit....................................,.:_ _

GAS AND The alarm signal is generated by tage at RV1 slider increases and approximately two years, after
- SMOKE a simple oscillator which uses Q1 the oscillator is biased into opera- which it will become rather slow inmi

= as a common emitter amplifier tion. operation and will need to be 
- DETECTOR directly driving a common source For optimum sensitivity RV1 is replaced

This circuit is primarily intended for
mi

is
power FET output stage based on adjusted for virtually the highest in...
Q2 and having the loudspeaker as resistance that does not cause the im

mm use as a gas detector for a boat or
im its drain load. The positive feed- oscillator to switch on (when the
mo caravan, and is designed to run
mo back to produce oscillation (at sensor is in its high resistance

from a 12 V battery supply. It could.. about 1 kHz) is provided by C3 and state). If necessary the gas sensor ..

resistance of the gas sensor will from the other circuitry Note that

TG812

m...

im of course be run from a mains R3. However, normally the high device can be remotely located ..
In power supply unit if necessary. The
.. quiescent current consumption of result in the voltage at RV1 slider for good stability Cl and C2 should mi

the unit is about 130 mA, rising toii. being too low to bias on Q1 via R1, be mounted physically close to
.. approximately double this figure imm

and the oscillator will not function. ICI
when the alarm sounds. Apart from .ii

When gas is detected and the gas The type 812 gas sensor has a 4..

m even carbon monoxide. It will de-

BASE

am
1m

propane, butane, methane, etc., sensor's resistance falls, the vol- continuousVIEWoperating life of BASEthe unit will respond to most ..im ...mm smoke, combustible vapours and o-0 +12V ...
im

tect these at well below the mini- 3 1O1n st ..
i.ii VR1 ON/OF F- mum concentrations required to ..
... produce an explosion. 2

ma

.. At the heart of the unit is a -i .......... special sensor device which has a -_,---- 1

... semiconductor section which is 1MO 01 uA7805

heated by a 5 V heating element.
The latter is powered from the 12 V +

TOP VIEW
ma
ma

...-
supply via a 5 V regulator device,

R3 ...
C4 mo

IC1. The semiconductor sensor loo. ...
imm oxidizes when heated by the ele- ....- ment, and exhibits a high resist- im..

ance between two electrodes '-r-- i...
which are attached to it. Inflam- 0
mable gasses, vapours, etc. have a GAS DET d it -,4

lia
am

deoxidizing (reducing) effect on the ..
semiconductor material, causing

VN88AF TOP VIEW
am
m

its resistance to fall to only a frac-
tion of its previous level.
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Our new catalogue lists circuit board accessories
for all your projects - DIP sockets, pins, stand-
offs, cable clips, hand tools. And we've got
circuit boards, module systems, cases and boxes
- everything you need to give your equipment
the quality you demand. Send 25p to cover
postage and packing, and the catalogue's yours.

VERO ELECTRONICS LTD. RETAIL DEPT.
Industrial Estate, Chandlers Ford, Hants. S05 3ZR

Telephone Chandlers Ford 1042151 2956 9

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS. New 10MHz scope poe.
PFM200 E49 48. case (3 19, adaptor E3.19,
connector kit El 0 58 Microviston TV UK model
089.45. mains adaptor E6 73. PDM 35 (27.95.
mains adaptor 03.19, case E3.19. DM350 E67.45,
DM450 (95.95. DM235 (49.95. rechargeable
bans E7 50, warns adaptor 0.70. case E8.45.
Enterprise prog calculator with accessories (2.95.
COMPUTER GAMES. Star chess E58.45. Chess
Champion 6 088.50. Chess Challenger 7 (91 Chess
Challenger 10 E152 50 Voice Challenger poa
Checker Challenger 2 (44 Checker Challenger 4
E83 Atari video computer El 38, cartridges (13 45.
COMPONENTS. 154148 1 4p 1N4002 2.9p.
74117p. bc182b. bc183b. bc184b, bc212b.
be 213b, bc214c 5p Resistors 1/4W 5% E I 2 IOR tp
10M 1p, 0.8p for 50+ of one value. 16V elec-
trolytics 5/1/2/5/10/220f 5p, 100,f 6p.
1000,110p 1 lb FeC1 El 13 Delo pen 79p. 40 sq
ins pcb 60p Polystyrene capacitors El2 63V 10 to
1000pf 3p 1n2 to 10n 4p Ceramic capacitors 50V
E6 22pf to 47n 2p. Zeners 400mV £24 2v7 to 33v
7p Preset pots submin 0.1W 100 to 4M 7 Bp
TV GAMES. AY38500 + kit L8.95 Rifle kit
E4.95. AY3-86810+ kit E15.70. Stunt cycle chip
-s kit C15.70. AY -38603 chip E8.90.

TRANSFORMERS. 6-0-65 100ma 74p, 11/4a
(2.35, 6.3V I Vra El 89, 9.0.95 75ma 74p. la £2,
2a £2.60 12.0-125 100ma 90p. la E2.49.
IC AUDIO AMPS, with pcb JCI 26W El 95 JC20
IOW (2 95

B ATTERY ELIMINATORS. 3 -way type 6/71/2/9v
300 me El 95. 100ma radio type with press -studs
9V E3 35 95+95 EA 50 Car convertor 12v input.
output 41/2/6/71/2/9v 800 ma (2.50.
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS. 100rna radio
types with press -studs 4'10 El 40. 6v (1.40, 9v
E1.40, 41/2v +45tv (1.80. 6+6v (1.80, 9 +9v
Et .80. Stabiltsed 8 -way types 3/ 41/2/6/71/4 /9/
12/15/180 100ma E2.80, 1 Amp E.6.40.
sad power kits 2-18v 100rna E2.80, 2-30 v to
E6.95, 2-30v 2A E10 95 12v car convertor
6/71/2/90 18 El 35
T -DEC AND CSC BREADBOARDS, s-dec E3.80,
Sclec E4.02. u -deco E4 40. u-decb E6 73, 16 dil
adaptor (2.17, °Korth E2 48, exp300 (6.21.
esp350 £3.40, esp325 E1.73
B I-PAK AUDIO MODULES. 5450 L23.51.. AL60
E4.86. PA100 (16 95, pm80 £4.47, bont80
E5 95, memo 30 E20.12, AL30 E3.95. PA12
E7.60, PS12 £l.39, MA60 £35.44.

SWANLEY
ELECTRONICS

Dept. HE, 32 Goldsel Road, Swenley, Kent
Post 30p extra. Prices include VAT Budget add 7%
to ell prices. Lists 20p post free
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SPECIALS
FROM
MODMAGS
Mark your envelopes Specials, a
Specials, Modmags Ltd, 145
London, WC2H GEE.

ETI CIRCUITS
Books 1 & 2.
Each volume contains over 150 circuits, mainly
drawn from the best of our Tech -Tips. The circuits are
indexed for rapid selection and an additional section
is included which gives transistor specs, and plenty of
other useful data. Sales of this publication have been
phenomenal - hardly surprising when the circuits
cost under Ip each!
E1.50 + 25p P&P each.

electronics
tomorristi, lIjw

=WV:.

send them to:
aring Cross Road,

56,00 C -L39 54.00

ELECTRONICS TOMORROW
Comprised entirely of new material, the edition
covers such diverse topics as Star Wars and HI -Fl!
The magazine contains projects for everyone - none
of which have appeared in ETI - and a look at the
future of MPUs, audio, calculators and video. How
can you not read it?

TOP PROJECTS
Book 1 + 2: £2.50 + 25p P&P.
Master mixer, 100W guitar amp., low power laser,
printmeter, transistor tester, mixer preamp., logic
probe, Ni-Cad charger, loudhailer, 'scope callibrator,
electronic ignition, car theft alarm, turn indicator
cancellor, brake light warning, LM3800 circuits,
temperature alarm, aerial matcher, UHF -TV preamp.,
metal locator, four input mixer, IC power supply,
rumble filter, IC tester, ignition timing light, SOW
stereo amp. and many more.
Book 3: SOLD OUT! Book 4: E1.00 + 25p
P&P. Book 5: E1.00 + 25p P&P. Book 6:
£1.00 + 25p P&P.

75p + 25p P&P.

TOP PROJECTS
Book 7: £1.25 + 25p P&P.
ER II loudspeaker, CCD phaser, 3 -channel tone
control, bass enhancer, continuity tester, bench
supply, LCD digital multimeter, digital frequency
meter, wide range oscillator, ETI wet, egg timer,
house alarm, porch light, torch finder, light dimmer,
16 metal locater, electronic bongos, puzzle of the
drunken sailor, race track, ultrasonic switch, tic-tac
radio, rev counter, Transcendent 2000, spirit level.

ELECTRONICS - IT'S EASY
Books 2 & 3.
Our successful beginners' series came to an end some
time ago now, and the whole series is available from
us in reprint form. The three books between them
contain all the information presented in the series
(sometime in more detail) and together form an
excellent starting point for anyone interested in
learning the art of electronics.

£1.20 + 25p P&P each.

INTO ELECTRONICS PLUS
The complete series of Ian Sinclair's series Into
Electronics Plus a selection of some of the most
popular and informative articles from HE. Everything
from Home Computing to making your own PCBs.
El + 25p P&P.
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We start our new feature Clever Dick with
a look at some of the more frequently
asked questions that arrive each day.
Clever Dick will attempt to answer some
of them, if you've got a problem why not
drop us a line and we'll see what we can
do.

MOST OF THE LETTERS we receive on Hobby Elec-
tronics are technical enquiries, providing they're
accompanied by a SAE they receive a fairly speedy reply,
unfortunately not all of them do have a SAE, so they
usually get 'filed'. The purpose of this occasional feature
is to answer some of the more frequently asked ques-
tions and if space and resources permit, matters not
directly connected with HE.

Our first letter comes from Sandra Witter, (good to
see the ladies taking an interest), in the past we've had
one or two letters from Sandra (haven't we Sandra) as
this one concerns the Digi-Bell (June HE)

Dear Dick
I've built the 'Digi-Bell' and have come to the conclu-

sion it would be better described as the 'Relucta-
Warble'.

The 'thing has been subjected to several 'pullings
apart' and 'puttings back together'. I've replaced both
ICs and changed a dodgy (wrong value) capacitor,
re -soldered every joint on the board, checked it with a
multi -meter, even my dad has had it on a 'scope, he
reckons that the first stage is working all the time, so
when we connect up the battery it keeps sounding.
HELP.

Sandra Witter
Coventry.

Well, we must own up, we did omit a link on the PCB but
we did admit to it in the June issue. The second point
with the Digi-Bell was the high current consumption
experienced by some people, this is easly recitified by
connecting all the unused inputs of ICI to 0 V. Hope that
answers all the questions on the Digi-Bell.

Another common question concerns the availability of
PCBs and components, particularly, do we supply them?
This letter from A. Atefi is fairly typical.

Dear Sir,
I am enquiring about the GSR Monitor in your June

edition. Would you please tell me if it is possible for me
to order the PCB and components from you. I would be
grateful if you could mention the price so that I can send
you a cheque.

A. Atefi
Birmingham

The answer, sadly is no. It would be very difficult for
us to do so. Luckily companies like Tamtronik Ltd (see
ad. in this issue) are only too happy to supply all the
components, includig PCBs and hardware for all our
projects.
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We've had quite a few enquiries lately on our sound
effects projects, the White Noise Effects Generator and
the ADSR Envelope Generator. (Yes the PCB for the
White Noise Generator was back to front, sorry again).
They were developed as a matched pair but there's no
reason whatsoever why other inputs cannot be con-
nected to the ADSR, eg guitar organ etc.

Our third main topic this month concerns addresses,
people seem to think that we are all -seeing, all-knowing,
we must admit that would be nice but we're not. Its no
good whatsoever asking us to recommend a decent
lawnmower, people do too. If you stick to electronic
matters then maybe we can help. M N H Christmas is in
luck, he writes:

Dear Sir,
I have been fascinated by computers for many years.

Last week I purchased your book Into Electronics Plus to
read the feature Home Computers. I find that the cheaper
ones, ie £200-0300 are within my price range. I would
be grateful if you could supply me with any addresses
from where I could obtain further information.

Mr N H Christmas
Middlesex

Nice easy one this, in London we are particularly
fortunate, we have 'Eurocalc' and the 'Byte Shop' both
in Tottenham Court Road, along with several other well
known shops also in the same road. They can be found
displaying some small micro systems, Nascom etc. All
the addresses you may need can be found in our sister
magazine Computing Today (plug plug). Look out for the
Comp Computer Components Ltd ad there are several
low to medium budget machines in their range. They
can be found at: 14 Station Road, New Barnet, Herts.

Probably the most frequently asked question is, "Can
you supply me with a circuit for 71 Most of
the time we can find something suitable in our back
issues, don't forget ETI goes back seven years. Of course
we have to make a small cahrge for photocopying. The
trouble arises when we're asked to design circuits for
people. Unfortunately or porject team is employed full
time in designing our own projects, they just do not have
the time or resources to undertake any private work.
Sorry to those of you that want everything from multi -
bank mixers to a circuit diagram for a BBC colour TV
camera. Keep reading HE, you just never know.
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Ref. ELECTRONIC BOOKS Price
126 'Boys Book of Crystal Sets 25p
138 How to Make Aerials for TV (Band 1-2-3) 25p
160 Coil Design and Construction Manual 75p
196 AF - RF Reactance - Frequency Chart for Con-

structors 1 5p
200 Handbook of Practical Electronic Musical Novelties 50p
201 Practical Transistorised Novelties for Hi-Fi En-

thusiasts 35p
202 Handbook of Integrated Circuits (IC's) Equivalents

and Substitutes 100p
203 IC's and Transistor Gadgets Construction Handbook 60p
205 First Book of Hi-Fi Loudspeaker Enclosures 75p
206 Practical Transistor Circuits for Modern Test Equip-

ment 60p
207 Practical Electronic Science Projects 75p
208 Practical Stereo and Quadrophony Handbook 75p
210 The Complete Car Radio Manual 100p
211 First Book of Diode Characteristics Equivalents and

Substitutes 95p
213 Electronic Circuits for Model Railways (Reprinting) 100p
214 Audio Enthusiasts Handbook 85p
215 Shortwave Circuits and Gear for Experimenters and

Radio Hams 85p
216 Electronic Gadgets and Games 100p
217 Solid State Power Supply Handbook 85p
218 Build Your Own Electronic Experimenters

Laboratory 85p
219 Solid State Novelty Projects 85p
220 Build Your Own Solid State Hi-Fi and Audio

Accessories 85p
221 28 Tested Transistor Projects 95p
222 Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners 95p
223 50 Projects Using IC CA3130 95p
224 50 CMOS IC Projects 95p
225 A Practical Introduction to Digital IC's 95p
226 How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers 1 20p
227 Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects 1 25p
228 Essential Theory for the Electronics Hobbyist 1 25p
RCC Resistor Colour Code Disc Calculator 10p
BP1 First Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes 50p
BP2 Handbook of Radio, TV & Industrial & Transmitting

Tube & Valve Equivalents 60p
BP6 Engineers and Machinists Reference Tables 50p
BP7 Radio and Electronic Colour Codes and Data Chart

(Reprinting) 25p
BP11 Practical Transistor Novely Circuits 40p
BP14 Second Book of Transistor Equivalents' and Sub-

stitutes 110p
BP22 79 Electronic Novelty Circuits 75p
BP23 First Book of Practical Electronic Projects 75p
BP24 52 Projects Using IC741 95p
BP25 How to Build Your Own Electronic and Quartz

Controlled Watches & Clocks 85p
BP26 Radio Antenna Handbook for Long Distance Recep-

tion and Transmission 85p
BP27 Giant Chart of Radio Electronic Semiconductor and

Logic Symbols 60p
BP28 Resistor Selection Handbook (International Edition) 60p
BP29 Major Solid State Audio Hi-Fi Construction Projects 85p
BP30 Two Transistor Electronic Projects 85p
BP31 Practical Electrical Re -Wiring and Repairs 85p
BP32 How to Build Your Own Metal and Treasure Locators100p
BP33 Electronic Calculator Users Handbook 95p
BP34 Practical Repair and Renovation of Colour TVs

(Reprinting) 95p
BP35 Handbook of IC Audio Preamplifier and Power

Amplifier Construction (Reprinting) 95p
BP36 50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener

BP37 50 Projects Using Relays, SCR's and TRIACS 110p
BP38 Fun and Games with your Electronic Calculator 75p
BP39 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects 1 25p
BP40 Digital IC Equivalents and Pin Connections 250p
BP41 Linear IC Equivalents and Pin Connections 275p
BP42 50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits 75p
BP43 How to Make Walkie-Talkies 1 25p
BP44 IC555 Projects 145p
BP45 Projects in Opto-Electronics 1 25p
BP46 Radio Circuits Using IC's 135p
BP47 Mobile Discotheque Handbook 1 35p
BP48 Electronic Projects for Beginners 1 35p
BP49 Popular Electronic Projects 1 45p
BP50 IC LM3900 Projects 135p
BP51 Electronic Music and Creative TapRecording 1 25p
BP52 Long Distance Television Reception (TV -DX) For The

Enthusiast 145p
BP53 Practical Electronic Calculations andFormulae 225p
BP54 Your Electronic Calculator and Your Money 1 35p
BP55 Radio Stations Guide 145p

TI TTL Pin Configuration Guide 1 75p

Please add 25p p&p

74E10 14p
7404 18p
7008 20p
1410 16p
7413 32p
7420 18p
7430 17p
7447 65p
7473 36p
1490 35p
1493 35p
74121 30p
CA3080 77p
CA3I 40 75p
ICL80313370p
LM3813 80p
LM741 24p
NE555 24p
TBA800 100p
211414 100p

DIL SOCKETS
Bpin 12p
14pin 13p
16pin 14p

Large range al
compseers

mailable
Sad SAE

ANTEX
SOLDERING
IRONS
C -15W 390p
CX-17W 410p
CC11-15W 410p

COPPERCLAD
0.25W 410p
Spore bil 50p
Stand 170p

VERI3BOAROS
0.1 Copperclad
21/205 62p
3%x2'i 53p
334x, 62p
Pix5 69p
3/Ix17 240p

POCKET

MULTIMETERS

KRTI00 580p
11E00 ohms/al
LT22 1360p
RekokinsiVI
Teal lead KO

160p
(Prods. Croc
clips bananas.
Spades)

10 Test leads
with Croc Clip at
each end 110p

EXPERMIEN-
TOR BREAD-
BOARDS

(No soldering.
suitable la OIL
Cs)

For I C Circuit
(up to 22pinl
EXP325 180p
For up Is 3x14pin

DIE C

EXP350 360p
For up to 5x149in
OIL Cs

EXP300 64Ip
IC Test Clips

14pin 285p
16pin 297p
Logic

Probe 1900p

TECHNOMATIC LTD
17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10 1ED
(2 modes from Donis Nil Tube Stallion) (Ample parking space)
Telephone: 01-452 1500. Telex: 922800

Back Numbers
Shown here is a selection of past issues with
their major features and projects. All are
available (at the moment) for just 60 pence
each, including post and packing. Send your
order to:

Hobby Electronics
Backnumbers Dept.
145 Charing Cross Road
London, WC 2

NOVEMBER 78
Projects: Stereo Amplifier, Digital Clock, Wah-Wah
Pedal, Bedside Radio.
Features: The Edison Effect, Robots, Hi -F Specs, Kit
Review, Transducers Metal Locators etc.

DECEMBER 78
Projects: Metronome, Photon Phone, Audio Mixer,
Electronic Dice.
Features: Deep Space Communications, Understanding
Bias, Lasers, Photocells, Calculators, The Tesla Con-
troversy etc.

JANUARY 79
Projects. Graphic Equaliser, Touch Switch, Vari-Wiper,
Flash Trigger.
Features: BASIC programming, Viewdata, Starship
Daedalus, Pinball Machines etc.

FEBRUARY 79
Projects. Short Wave Radio, Sine/Square Generator,
Scratch/Rumble Filter, Car Alarm Project.
Features: Video Tape Recorders, Radioactivity, CA
3130 Circuits, Computer Glossary etc.

MARCH 79
Projects: Light Chaser, Tone Controller, Photographic
Timer, Cassanova's Candle.
Features: TV Signals, Test Gear, SW Aerials, Interfering
Waves, Communications Satellites, etc.

APRIL 79
Projects: Model Train Controller, Cistern Alarm, Tran-
sistor Tester.
Features. The Telephone System, TV Aerials, Electronics
in Warfare, Catalogue Survey etc.

MAY 79
Projects: Power Supply, Parking Meter Timer, Digibell,
White Noise Effects.
Features: Feedback, Electronic Music, AB Circuits, 555
Circuits, Aerial Tuners, Varicap Diodes etc.

JUNE 79
Projects: GSR Monitor, Envelope Generator, Drill Speed
Controller.
Features: Citizene Banned, Display Techniques, Moving
Coil Meter, Electronics in Music Pt 2, etc.

JULY 79
Projects: Shark, Baby Alarm, Points Controller, Linear
Scale Ohmmeter.
Features: Cassette Decks and Tapes, Binary Numbers,
Fixed Resistors, Short Circuits Special, etc.
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crescendo or a quiet passage. The ideal device would
simply reduce the volume range. In other words it
compresses the volume, in fact equipment of this sort is

OUT
VOLTAGE
IIN mV/

Figure 1. Graph of output vs. input voltage.

Constant
Volume
Amplifier
The uses of a Constant Volume Amplifier may at first seem somewhat
limited, but any audio enthusiasts will immediately recognise it as a com-
pressor, invaluable in high quality tape recording etc.

ANY ENTHUSIASTIC USER of a tape recorder, cassette
or reel to reel, will appreciate that the recording of
rapidly fluctuating sound levels such as the human voice
or an orchestra for example, can often pose certain
difficulties. If the level control is set on the recorder
during a loud passage then when a quiet passage
comes along, it can be almost inaudible. Likewise if the
level is set on a quiet passage then the louder ones will
be distorted.

What is needed is a piece of equipment which can
strengthen the weak signals and lower the louder. Such
a device is the HE Constant Volume Amplifier which
attempts to give a relatively unchanging output level for
a multitude of inputs.

The key word here, of course, is 'relatively' - we
don't really want a constant volume level because we
might not be able to tell if the orchestra was playing a

Constant
Volume

Amplifier

INPUT
VOLTAGE
1IN .,V)
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680R

I/P

LED 1

R2
10k

CI
47n

R4
10k

R3
10k

R6
1M0

2

R5
10k

IC

4

C3
1u0

Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the HE Constant Volume Amplifier.

47u

RV1
I10k

How It Works
IC 2 is a voltage controlled amplifier. That is, an
amplifier whose gain is directly proportional to a
DC control voltage present at pin 2. Following the
circuit diagram, the signal can be seen to pass
through coupling capacitor C3, to pin 1 of IC2, the
input. The output from pin 7 is coupled via C5 to
the preset RV2 which is set to give the required
output amplitude. As the voltage on pin 2 alters, so
does the gain of the amplifier. At 3.5 V the gain is at
maximum, but at 6 V the output of the amp is
virtually zero. At control voltages in between these
two limits the o /p amplitude is between maximum
and zero. (See figure 4.)

The circuit around IC 1 derives the control
voltage. IC 1 is used as an inverting amplifier
whose gain is given by the formula

R feedback
R input

SVV1

C5
1u0

7

6 4-

620p

NOTES:
ICI IS 741
IC2 IS MC3340
D1 IS IN4148

-4-0 0/P
RV2
100k
LEVEL

-r
2 X 9V

according to figure 5. These two resistors corres-
pond to R6 and R4 in the final circuit, giving a gain
of 1M/10K = 100.

DI half wave rectifies this amplified AC
waveform which is then stored as a DC voltage on
C4. The voltage should vary between about 8-14
volts, depending on the amplitude of the input
signal. RV1 is used as a variable potential divider to
drop this voltage to 3.5 to 6 V DC - used now for
the necessary control voltage to pin 2 of IC2.

A compressor should ideally have a fast attack
time, in the order of just a few milliseconds, so that
any sharp loud note is acted upon quickly, but a
relatively slow decay time of say 100 milliseconds
- otherwise the effect described previously of a
constant CVA would occur. These two times are
inherent in the circuit as capacitor C4 charges
quickly through DI, when a loud sound is present
at the input, but it discharges at a much slower
rate through RV1.

PIN

NOTCH
DOT

I C4j..r..2 8

4C 25

Figure 3. Showing an integrated circuit,
viewed from above (with pins pointing
away).

quite often referred to by people in the know as a
compressor.

The graph in figure 1 displays the characteristics of
the HE Constant Volume Amplifier showing output
voltage vs input voltage. Line A is the graph obtained if
the CVA is not used i.e. the output voltage is the same as
that of the input (because there is nothing there to alter
the input). However, with the CVA in use (line B) the
output varies a greatly reduced amount as the input
changes.

These results were obtained using the prototype
constant volume amplifier and show how effective it
functions as an audio compressor.

CONSTRUCTION
Make sure that ICI and 2 are inserted correctly - note
that pin 1 of both ICs is the top left hand pin when the

locating notch or dot is on the top of the chip (see figure
3).

Some ICs have a dot used as a locator, some a notch
and some have both. The printed circuit board has a dot

Note the position of the two nine volt batteries, make sure the
metal cases of the batteries don't short against the switch or
socket connections.
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Constant Volume Amplifier
etched on it which corresponds to the correct placing of
pin 1 for both ICs (see PCB pattern).

Looking at the inside photograph of the case shows
the layout of wiring up, which is quite easy. Remember
to use screened cable for input and output leads. The
case ideally should be metal and earthed, to screen the
circuit against mains hum. The earthing can take place at
either input or output socket by connecting a short lead
from tag 2 of the socket to the tag which is connected to
the metal shield. The signal should come from tag 1 of
the input socket and go to tag 3 of the output socket.
(See figure 4).

The rest of the components should present no diffi-
culties, the circuit being fairly straightforward.

SETTING UP
The procedure for setting up requires the use of the CVA
in situ. Feed an input to the device and the output to an
amplifier with the amplifier volume turned down. Set
RV2 to mid -position and RV1 fully anti -clockwise then
switch everything on. Turn the amplifier volume up till
you hear the signal. Now turn RV1 clockwise until
distinct distortion of the signal occurs, then turn it back
until the distortion just disappears. Finally, adjust RV2 to
give the required volume level. HE

Buylines
All components bar IC2 should be obtainable at

any component stockist as they are common types. If
IC2 can't be found locally then any of the larger mail
order firms might be able to help. It is also available as
an RS Components IC stock number 306-803.

The on -off switch and LED keep the front panel neat and
uncluttered.

I/P
SOCKET

2

SCREENED
CABLE

SCREEN

3

CENTRE
CORE

5

0/P
SOCKET

2

Figure 4. The connections to the input and output sockets.

I/P

CONTROL
VOLTAGE

3.5V

4.5V --r\Af f

6V

Figure 5. Showing the outputs obtained with various control
voltages.

F rEFDi-:4Cr

R INPUTI
2

I+

Figure 6. A straightforward operational amplifier circuit.
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Constant Volume Amplifier

INPUT

Si9

4
Parts List

LED
ANODE

LED
CATHODE

OUTPUT

RESISTORS (All 1/4W, 5%)
R1 680R
R2,3,4,5 10K
R6 1M

C3,5 luF Elect
C4 620pF Polystyrene

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI 741
IC2 MC3340

Top left. Overlay diagram for the
Constant Volume Amplifier.
Above. PCB foil pattern.
Below Right. Inside the cabinet, note
the use of screened cable for signal

POTENTIOMETERS D1 1N4148 wires.
RV1 10K Preset LED 1 TIL 220 0.1" LED
RV2 100K Preset

MISCELLANEOUS
Switch 2 x PP3 batteries and clips

CAPACITORS Case to suit 2 x 3 -pin Din Sockets
Cl 47nF Polyester
C2 47uF Elect. Approximate cost £9.00

1111111=111
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24 TUNE DOOR CHIMES
DOOR TUNES C16.44 + VAT.
Waddington's Videomaster announce a doorbell that doesn't

go Brunaggg. Ding -bong or Bzzrra. Instead it plays 24
different classical and popular tunes. It will play the tune
you select for your mood, the season or the visitor you are

expecting to call. Door tunes is not only great lun and a
wonderful ice breaker, but is also very functionally and

beautifully designed to enhance your home. There is

something for Christmas, something for you continental
visitors or your relations from the states, and even

something for the Queen. Door tunes is easy to install and '

has separate controls for volume, tone and tempo.

T.V. GAMES
PROGRAMMABLE C20.50 -i- VAT.

COLOUR CARTRIDGE T.V. GAME.

The TV game can be compared to an audio cassette deck -;

ands programmed to play a multitude of different games
in COLOUR, using various plug-in cartridges. At long last a
TV game is available which wil keep pace with improving
technology by allowing you to extend your library of games
with the purchase of additional canridges as new games
are developed. Each cartridge contains up to ten different
action games and the first canndge containing rein sports
games is included free with the console. Other cartridges
are currently available to enable you to play such games as
Grand Pnx Motor Raang, Super Wipeout and Spins Rider.

Further cartridges are to be released later this year,

including Tank Battle, Hum the Sub and Target. The

console comes complete with two removable joystick

player controls to enable you to move in all four directions
lupidownnightilehl and built into these joystick controls are
ball serve and target fire buttons. Other features include
several difficulty option switches, automatic on screen

digital scormg and colour coding on scores and balls.

Lifelike sounds are transmitted through the TV's speaker,
simulating the actual game being played.

Manufactured by Waddington's thdeamaster and 10

guaranteed for one year.

CHESS COMPUTERS

-
\

D(TRA CARTRIDGES:

ROAD RACE - ELIO + VAT.
Grand Prix motor racing with gear changes, crfsh noises

SUPER WIPEOUT - 193.17 + VAT.
10 different games of blasting obstacles all the screen.

STUNT RIDER - E12.16 + VAT.
Motorcycle speed mats, lumping obstacles, leaping various
rows of up to 24 buses etc.
NON -PROGRAMMABLE TV GAMES

6 Game - COLOURSCORE II - E13.50 + VAT.

Game COLOUR SPORTSWORLD 122.50 + VAT.

STAR CHESS - E55.09 + VAT.
PLAY CHESS AGAINST YOUR PARTNER.

using your own TV to display the board and pieces. Star
Chess is a new absorbing game for two players, which will
interest and excite all ages. The use plugs into the aerial
socket of your TV set and displays the board and pieces in
full colour kir black and whitel on your TV screen. Based on

the moves of chess. It adds even more excrement and
interest to the game. For those who have never played,
Star Chess is a novel introduction to the classic game of
chess. For the experienced chess player, there are whole
new dimensions of unprethcability and chance added to
the strategy at the game. Not only can pieces be taken in
conventional chess type moves but each piece can also
exchange rocket fire with Os opponents. The unit comes
complete with a free 18V mains adaptor, full instructions
and twelve months guarantee.

CHESS CHALLENGER V -135.65 + VAT
KAY CHESS AGAINST THE COMPUTER.

The stylish, compact, portable console can be set to play at

seven different levels of ability from beginner to expert.....
induding"Mate in two" and "Chess by mail". The computer
mil only make responses which obey international chess
rules. Castling, on passant, and promoting a pawn we all
included as pan of the computers programme. It is

possible to enter any given problem from magazines or
newspapers or alternatively establish your own board

position and watch the computer react The positions of all
pieces can be verified by using the computor memory recall

button.

Price includes unit wnh wood grained housing, and

Staunton design chess pieces. Computer plays black or

white and against itself and comes complete with a mains
adaptor and 12 months guarantee

OTHER CHESS COMPUTERS IN OUR RANGE INCLUDE:

CHESS CHAMPION - 6 LEVELS DI2.67 + VAT,
CHESS CHALLENGER - 10 LEVELS - E143.06
+ VAT.

BORIS - MULTI -LEVEL TALKING DISPLAY E16520
+ VAT.

A. -'r Ie 5 j'
ir a

; 0
3en

mem*
1404016
MMMINIOR
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ELECTRONIC CHESS BOARD TUTOR 119.75 inc. VAT.

A special bulk purchase of these amazing chess teaching
machines enables us to offer them at only 119.75 less than
half recommended retail price. The electronic chess tutor is
a simple battery operated machine that can actually teach
anyone to play chess and improve their game nth up so
championship level. This machine is not only for total

beginners but also for established players wanting to play
better chess. Unit contains the electronic chessboard with
32 chess pieces, a 64 page explanatory booklet and a set of
32 progressive programme cards including 6 beginners

cards, 16 check mate positions, 9 miniature games, 5

openings, 3 end games. 28 chess problems and 2 master
games

DRAUGHTS COMPUTERS
CHECKER CHALLENGER 2 LEVELS 14196 + VAT.

4 LEVELS MOD + VAX

The draughts computer enables you to sharpen your skills.
improve your game, and play whenever you want. The
computer incordbrates a sophisticated, reliable, decision

making microprocessor as ns brain Its high level of

thinking ability enables it to respond with as best counter
moves like a skiNed human opponent. You can select
offence or defence and change playing difficulty levels at
any time. Positions can be verified by computer memory
recall. Machine does not permit illegal moves and can solve
set problems Computer comes complete with instructions,
mains adapator and twelve months guarantee .

PLAY CRAUGHTSiCHECKERS AGAINST THE COMPUTER

liar.ziefirir.1114.nr;
itif.lballieleII IR it 11
IS AI ww ii..i ewe16/111 If fa    a

4.3 int:

ee -

FOR FREE BROCHURES - SEND S.A.E
For FREE illustrated brochures and reviews on TV and chess games please send a stamped addressed envelope, and stare

which particular games you require information on
Callers welcome at our shop in Welling - demonstrations daily - open front Ram -5 Meal Mon Sat learn I ant Wedi

To order by telephone please quote your name, address and AccesthBarclaycard nOmber
Postage end Par kInq FREE

AJD DIRECT SUPPLIES LIMITED, Dept. HE B 1.02 Bellegrove Road,
Welling, Kent DA16 3011 Tel: 01-303 91451Day) 01-850 8652 lEvenings)

..;
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TEE SHIRTS
We won't guarantee HE Tee -Shirts will make your sol-
dering any better, we won't even claim it will make your
projects work first time. What we will say is that it will
protect your body from harmful Ultra -Violet radiation from
the sun, embarrassing Tomato Ketchup stains on your hairy
chest and overweight wallets (if bought as directed in
sufficient quantity).

Yes folks, for just £2
all inclusive you can be
the first kid on your block
to own a brand new HE
Tee -Shirt. If you buy
more than one your torso
need never be left unpro-
tected whilst your other
one is in the wash.

Send your
cheque, PO or
anything
negotiable to:
HE TEE
SHIRTS, 145
Charing Cross
Rd, London
WC240E.
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Into
Electronics
Plus

Ian Sinclair has finished his tale,
So 'Into Electronics Plus' is now on sale,
The cream of Hobby, plus Mr Sinclair,
We modestly believe an unbeatable pair,
The pound you send will be well spent,
(That's apart from paying our rent),
You'll get 'Capacitors', 'Computers', and 'PCBs',
Not at all bad for just one hundred pees.

The demon HE poet strikes again, he sat up half the
night writing this one. (Don't know why he bothered).
Seriously though folks Ian Sinclair's series proved such
an astounding success we decided to bring it out as a
book. Not only that but we've added over twenty more
pages of informative features from 'Audio Transducers',
and how to make your own PCB's. That's 100 pages for
a Pound, a penny a page.

The series was primarily aimed at people taking 0 /A
level courses in electronics but has proved to be just as
popular with people starting out in our fascinating
hobby.

For your copy just send £1.25 (that includes Post,
Packing( to: -

INTO ELECTRONICS PLUS'
HOBBY ELECTRONICS,
145 CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON, WC2H OEE.

se
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The problem of harsh and unnatu-
ral shadows that occurs when
taking flash photographs using a
single flashgun can be overcome
by the use of a second flashgun. A
flash slave unit is then very useful
as it enables the additional flash-
gun to be triggered by the light
from the main gun, thus reducing
the amount of interconnecting
leads required. The flash slave
circuit shown here is extremely
sensitive and when used indoors it
always seems to trigger reliably
regardless of where the main
flashgun and the slave unit are\
positioned. If used out of doors
there is likely to be little reflected
light to help trigger the slave unit
and it may be necessary to have the
photocell aimed towards the main
flashgun in order to obtain reliable
operation (this is common to all
flash slave units). The circuit has
excellent immunity to saturation by
strong ambient lighting.
The photocell isa BPX 25 or similar

silicon photo -transistor. The collec-
tor to emitter resistance of this
component varies over a wide
range from darkness to high ligh-
ting levels, with the latter giving
the lowest resistance. The pho-

tocell is connected as part of a
potential divider across the supply
rails and when the light from the
flash unit is received, a negative
output pulse is produced by this
circuit. This pulse is coupled by

R1
1k5

R2
470k

SW1
ON/OFF

Q2
BC179

FLASH
SOCKET

T B1
9V

C1 R4 PP3

100u 330R
C110V

b
1n0

BC179 & BPX25
(BASE VIEW)

R3
10M SCR1

400V
01 1A

BPX25

way of Cl to the input of a common
emitter amplifier based on 02. Cl
has been given a low value so that
it only efficiently couples the fast
pulse caused by the flashgun, and
slow signals such as those caused
by shadows crossing the photocell
are blocked.
R2 and R3 forward bias Q2, but by
an amount which is too small to
produce a significant collector cur-
rent. However, the negative input
from the photocell causes Q2 to
conduct heavily and feed a trigger
current to SCR 1 gate via current
limit resistor R4. SCR 1 then briefly
switches on and fires the flash unit.
The circuit operates extremely
rapidly and there is no significant
delay between the firing of the two
flashguns. The unit has a current
consumption of about 20 to 50uA
in normal ambient lighting condi-
tions, falling to less than a
microamp if it is stored in darkness
and it is therefore quite feasible to
omit the on /off switch SW1.

MIS

NM
SIM

EMI

MIN

INE

1.

NMI

711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r
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A TOUCH OF ASCII
S100 VDU PROJECT
NASCOM PACKAGE

First there was ETI, catering for the same stable. CT covers the area of small -
middle -range to advanced electronics en- business and amateur computing and deals
thusiast. Then there was HE which was with both software and hardware.
aimed at the newcomer to the field. CT's third issue (cover date of May) is

Now there is Computing Today from the out now - 50p at your newsagent.

Books from
the HE Book
Service
28 Tested Transistor Pro-
ject £1.15
Richard Torrens. The projects
can be split down into simple
building blocks which can be
recombined for ideas of your
own.

Electronic Projects for Be-
ginners £1.55
F. G. Rayer. Divided into 'No
Soldering Projects,' Radio and
Audio Frequency, Power Sup-
plies and Miscellaneous.

Solid State Short Wave
Receivers for Beginners .

£1 .15
R. A. Penfold. Several modern
circuits which give a high level
of performance even though
only a few inexpensive com-
ponents are used.

Popular Electronic Proje6vs
El .65

R.A. Penfold. A collection of
the most popular types of
circuits and projects using
modern, inexpensive and freely
available components.
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Digital IC Equivalents and
Pin Connections .. . £2.70
Adrian Michaels. Covers most
popular types and gives details
of packaging, families, func-
tions, country of origin and
manufacturer.

How to Build your own
Metal and Treasure Locators

£1.20
F. G. Rayer. Gives complete
circuit and practical details for a
number of simple metal loca-
tors using the BFO principle.

Linear IC Equivalents and
Pin Connections .. . £2.95
Adrian Michaels. Gives most
essential data for popular de-
vices.
Projects in Opto Electronics

£1.45
R. A. Penfold. Covers projects
using LED's, Infra -red transmit-
ters and detectors, modulated
light transmission and also
photographic projects.

52 Projects using iC 741
£1.15

Rudi and Uwe Redmet. Trans-
lated from an enormously suc-
cessful German book with
copious notes, data and circui-
try.
50 FET (Field Effect Tran-
sistor) Project . . . £1.45
F. G. Rayer. Contains some-
thing of interest for every class
of enthusiast. Short Wave Lis-
tener, Radio Amateur, Experi-
menter or audio devotee.
How to Build Advanced
Short Wave Receivers ..

£1.40
R. A. Penfold. Full constructio-
nal details are given for a
number of receivers plus
circuits for add-ons such as
Q -Multiplier, S -meter etc.

Essential Theory for the
Electronics Hobbyist £1.45
G. T. Rubaroe gives the hob-
byist a background knowledge
tailored to meet his specific
needs.

Beginners Guide to Building
Electronic Projects . £1.45
R. A. Penfold. Covers com-
ponent identification, tools,
soldering, constructional
methods and examples of
simple projects are given.

50 Projects using IC CA3130
£1.15

R. A. Penfold. Describes audio
projects, RF project, Test
Equipment, Household and
miscellaneous circuits.

IC 555 Project . . £1.65
E A. Parr. Circuits are given for
the car, model railways, alarms
and noise makers. Also covers
the related devices 556, 558
and 559.

50 Projects using Relays,
SCR's and TRIAC's £1 .30
F. G. Rayer. Gives tried and
tested circuits for a whole
variety of projects using these
devices.

Note that all prices include postage and packing. Please make
cheques etc. payable to Hobby Electronics Book Service (in
Sterling only please) and send to:

Hobby Electronics Book Service
P.O Box 79
Maidenhead, Berks.
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Into
Linear ICs
By Ian Sinclair Part 2
Part two already. This month Ian Sinclair digresses for a moment to take a
look at the gentle art of PCB construction, soldering and layout before we
get down to the real business of linear ICs.

IF YOU'VE JUST BECOME accustomed to laying out
transistor circuits, then your first look at a circuit diagram
for an IC project is a bit off-putting, mainly because so
many connections have to be made to one small unit.
Don't worry, it's not only easier than it looks, it's even
easier than laying out transistor circuits, thanks to the
use of DI L packages.

SPREADING THE BREAD
Any IC circuit can, of course, be soldered onto a specially
prepared printed -circuit board (PCB), but for trying out
circuits of all sorts, nothing beats a solderless bread-
board for speed and ease of handling. The breadboard
which is best suited for these circuits is the Euroboard,
which has contacts arranged in groups of five, with 25
groups in a column, and four columns. Fig. 1 shows the
arrangement - the groups are spaced out 2.5 mm apart
on one column - so that the standard IC pin spacing of
2.5 mm can be accepted. The columns are arranged
either 7.5 mm apart (A and B; C and D) or 15 mm apart

Y1
X1

1

5

111111[1 11111111111111111
A B D Y2

5

10 10

15 15

2 0 20

25 2
V2

X2 1111111 1111111111 1111111 X2

Fig. 1. The Eurobreadboard layout. Columns AB or CD are used
for small ICs, the larger spacings between B and C can be used
for the bigger ICs with 15 mm between lines.

(B and C) so that any of the normal IC's right up to the
monster microprocessor can be fitted in. The size of the
board is enough to permit assembling any of the circuits
we shall use, but the price is as low as several much
smaller and less suitable competitors.

The columns are lettered A, B, C, D, and the lines are
numbered 1 to 25, so that we can indicate where a
connection is made by using a letter and a number. For
example A4 means any of the five contacts on the 4th
line in column A. Contact is made by inserting a lead into
a hole on the correct line, so that if one lead of a resistor
is to be connected to A4, the wire end is simply pushed
into one of the holes on this line - any one will do.

Now when we plug an IC into this breadboard, each
.of its pins will be on a different line, one side in one
column and the other side in another column. You
wouldn't, of course, ever plug an IC into the board so
that two pins were on the same line. Each pin will
therefore be on a line of its own which can be identified
by a letter (for the column) and a number (for the row).

INSTANT CIRCUIT
This makes construction incredibly easy. Mark on the
circuit diagram the letter and number for each pin of the
IC. Because most IC's need only a few other com-
ponents, very few other lines on the board need to be
used, and we can use any spare convenient lines. Each
circuit diagram (using IC's) in this series will show the
Eurobreadboard layout in this way, so that you don't
even have to be able to read the circuit diagram

111(1111IIIII 111111
A

Fig. 2. How the small 8 -pin IC fits on to the Eurobreadboard.,
This is the position which will be used in all the circuits in this
series using these ICs.
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larly well to be able to construct each circuit. At the same
time, you'll gain valuable experience in laying out a
circuit.

The Eurobreadboard also has four long lines of
contacts arranged round the edges, and intended for
power supplies.

We'll use these as the power supply points in all the
circuits, using X1, for positive supply, X2 for negative (if
needed) and Y1 for earth or zero voltage. As always,
labelling X1 on a diagram means any contact hole on
Xl, usually the nearest one. Where a wire link has to be
taken from one group of contacts to another, this is
indicated on the diagrams by a thickened line.

SOLDERING IC's
A solderless breadboard is first-rate for testing -out
circuits, particularly any circuits which have been
modified a bit, but it's not the method we'd use for a
'permanent circuit - that's a soldering job. Now you've
probably used a soldering iron already, but if your
experience of soldering is only on transistor circuits, or
possibly not at all, then perhaps a little bit of advice
might be useful.

One essential point is to have a soldering iron which is
suitable for working on ICs. Because of the 2.5 mm
,spacing between IC pins, an iron with a large bit is
definitely out. Most modern soldering irons have repla-
cable bits, so that it's possible to attach a very fine bit for
soldering IC's and then change to a larger one for bigger
stuff. A suitable power is around 15-25 watts. Much less
than 15, and you find that the solder never readily melts
properly, because the copper of the printed circuit board
conducts too much heat away. Much more than 25W,
and you find that you are overheating the tiny strips on
the board, causing them to pull away. Make sure, too,
that your iron can be earthed with an earth wire correctly
fitted to a thre-pin plug. The circuits we're dealing with
in this series don't need an earthed iron, but if you ever
use the type of digital IC's called CMOS, or have to use
FET's then you'll need an earthed iron - so why not start
now?

+9V

IN (3-.
A10

OUT

Fig. 3. Instant circuit! When the Eurobreadboard numbers are
put on to the circuit, the few extra components that are needed
go between these lines and earth or supply lines, or can be
accommodated on spare lines.
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The technique for soldering an IC goes something like
this. First of all, you place the IC on the board, with its
pins in the correct places - and then you check. Check
that it's the correct IC for that part of the board (unless
there's only one!), and that it's the correct type of IC -
they look pretty much alike. Then locate pin 1 on the IC
and check that it's placed in the hole that is intended for
pin 1. On a small board, this is easy enough, but
checking takes longer if you have a large board which
takes twenty or more IC's. Use the small bit on the iron,
and fine gauge resin -cored solder - Multicoro' size 10
(0.7 mm diameter) is ideal.

SOLDERING ON
Having checked, solder pin 1 onto its pad. Turn the
board over so that it's resting on the IC, hold the tip of
the bit of the soldering iron against the track pad just
where the IC pin comes through, then touch this point
with the end of the solder. When a small drop of solder
flows on take the solder away, move the tip of the iron
around the pin of the IC so that the solder forms a neat
blob around the pin and the pad. At this point take the
iron away and blow on the joint to cool it.

Most IC's are fairly heat -resistant, but if you have any
doubts about how long it'll take to solder a pin into
place, then protect the IC with a heat sink. This doesn't
have to be anything elaborate, just a paper clamp of the
Bulldog variety clipped onto the IC and touching the pins
just where they are bent over at the sides of the casing
(Fig. 4). Having soldered in pin 1, check again that you
have the right IC, in the right place and the right way up.
This may sound unnecessary, but at this point the IC can
be removed very easily by heating the solder and pulling
the IC out - after you've soldered in a few more pins,
removal is a major operation! Having soldered in pin 1,
now solder in the pin which is opposite, pin 5 on an 8 -pin
chip, pin 8 on a 14 -pin chip, or pin 9 on a 1 6 -pin chip.
Check again - it's your last chance! If it still looks fine,
solder in the rest of the pins, let them cool down, and
then check that each pin is properly soldered, with no
break in the solder around each pin and no little bridges
of solder between one track and the next.

Fig. 4. Using an office paper clamp as a heat -sink. These
clamps come in various sizes which are suitable for all the
common linear ICs.
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DE METHOD OF DESOLDERING
Even with all the care which you've taken ( and you did,
didn't you?) inevitably some day you will find that
there's one IC in the wrong place, the wrong way up, or
of the wrong type, and you have to remove it. If the IC
has failed, and you're absolutely sure that it's failed -
'removal is easy. You simply cut through each pin at the
body of the IC, using side -cutters, then take the pins out
one by one, holding the remains of the pin in tweezers,
and pulling the pin out as you melt the solder with the
iron. If, however, there's nothing wrong with the IC and
you want to use it again or in another part of the board,
then gentler methods are called for.

Various desoldering tools can be bought, but unless
you're going to do an awful lot of desoldering (it's
cheaper to get the darn thing in the right place first time,
folks), the cheapest and simplest method is to make use
of copper braid, variously called solderwick or solder -
braid. The idea behind this is that solder, like other
molten metals, has a large amount of surface tension
which pulls it into narrow tubes and small gaps. Copper
braid is a mass of small gaps, so that molten solder runs
into braid the way oil soaks into lampwick. To use
desoldering braid, lay a clean piece of braid over the joint
which you want to desolder. It helps if there's a faint
coasting of flux on the braid - I keep an old tin of Fluxite
(which I bought in 1 949) handy. Then clean the solder
from the bit of the iron by wiping it quickly with a damp
cloth, and lay the hot bit on top of the braid so that the
braid is sandwiched between the bit of the iron and the
joint. Keep the iron in contact until you see the solder on
the joint melt and run into the braid - then remove the
iron and the braid together. You'll find
hold the braid with tweezers - it gets mighty hot during
this operation. Don't leave the braid soldered to the
joint!

This procedure should lap up all the solder from the
joint, leaving only a very thin silvery film of solder. If it
doesn't take all the solder first time (which means that
you're putting too much solder on your joints), then cut
off the piece of braid which is now stiff with solder, and
try again with a fresh piece of braid. When all the solder
has been removed from each pin of the IC, it should be
possible to pull the IC away from the board without a
struggle. With any reasonable luck, if you check each IC
as you go, in the way we've described, you will never
have to go through this procedure.

Fig. 5. Examples of Hobbyprints
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BOARD STIFF?
That covers the jobs of soldering and de -soldering, but
what about the circuit -boards themselves? What you use
as a printed -circuit board (PCB) very much depends on
what sort of project you are building. You may, for
example, be constructing a project for which a ready-
made board is available, in which case your only
problem (apart from paying for it and getting it delivered
in one piece) is to make sure that each component is
soldered in the right place.

You can often save yourself a lot of time and money
by etching your own boards - provided that you can get
the pattern marked onto the board. For a project from
your favourite magazine, you can buy the HOBBYPRINT
transfers of instant dry transfer, and every major project
in HE has a HOBBYPRINT to match. The laminate board
(plastic coated with copper) is cleaned by rubbing the
copper surface with fine sandpaper, and finished off by
wiping over, using a clean rag moistened with a drop of
lighter fuel or white spirit to remove any traces of grease.
Once the laminate is completely dry, you then lay the
HOBBYPRINT over the copper, with the backing surface
of the HOBBYPRINT uppermost. Rub over the back of
the HOBBYPRINT with a soft pencil, B, 2B or softer
preferably, and make sure that you don't rub so hard
that you pierce the paper. Make sure that you have
rubbed thoroughly over all the parts where there is
printing to be transferred. Then peel the backing -sheet
off carefully. If you have been a bit careless, and you've
missed a piece of track, or jabbed the pencil -point
through, or lifted a piece of track, then panic not, the
repair kit which comes with each HOBBYPRINT will
attend to it. When the pattern is completely transferred,
cover the surface with a piece of stiff paper or cardboard,
and cut the laminate to size - I find a fretsaw is the
handiest method of doing this. The transfer material is
acid -resistant, so that you can now etch away the copper
which is not covered by the printed lines.

COME AND SEE MY ETCHINGS
The etching material is ferric chloride (Iron (III) Chloride
to you chemists). It's not very strongly acid, but don't
splash it in your eyes (remedy: wash in plenty cold water,
then in eyewash, and see a doctor just in case). It will
also stain the fingers, so I always play safe and
wear rubber gloves and goggles. Make up just what you
need. I use a photographic developing tray which I

bought from a junk -shop, and I measure out the solid
ferric chloride into it, then pour on hot water and stir.
When the solid has completely dissolved, put the board
in, copper side up, and keep the solution hot from above
by shining a desk lamp on to the copper from about six
inches above the top - but don't take any risks, and
make sure that the desk lamp is properly earthed in case
it falls in. If you use a metal tray for etching, it can be
kept warm on a hotplate, but I wouldn't be inclined to
use the cooker for this job. Move the board around a bit,
using tweezers, so that it's always in contact with fresh
solution.

You will see the unwanted copper steadily etching
away, and when its all gone, lift out the board and rinse it
in warm water. Now use fine sandpaper or Vim to
remove the transfer material - you'll have to scrub fairly
hard. Dry the board, and drill through each solder -pad so
that your components can be mounted. You can, if you
like, drill before you scrub off the print.
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Into Linear ICs
You'll need a small drill -bit for this job and something

suitable to use it in - its not really suitable for a
carpenter's brace. The used ferric chloride solution can
be kept in a labelled and well -stoppered bottle until the
next time, though it's best made up fresh unless you are
etching again in a week's time or so.

Etching is done in exactly the same way, no matter
how the board is printed; the important part of the
process is cleaning the copper before applying the
pattern. Any trace of dirt or grease on the copper (and
that includes fingerprints) can cause faulty etching. If
you're determined to keep costs low, or if you're
building a project for which there is no HOBBYPRINT,
you can apply your own pattern. One way is to use
readymade shapes of instant transfer, another is to use
etch -resist put on with a felt-tip pen. Some of the best
PCB's I've seen were done with a drafting pen filled with
waterproof Indian -ink; but your draftsmanship has to be
good. All of these methods are particularly useful if you
have to design a circuit layout for yourself, and if you
have stencils for the IC mounting -pads. For HE projects,
though, HOBBYPRINTS win every tine!

STRIP -TEASE
There are still a few methods left if you don't want to get
involved with etching and marking -out copper laminate.
These methods involve the use of stripboards - PC
boards which have been machined or etched so as to
have parallel strips of copper set at 2.5 mm apart so as to,
suit the pins of ICs. The original Veroboard consists of
long strips made in this pattern and also drilled at 2.5
mm intervals. Other patterns are now available, with
short tracks (something like the groups of contacts on
the Eurobread-board in arrangement). If you use the
long strips, you will have to cut the tracks, as shown in
Fig. 6, so that the IC pins do not short to each other.

Stripboards can be used for any IC circuit, providing
that they use 2.5 mm pitch strips. The circuits are laid
out on the stripboard exactly as you would lay out a
circuit on the Eurobreadboard. Unfortunately, most
stripboards are not numbered nor lettered (don't ask me
why, it can't be for lack of being asked!), so that you will
have to do this for yourself unless you can get hold of
ready -numbered material. One way is to stick some
masking -tape at the end of the strips and write the strip
numbers on it. Another method is to make use of the

CUTS

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0000000000C

ammO o oo 0000000 oo o o oo o o oo o o oc.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 6. Cutting 2.5 mm Veroboard to take an 8 -pin IC.
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Fig. 7. The track pattern of OIL -board. Using this type of board
saves on cutting.

white correcting fluid which is used by typists to cover
mistakes (sold as Tippex fluid, Snopaque, etc.) and paint
a stripe of this down one edge of the board. Let it dry for
a minute (it's fast -drying) and then write the numbers in
pen or pencil on it. Remember to number each side of
the board, unless you are using single -sided board.
Single -sided board is undrilled, so that the components
are mounted on the same side as the copper tracks, with
each leadout wire butted against the track and then
soldered to the track. Circuit layout, circuit tracing, and
troubleshooting are all much easier when this type of
board is used, because you don't have to keep turning it
over.

That's covered the possible constructional methods
that you can use; but there's one important point to
attend to before we start making linear IC circuits and
getting them to work. It concerns power supplies - an
important feature of all IC circuits.

VOLTS WITHOUT FAULTS
The small-scale circuits that we're going to feature can
all be battery operated, though a few of the later circuits
will take rather a lot of current from the batteries. If you
don't have a mains power pack, or if you have a mains
power supply which doesn't suit linear ICs, then the use
of batteries is an attracitve proposition. All of the circuits
'have been designed to work from either single or twin 9
V batteries, such as the PP3 which seems to power so
many small transistor radios. If you can spring a bit extra
on the larger sizes, such as the PP6 or PP9, you'll find
them better value for money, because their life is very
much longer than that of the PP3's.

Some circuits specify dual supplies, meaning that

+ 0 9V
9V

9V 7

ov ov

7
9'

T 0 9V

Fig 8. Using two batteries for a power supply.
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Into Linear ICs
there is a positive and a negative supply with a common
earth return line. This is particularly easy to arrange
when you see batteries, connecting two batteries as
shown in Fig 8. A deluxe arrangement consists of the
two batteries held in a plastic box, with their connectors
wired to a miniature three -pin socket. The leads to the
Eurobreadboard can then plug into this socket, which
fits the plug one way only. If you don't feel like going to
this much trouble, you will have to make sure that you
have the supply leads right way round each time - one
way is to solder the battery connectors to the leads,
which are then plugged into the breadboard. If you see
flexible leads, solder the ends lightly, because solderless
breadboards don't take kindly to having stranded wire
thrust into them - not all of the strands come out again!
Generally, there's less of a problem in getting the leads
the right way round when only a single 9 V supply is
used, and there are only two leads.

MAINS SUPPLY
A mains -operated supply, is of course, very useful,
particularly if you are interested in trying out IC amplifier
circuits which operate loudspeakers. These circuits can
flatten small batteries pretty quickly, so that extensive
work of this kind really calls out for a mains supply.
Building such a supply is not difficult (see HE for May,
1 979), but you have to remember that the input to such
a supply is 240 V mains, and you can't afford to take any
risk with the high mains voltage which we use in this
country. Building a mains supply is not a job for a
beginner, and it demands as much care in mechanical
details like shaping metalwork and mounting com-
ponents as it does in electrical details like correct
connections. The construction of a power supply won't

+Ve +Ve

FROM BATTERY
CHARGER TO

CIRCUITS
T5000u

35V

-Vet 0 -ye

BATTERY
CHARGER

ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITOR

Fig. 9. Adding smoothing to a battery charger -a cheap way to
get a single voltage supply suitable for many circuits.
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be described here, because there are so many excellent
designs and kits around. A kit, incidentally, is a very
satisfactory way of building your first mains power
supply.

Suppose you don't want to undertake the construc-
tion of a mains power pack, but you don't fancy using
batteries? There are still a few ways out. One is to buy a
power supply - a suitable unit would provide 9-0-9
volts of smooth DC at 0.5 A. This unit could be pricy, but
it's certainly quick and safe. Another way is less costly
and a bit unusual. Every motorist's accessory shop sells
power supply units - called battery chargers. A lot of
junk shops also sell them second-hand; there must be
millions of them around, and they're only used in the
winter. Now the output from these battery -chargers
doesn't look much like DC, but if a smoothing capacitor
of 5 000 N F, 35 V, is added, as shown in Fig. 9, they
convert nicely into power supply units with an output of
up to 18 V or so. Don't try to put the capacitor inside -
there's seldom room, and you may disturb the wiring to
the extent of causing a short circuit.

VARIABLE POWER
Fig. 10 shows how such a supply can be adapted to
provide 9-0-9 V for the circuits which need a dual power
supply. This circuit is also useful if you happen to have a
power -pack which has an 18 V output and no negative
output. The circuit consists of a 9V zener diode and a
resistor, with the earth line taken from the place where
the diode and the resistor connect. Even if the power
supply doesn't deliver exactly 18 V, this version of a dual
power supply works well enough for all the dual -supply
projects in this series. Remember that dual -supply
circuits use fewer components.

For circuits that use low currents (like many of the
741 and 555 circuits) the voltage across the zener diode
in Fig. 10 can be used as a single supply, leaving the -9
V lead disconnected, but the higher -power circuits can't
be operated in this way because the resistor in series
with the zener diode won't pass enough current. An-
other solution will have to wait until Part 7: it's the use of
a linear IC which acts as a voltage stabiliser.

The ultimate in power packs, of course, is a variable
stablised mains unit, giving both positive and negative
supplies and which can be set to any voltage required.
Don't worry if you can't aspire to this, though, every
circuit in this series can still be operated by the good old
pair of PP3's. HE

+Ve

18V
FROM
SUPPLY

e

+9V

TO IC
CIRCUITS

-9V

Fig. 10. Obtaining dual supplies from a single 18 V supply. The
1N5346B is a 9.1 V zener diode rated at 5 W and obtainable
from RS Components stockists.
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PRINTED
CIRCUITS

HARDWARE

Comprehensive range Constructors Hardware
and accessories

Selected range of popular components
Full range of HE printed circuit boards
normally ex -stock, same day despatch at
competitive prices
P.C. Boards to individual designs
Resist -coated epoxy glass laminate for the
d 1.y. man with full processing instructions (no
unusual chemicals required)

Alfac range of etch resist transfers. and other
drawing materials for p c boards.

Send 15p for catalogue.

RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR
SERVICES

-MASONS ROAD
STRATFORD-ON-AVON
WARWICKS. Tel. 4879

BARGAINS FOR THE
ELECTRONIC HANDYMAN
BRANDED LED DIGITAL

ALARM CLOCKS

(1) (2) (a)
Returned to Service Department within guarantee.
period.

(1) With alarm repeat - S.R.S.P. of El 7.00 offered at
E3.95 inc. VAT.

(2) With luxury lamp and repeat alarm as featured in
most major U.K. Mail Order catalogues, S.R.S.P.
£31.00 -offered at £7.95 inc. V.A.T.

(3) With integral luxury light and repeat alarm also as
featured in most major U.K. Mail Order catalogues.
S.R.S.P. of 02.00 -offered at £7.45 inc. V.A.T.

These will be sold as received from our customers with
the existing fault(s) and without guarantee.

Discounts available on large bulk purchases
PRESCOTT. CLOCK AND

WATCH COMPANY LIMITED
Prescott House. Humber Road, London PP/in 6ER
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MICROPROCESSORS AND COM-
PUTING. A book to give you a start, Con-
tents: Binary Arithmetic, Principle of Opera-
tion, Programming, Glossary of Terms, 50
pages of explanation and diagrams. Price
£2.30 plus 45p p&p (cheques, crossed P.O.
only). Educational Data and Technical Ser-
vices, 59 Station Road, Cogenhoe, Nor-
thampton NN7 1 LU.

TAMTRONIK LTD. (DEPT. HE) PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS and

KITS FOR HE PROJECTS217 TOLL END ROAD, TIPTON
WEST MIDLANDS DY4 OHW TEL. 021-557 9144

Meg
Issue Project

Kit
Ref

ilett1

Dec 78

Jai. 79

FL 79

Mal 75

Apr 79

IMMO we
our..

Uwe W

PPP Battu Oka
111k1101

Mass Plum
M.E. Our

Sutphin booker
MIL Triomf
Variwipor - RnIny
Yarhripar - SCR
Toul RIPKA

Short Wave Rmlio
Sum/Sours Wan 6lnruor
Scratch 6 AttmloN Finer Menet
WWI 6 Rumble fitter (Stereo)
RE Car Alarm

DOI Chasm
Ca Candle

Term Control
PlenpraoliK Timer

Nadal Train DWI -NW
Colon Alum
Trnssurtor Gnin Tulm

M. 79 Pomo Supply Unit
P.1111111 Melo Timer
NOM
WMIn Nam. 6naeratnr

Jun 79 6SR Moller
Envelope Glower
Our Speed Controller

H001

11002

11003

11005

11006

NO01

R008

11009

11010

ROHR
H0116
11012

14013

11014

11015

H015S
11016

H017
H 018

Hell
HON

11021

11022

11023

11024

11025

H 025

11027

4026
H029
1030

PC S

1.25

3.90
90

1.10

85
1.60

3.25

3.25
1.10

90

90

1.15

1.40

1.95

1,45

2.90
1,20

2.00
I.10
1.00

25

1.40

75

1.93

92

1.35

I.67

1.05

1.50
1.05

Kit
it

Contents
(See key)

15.95
43.95
6.90

5.115

6.40

23.35

24.55
13.15

7.30
4.10
4.95

11.95
25.95
14.40
18.45

8.35

14.25
5.95
8.80
9.95

21.95
2.20
5.25

21.55

4.- 95

14.95

molt
12.10
6.95

BERL

DER
BEN

BENI

BENS

UGH
BERM

016111

11)111.

BEN

BEN

BEN

BEM

BERL

BEM
BEN.

BEHL

BEB

8E11

BERK
6101

BEM
8E111

BEAM

BEJ

BENI.

8011

BEIM

BEAR

BEN

KEY TO KIT CONTENTS

A Vero-board(s)
B Printed Circuit Board(s).
C 1/lAth Screen printed component layout.
D Tag strip.

AU Resistors, potentiometers, capacitors,
semi-butnctors
As E with exclusions Please ask for details.

G Dil and/or transistor sockets and/or soldercon
pins.

H Hardware includes switches. knobs, lamps and
Raiders, fuses and holders. plugs and sockets,
microphones, transformers, speakers. meters,
relays. terminal blocks, battery connectors. etc.

BUT excludes nuts, bolts. washers, connecting
wire, batteries and special miscellaneous items.
As H but with exclusions. Please ask for details

K As H but Including connecting wire.
L. Suitable easels)
M Suitable case with screen printed facia.
N Full kit to magazine specified standards.

Kit with professional finish - Incorporating all
prime features including screen printed pcb and
case where appropriate.

Photocopy of any of Vsted Projects 30p.

SPECIAL OFFERS
flag -in mains PSII 3vi6vAvi12v DC 300MA.
Salable for calculators. TV Games. etc. f2.99
100 a< IaW lk resistors 30p
4 x NE 555 El 00

Pcbs and kits available from TAMTPONIK LTD.
for projects from ETI and EVERYDAY ELEC-
TRONICS. Send sae for tree catalogue. Please
(pole project and kit reference number when
derails ol a specific kil are required. sae.

Tamtronik Lid. reserves the right to change kit
content without notice tc incorporate current
modifications or to make valid substitutions for
temporarily unavailable components.

The majority of kits advertised can he supplied
from stock. however please allow 21 days

delivery since demand on any kit is unpredict-
able.

JULY PROJECTS
KIT

REF. PCB KIT
KIT

CONTENTS

HE Shark H031 2.00 22.95 BEHL
Points Controller H032 1.15 12.35 BEHL
Baby Alarm H033 1.45 13.60 BEHL

Kits can be supplied excluding pcb and/or case. Send sae f
details naming kit and kit reference and free cata ogue.

Trade and Educational enquiries welcome

PRICES INCLUDE
VAT & P.& P.

MINIMUM ORDER
E3.00

'Visa our shop at
32 Market Place
Great Bridge. Tipton
West Midlands

Telephone or Letter
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Hobby
Electronics
Book Service
POPULAR ELECTRONICS BOOKS

Sinclair. I. R.. Introducing Electronic Systems £1.80
Sinclair. I. R.. Introducing Amateur Electronics £1.55
Sinclair, I. R.. Electronic Fault Diagnosis £3.45
Sinclair. I. R.. Repairing Pocket Transistor Radios £2.50
Sinclair. I. R.. Oscilloscope In Use £3.00
Sinclair. I. R.. Understanding Electronic Components £4.00
Sinclair. I. R., Understanding Electronic Circuits £4.00
Kitchen. H. T.. Handtools For Electronic Workshop £2.75
Kitchen, H. T., Electronic Test Equipment £5.00
Capel. V.. How To Build Electronic Kits £2.20

-AUDIO

Earl, J., Audio Technicians Bench Manual £3.50
Earl. J.. Pickups and Loud Speakers £3.50
Earl. J.. Tuners and Amplifiers £3.00
Earl. J., Cassette Tape Recorders £5.25
Earl. J.. ABC of Hi-Fi £4.25
Capel. V.. Microphones In Action £3.00
Capel. V.. Improving Your Hi-Fi £3.50
Capel, V.. Creative Tape Recording £4.00
Hellyer, H. W.. Tape Recorders E4.25
Sinclair. I. R.. Audio Amplifiers For Home Construction £2.75

RADIO CONTROL

Aldridge. D.. Transistorised Radio Control For Models £3.50
Drake. J., Radio Controlled Helicopter Models £3.95
Jeffries. C. R.. Radio Control For Model Yachts £1.85
Safford. E. L.. Radio Control Manual £2.45
Safford, E. L.. Advanced Radio Control E3.95

COOKBOOKS

Tracton. K.. BASIC Cookbook E4.10
Lancaster. D.. TTL Cookbook £7.00
Lancaster, D.. RTL Cookbook £4.65
Lancaster. D.. CMOS Cookbook £8.20
Jong. W., IC Op Amp Cookbook £10.00
Lancaster. 0., T.V. Typewriter Cookbook £7.75
Lancaster. D.. Cheap Video Cookbook £7.00
Jong. W., IC Timer Cookbook £7.50
Lancaster. D.. Incredible Secret Money Machine (a how to cook book for
setting up your computer or technical business) E4.95

ikAr.;44,4

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

SIMPLE AND CONCISE ANSWERS TO MANY QUESTIONS WHICH PUZZLE THE
BEGINNER.

Coker. A. J.. 0 & A On Electric Motors E1.50
Hellyer. H.. Q & A On Radios and T.V. E1.50
Hibberd, R.. Q & A On Integrated Circuits £1.50
Jackson. K.. I) & A On Electricity £1.50
Brown. C.. Q & A On Hi-Fi £1.50
Brown. C.. Q & A On Transistors £1.50
Brown, C.. Q & A On Electronics £1.50
Reddihough. J.. Q & A On Colour T.V. £1.50
Miller, H.. Q & A On Electric Wiring £1.50

CONSTRUCTOR GUIDES

Graham. P.. Simple Circuit Building £2.45
Colwell, M., Electronic Diagrams £2.45
Colwell. M.. Electronic Components £2.45
Colwell, M.. Printed Circuit Assembly £2.45
Ainslie, A., Practical Electronic Project Building £2.45
Colwell. M.. Project Planning and Building £2.45

BEGINNER'S GUIDE

Sinclair, I. R., Beginner's Guide To Tape Recording £3.30
Sinclair, I. R.. Beginner's Guide To Integrated Circuits £3.10
Sinclair, I. R.. Beginner's Guide To Audio E3.10
King, G. J.. Beginner's Guide To Radio £3.10
King. G. J.. Beginner's Guide To Television £3.10
King, G. J.. Beginner's Guide To Colour T.V. £3.10
Guilou. F.. Beginner's Guide To Electric Wiring £3.10

PROJECT BOOKS

Marston. R. M.. 110 Cosmos Digital IC Projects For The Home Constructor
£3.25

Marston. R. M.. 110 Wave Form Projects For The Home Constructor £3.45
Marston. R. M.. 110 Op Amp Projects For The Home Constructor . . £2.95
Marston. R. M.. 110 Semiconductor Projects For The Home Constructor . .

£3.45
Marston. R. M.. 110 Thyristor/SCR Projects For The Home Constructor

£2.95
Marston. R. M.. 110 Electronic Alarm Projects For The Home Constructor .

£3.45
Marston. R. M.. 110 Integrated Circuits Projects For The Home Constructor

£3.45
Marston, R. M.. 20 Solid State Projects For The Car and Garage . £2.50
Marston. R. M.. 20 Solid State Projects For The Home E2.50

Note that all prices include postage and packing. Please make cheques, etc. payable to
Hobby Electronics Book Service (in sterling only please) and send to:

Hobby Electronics Book Service,
P.O. Box 79,
Maidenhead. Berks.
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QUARTZ LCD
5 Function
Hours, mins., secs.,
month, date, auto
calendar, backlight,
quality metal
bracelet.

£6.65
Guaranteed same
day despatch.

Very slim, only
6mm thick.

NIES

MULTI ALARM
6 Digits
10 Functions

* Hours, mins.. secs
* Month, date, day
* Basic alarm
* Memory date

alarm.
* Timer alarm

with dual time
and 10 country
zone

* Back light
* 8mm thick

£18.65
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WM OM
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Tailliwinoweemunsionf

M5

SOLAR QUARTZ LCD
Chronograph
Powered from
solar panel with
battery back-up.
6 digit, 1 1 functions.
Hours. mins secs day
date. day of week
1 /100th. 1 / 10th secs
10X secs , mins.
Split and lap modes.
Backlight. Auto
calendar. Only 8mm
thick
Stainless steel bracelet
and back.

Adjustable bracelet.
Metac Price

Guaranteed same£12.65 day dispatch

HANIMEX
Electronic
LED Alarm Clock

E,atu,es and Soa,fa.an.On
Hour/minute display. Large LEO display wit,
p.m. and alarm on indicator. 24 Hours alarm
on/off control. Display flashing for power losi.
indication. Repeatable 9 -minute snooze.
bright/dim modes control. Size-. 5.15" s 3.93
2 36" (131mm s 11ibrn x 60mm)
Weight- 1.43 lbs 10.65 kg/.

£9.65 Thousands sold!
Mains operated.

Guaranteed same
day despatch.

M13

SOLAR QUARTX LCD
5 Function

Genuine solar panel
with battery back-up /.
Hours, mins., secs.
Day /date
Fully adjustable
bracelet
Back -light.
Only 7mm thick

£8.65
Guaranteed same day
dispatch.

FRONT -BUTTON ALARM
Chrono Dual Time

6 digits. 5 flags.
22 functions.
Constant display of
hours and mins. plus
optional seconds
or date display.
AM /PM indication.
Month, date.
Continuous display
of day
Stop -watch to
1 2 hours 59.9 secs.
in 1 / 10 second steps
Split and lap timing
modes.
Dual time zones.
Only 8mm thick.

Back -light

Fully adjustable
open bracelet

£22.65
Guaranteed same
day dispatch. M6

SEIKO Alarm Chrono
LCD, hours, mins.,
secs., day of week,
month, day and date,
24 hour Alarm, 12
hour chronograph,
1/10th secs., and
lap time. Back ligh
stainless steel,
HARD LEX glass.

List Price E130.00

METAC PRICE

£105.00

M10

HANIMEX
Portable LCD
Clock Radio
* Back -light
* Batteries supplied free
* Quartz crystal controlled

£17.95

M14

QUARTZ LCD
11 Function SLIM CHRONO
6 thga, I 1 functions.
Hours, mins., secs., day,
crate, day of week.
1 /100th, 1/10th, secs.,
10X secs., mins.
Split and lap modes.
Back -light. auto
calendar. Only 8mm
thick.
Stainless steel bracelet
and back.
Adjustable bracelet.

Metac Price

£10.65 Thousands sold,
Guaranteed same day dispatch

SOLAR QUARTZ LCD
Chronograph with Alarm
Dual Time Zone Facility
6 digits. 5 flags.
22 functions.
Solar panel with
battery back-up
6 basic functions
stop -watch to
1 2 hours 59.9 secs
in 1 /10 sec. steps.
Split and lap timing
modes.
Dual time zones.
Alarm.
9mm thick
Back -light.
Fully adjustable
bracelet

£27.95 M7

SEIKO MEMORY BANK
Calendar Watch M354
Hours, mins secs
month, day, date
in 12 or 24 hour
format all indicated
continuously.
Monthly calendar
disfilay. month. year and
all dates
for any selected
month over
80 -year period.
Memory bank
function
Any desired dates
up to 1 1

can be stored
in advance
2 -year
battery life

List Price £1 30
Metac Price £105

Water resistant. M11

QUARTZ LCD
Ladies 5 Function_
Only 25 x 20rnm and
6mm thick.
5 function. Hours,
mins., secs., day, date
and back light and
auto calendar.
Elegant metal
bracelet in silver or
gold.
State preference.

£9.95
Guaranteed same day
despatch. M15

HOW TO ORDER
Payment can be made by sending cheque, postal order, Barclay, Access or American Express card
numbers. Write your name, address and the order details clearly, enclose 30p for post and pack's':
or the amount stated. We do not wait to clear your cheque before sending the goods so this will
not delay delivery. All products carry 1 year guaranteee and full money back 10 day reassurance,
Battery fitting service is available at our shops. All prices include VAT.

Trade enquiries: Send for a complete list of trade prices - minimum order value E100.
Telephone Orders: Credit card customers can telephone orders direct to Daven try or Edgware Rd
24 hour phone service at both shops: 01-723 4753 03272-76545.

CALLERS WELCOME
Shops open 9.30 - 6.00_=1=1

QUARTZ LCD
ALARM 7 Function
Alarm
Hours. mins.. secs.
Month, date, day
6 digits 3 flags
plus continuous
display of day
and date
or seconds
Back -light
Only 9mm thick

£12.65
Guaranteed same
day dispatch

ALARM CHRONO
with 9 World
Time Zones
* 6 digits. 5 flags.
* 6 basic functions.
* 8 further time

zones
* Count -down alarm
* Stop -watch to

1 2 hours 59.9 secs
in 1 / 10 sec. steps

* Split and lap
timing modes

* Alarm.
* 9mm thick.
* Back -light.
* Fully adjustable

bracelet

£29.65

SEIKO -STYLE
Dual Time -Alarm
Chronograph

Mineral glass face
Battery hatch for
DIY battery
replacement.
Top quality finish
with fully
adjustable bracelet

£3 5.00

M12

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

ONLY
- <9 -"$.0

£18.95

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
 DUAL TIME. Local lime always visible and you can

set and recall any other time zone such as GMT).
Also has a light for night viewing

 CALENDAR FUNCTIONS include the date and
day in each tune zone

 CHRONOGRAPH/STOPWATCH displays up to
12 hours. 59 ;mates. 59.9 seconds

 On command, stopwatch dram freezes to show
intennediate (split/lap) time while stopwatch
continues to run. Can also switch to and Irom
timekeeping and stopwatch modes without attesting
either's operation.

 ALARM can be set to any time within a 24 -hour
period. AI the designated time. a pleasant. but
Oscine buzzer sounds lo remind or awaken you!

Guaranteed same day dispatch. M16

InflaC ELECTRONICS
& TIME CENTRES

North & Midlands
67 High Street, DAV ENTRY

Northamptonshire
Telephdne: 03272 76545

South of England
327 Edgware Road

LONDON IC1/.2
Telephone: 101) 723 4753
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Speakers from 11 inch to 15 inch;
megaphone, PA horns, crossovers etc.
They're all in our catalogue. Send the coupon
nowt
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Our catalogue describes a wide range of
plugs and sockets, all at marvellous
prices. See cat. pages 114 to 129 for
details.

A genuine 150W per channel stereo disco to
build yourself. Full specification in our
catalogue.

61 -note touch -sensitive piano to build
yourself. Full specification in our
catalogue.

464

Our catalogue even includes some popular
car accessories at marvellous prices.

A very high quality 40W per channel stereo
amplifier with a superb specification and lots
of extras. Full construction details in our
catalogue.

A digitally controlled stereo synthesiser the 5600S
with more facilities than almost anything up to
(3,000. Build it yourself for less than £700. Full
specification in our catalogue.

A hi-fi stereo tuner with medium and long
wave, FM stereo and UHF TV sound! Full
construction details in our catalogue.

These are just some of the metal cases we
stock. There are dozens of plastic ones to
choose from as well. See pages 52 to 57 of
our catalogue.

mown
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD
All mail to:-
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155.
Shop: 284 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
(Closed on Monday).
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554000

Multimeters, analogue and digital, frequency
counter, oscilloscopes, and lots, lots more at excel-
lent prices. See cat. pages 106 and 183 to 188 for
details.

A 10 -channel stereo graphic equaliser with a

quality specification at an unbeatable price when
you build it yourself. Full specification in our
catalogue.

A massive now catalogue
from Maplin that s even
bigger and better than
het ore If you ever buy
electronic componen,
this is the one
catalogue you mu,
not be without
Over 280 pages -
some in full colour
- It s at comprehens,,
guide o electronic
components with
hundreds of
photographs and
illustrations and wn,
alter page
of invaluable data

Our bi monthly
newsletter contain,
guaranteed prices
special offers and
all the latest
news from Maplin
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A superb range of microphones and accessories
really low prices. Take a look in our catalogue
send the coupon

Imm =i =11

Post this coupon now for your copy of our
1979-80 catalogue price 75p,

Please send me a copy of your 280 -page catalogue. I

enclose 75p but understand that if I am not com-
pletely satisfied I may return the catalogue to you
within 14 days and have my 75p refunded
immediately. If you live outside U.K. send £1 or ten
International Reply Coupons.

I NAME

I ADDRESS

HE 879 I

--J


